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12 COVER STORY  Dealer Survey
Mike Raykovicz tackled what will become an annual feature 

for ArrowTrade, a survey of bowhunting retailers. In 21 sepa-
rate interviews he'll tell you what's selling at the businesses he 
called, what's not, and how these front-line representatives of the 
archery industry are working to stay pro� table.

We appreciate all the retailers who took time during "peak 
season" to answer our questions. � e four we're featuring on the 
cover include Judy Adams of Bu� alo Jump Archery in Helena, 
Montana. To her right is Dave Andrews, known to his fans at 
Andrews Archery in Frackville, Pennsylvania as "� e Bow Nazi" 
for his strong views on equipment. In the white shirt is Guy Kanas 
of Fletcher's Corner, Cape May Courthouse, New Jersey. Like 
Andrews, Kanas has been pro� led in ArrowTrade. In red is Rick 
Keirn of Rick'sArchery 
Shack, Albion, Indiana. 
While his bow sales 
have been down, Keirn 
said crossbow sales 
are strong, including 
Parker models like this 
Tomahawk. 

November 2012                                  Volume 16          Number 7

Read ArrowTrade online at arrowtrademag.com or arrowtrademagazine.com

6 From � e Publisher
Vote to change our nation's direction.

8 Product Showcase
Lakewood's popular Bow� le case grows lighter.

27  Product & Advertising Directory 

32  ATA News Brief: � e 2012 Elections
Our industry has a friend in Vice Presidential 

Candidate Paul Ryan (shown at right). � e small 
businesses that make up this industry need the � scal 
responsibility and pro-growth policies that he and 
running mate Mitt Romney can provide.

36  Industry News
� e courts dismiss the � nal lawsuits against Scent-
Lok and uphold the e� ectiveness of its garments for 
hunters. Industry News also charts the expansion of 
Kinsey's Archery and chronicles a retailer's fund-
raiser for the Soldiers' Angels program.

36  Hot Products Preview
A look at over 30 noteworthy hunting products.
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44   Bow� shing Boosts Sales
 Business Editor John Kasun timed his 
examination of the latest bow� shing gear 
so retailers would have plenty of time to 
stock up before the season gets underway 
in early spring.

56   Siege 330 Crossbow Test
 Light and powerful, this new 
recurve model is being produced by 
Middleton Crossbows and marketed 
by Bohning, one of the pioneers of 
the archery industry. Jon Teater put it 
through the same battery of tests faced by 
the compound crossbows we've reviewed 
in the past year.

62   Strictly Archery Pro� le
 � is Dealer Focus issue includes a  
pro� le of a New Jersey retailer. Brothers 
Ray and Tom DiRisio combined archery 
skills and prior business experience to launch a full 
service pro shop. By Mike Raykovicz.

72  Ashby on Broadheads
 Dr. Ed Ashby (shown at right) summarizes much 
of what he's learned in 26 years of broadhead and 
arrow penetration testing, in this interview with 
Traditional Focus Columnist Todd Smith. Smith will 
be stepping down as a regular columnist, but look for 
feature-length contributions from him in the future.

78  Kasun's Korner
 While they can be more complicated to set up, 
front-rear sights can o� er many archers tighter 
groups. John Kasun details the workings of the Hind 
Sight models in this equipment column. 

82 Organizing an E�  cient Service Area
 Having the tools and supplies right at hand and 
using a e�  cient method of tracking repairs is impor-
tant to generating a good return on your service work. 

90  Hosting a Shooting School
Larry Wise helps retailers understand the bene� ts 

and responsibilities that come into play in hosting a 
shooting school. His column includes a listing of USA 
Archery-certi� ed coaches that may be willing to lead 
classes or give private lessons. 

98 Focus on Safety
Archery is a very safe sport. Our new column is 

designed to help keep it that way, all the way from the 
manufacturing plant to out the dealer's door.

114 Lighter Side: Home Alone 
Any husband who has been left to fend for himself for a few days should appreciate John Kasun's 

approach to cooking, cleaning and caring for his wife's dog .

The Hind Sight Magnum is the original Hind Sight and still the 
number one seller. The Magnum is easily installed and can be 
used in conjunction with the majority of popular sights on the 
market.
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The Most Technologically Advanced Bag Target on the Market —
Rinehart Transforms Simple Into Smarter!

CALL TODAY! 608-757-8153 1809 Beloit Avenue • JAnesville, Wi  53546 • WWW.rinehArttArgets.com

It’s time for your old bag target to go extinct. No arrow can claw its way through the  
    Smart Core Technology in the all-new Raptor Series from Rinehart Targets!   
     Available in two sizes, the Rinehart Raptor Series features the company’s 
exclusive Smart Core Technology, providing a longer target life than any other bag  
target you’ve ever experienced.  
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Watching our president in 
action has me wondering 
whether he truly wants 

to destroy this country or is merely 
intent on buying enough votes to 
get reelected. Unfortunately, he may 
succeed at both. Business Editor 
John Kasun said to me a couple 
months back, “It’s not so much that 
I’m afraid Obama will be our next 
president. It’s that I’m afraid he will 
be our last president.”

We’ve not just doubled the 
national debt under Obama, we’ve 
doubled the amount of Americans 
receiving food stamps and recent-
ly given welfare recipients a waiver 
from work requirements. We’ve dramatically hiked the amount of people 
receiving disability under the cash-strapped Social Security system. We’ve 
taken unemployment bene� ts, once an 18-week government insurance
program that was funded by employers in each state and turned it into 
another entitlement program that provides paychecks for years. 

Our president got elected as a supporter of the traditional family and 
has dropped that pretense to curry votes with gay rights activists. His 
FCC appointees have presided over the march of pornography into the 
airwaves: there’s been a four-fold increase in the amount of nudity dur-
ing prime-time in the past year, according to a recent Wall Street Journal 
article.

We can’t secure our borders under an administration that sues states 
that try to enforce current immigration laws and tells illegals up to age 
30 who came here as children they no longer face deportation. We can’t 
stand tall internationally when the position once known as “� e Leader 
of the Free World” is occupied by somebody who insults our allies and 
apologizes to our adversaries. 

� is administration acts as if a silly 14-minute movie trailer on the 
internet that mocks Mohammed is justi� cation for violent riots in North 
Africa. Meanwhile, there’s no criticism toward the R-rated Broadway hit 
play that Secretary of State Hillary Clinton attended. � e Book of Mormon 
mocks the faith of Obama’s opponent Mitt Romney and the 14 million 
members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.  If it’s a form 
of Christianity, or supports traditional values, then it’s okay to trash it in 
Obama’s America. 

Romney’s running mate, Paul Ryan, has been criticized by the liberal 
press because he actually follows the principles of his Catholic faith, unlike 
the pro-abortion “Catholics in name only” who head the Democrats in 
both houses of Congress. Hard-working Americans should have no con-
cern about the principles of either Republican candidate, or about where 
they choose to  attend church.       Tim Dehn

The Right Choice

The White’s Tale is a product of the Archery Trade Association (ATA). A portion of proceeds from every sale goes into the development of outdoor programs and educational materials.

>   The White’s Tale game is part of an ATA program  
that introduces young people to bowhunting.

>   Kids and parents love this professional-quality 
game, which offers excellent retail margins.

>   Appeals to kids in your store for youth shooting 
leagues, archery programs, and range time.

>   Supports your pipeline of future customers,  
along with industry efforts to grow the sport.
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� e Dead-On Range� nder is a tough decal that sticks 
to the shooter side of the pin guard. Color-coded dots are 
used to bracket the back to belly of the animal you’re hunt-
ing. You set your sight pins up to correspond with them. In 
the example shown above, the hunter, even at full-draw, 
can quickly determine this elk is just 20 yards away and 
then use the short-range pin. 

By using di� erent color pins, say red for elk and 
green for whitetails, it’s possible to set the range� nder up 
to work on di� erent game sizes. � e manufacturer also 
sells a High Visibility kit that includes � ber optics for the 
ranging points. Reach the Montana manufacturer at (866) 
610-7221.

Bow� le drop in bow cases from Lakewood Products are 
better than ever. � e new Bow� le Elite is easier to carry with an 
18 percent reduction in overall weight.  � e newly engineered 
interior structure and components make it tougher and stron-
ger. Steve Wagnitz, president of Lakewood Products, said, “We 
are very excited to introduce the new Elite Series of Bow� le 
cases.  It will be recognized as one of the most innovative and 
strongest bow cases o� ered in the industry and the case to 
trust when it comes to bow protection.”

� e Bow� le design eliminates fumbling for your gear in 
the dark. Just lift the bow from the case and head to your stand.  

� ere is no time wasted attaching the quiver and then plac-
ing the arrows in the quiver. � e Bow� le’s interior is foam 
lined while the case exterior is lined with ballistic nylon 
to protect your SUV’s interior. � e Bow� le Elite cases are 
backed by a 10 year warranty; they are airline approved and 
USA made.  For more information call (800) 872-8458.

Dead-On Range� nder is Color-Coded

Lakewood O� ers Lighter, Stronger Case

Harmon Has Death Mist
With the Harmon Death Mists 

aerosol hunting scent disbursement 
system hunters just pop the top on the 
6 ounce aerosol can, aim and spray. 
Harmon says its scents are strong and 
very e� ective. Deer hunters can use 
the Harmon Death Mists to spray into 
scrapes or mock scrapes; on decoys, 
leaves of bushes, trees, scent wicks, 
drag rags, the leaves over a scrape or the 
bottom of boots or spray in the air and 
let the scent carry downwind.

Harmon’s Triple Heat Death Mist is 
Harmon’s � agship scent. “� e scent of three female deer in 
heat drives bucks crazy. � is is some of the strongest, fresh-
est doe in estrus urine available,” a company spokesman 
said. Harmon’s Dominant Buck Death Mist maintains the 
value, strength, integrity and purity of Harmon’s Dominant 
Buck scent, the popular scent used by hunters for over 29 
years. 

For more information about Harmon Scents or 10 other 
brands owned by Altus, call (800) 891-3660.

“Discover the only two 

archery magazines

existing in France !”

www.crepin-leblond.fr

> CHARC (bowhunting) : More than 25 000 readers every 3 months 

> Tir à l’Arc Magazine (Target, 3D and leisure archery) : More than 

30 000 readers every 3 months For any questions by e-mail : 

claubard@graphycom.com

1_4pub_echange_us.indd   1 7/03/12   9:57:52
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1-800-324-3337 • deerinfo.com

ILLINOIS
(NEW Dates / NEW City)

February 1-2-3, 2013
Prairie Capital Conv. Ctr.
Springfield, IL

MICHIGAN
(NEW Dates / NEW Facility)

February 22-23-24, 2013
The Summit
Lansing, MI

OHIO
March 15-16-17, 2013
OH Expo Ctr. 
(State Fairgrounds)
Columbus, OH

WISCONSIN
April 5-6-7, 2013
Alliant Energy Ctr.
Madison, WI

When you get your product in the 
customers’ hands you’ve got them!

• Today’s customers want answers to their
questions from experts…immediately!

• Today’s customers want live contact with
YOU and YOUR PRODUCT.

See our website for exhibiting & advertising info, floor plans, attendee demographics.

ATTENDEE DEMOGRAPHICS
• 13,000 – 26,000 attendees, varies w/ expo
• 93% plan to buy products here
• 41% have annual household income above $65,000
• 30% of attendees are female
• 32% attending for first time (reach new customers)
• Attendees from 40 states (35%-40% of U.S. market)

D&TE_AT_Qtr_4.75x3.5_B&W  10/4/12  6:53 AM  Page 1

� e B.A.S.H Hunting Tripod can 
serve to steady a � rearm, support 
optics or hold your bow and arrows 
during a practice session. � e adjust-
able legs fold and slide inside the tough 
aluminum tube, which is � nished in 
Mossy Oak or Realtree camo. � e tri-
pod has a detachable shoulder strap 
and weighs just 2.5 pounds with the 
included optic mount and gun rest. 
� e top of the tube, shown dangling 
from its tether, includes a compass. 
� e bow is being held by a component 
that slides along a track formed in the 
body. Options include a ground blind, 
� ashlight holder and an extension that 
allows you to shoot standing up.

Call (877) 545-6716 to learn more.

Fairchase Products, manufactur-
er of Nose Jammer’s “olfactory nerve 
overload” science system, introduces 
the Pro-Pack. � e kit combines the 
most popular Nose Jammer products 
into one convenient package: 16 oz. 
shampoo & body wash, 16 oz. laundry 
detergent, 2.25 oz. deodorant and a 6 
oz. Nose Jammer � eld spray.  

“Nose Jammer contains van-
illin and other organic compounds 
that e� ectively jam, or overload, a 
big game animal’s sense of smell,” a 
company spokesman said. “Best of 
all, it does so without alarming the 
animal to danger. � e Nose Jammer 
formula is made with compounds that 
are emitted from trees and shrubs commonly found in the forests and plains of 
North America. � e key is taking these natural compounds and delivering them 
at concentrated levels to overwhelm the sense of smell.”

� e Nose Jammer Pro-Pack sells for $39.99 MSRP. For more information call 
(855) 898-9067.

Matt McPherson, Owner and CEO of Mission Archery Inc. and Mathews 
Inc., designed the MXB-360 to give retailers and consumers a fast, powerful and 
accurate crossbow that is also lightweight, balanced and extremely easy to use.

“We’ve spent a few years listening to our retailers ask us to build a crossbow,” 
McPherson explained. “We’re con� dent the MXB-360 is going to be a new leader 
in terms of crossbow performance.”

Weighing in at a mere 6.55 pounds, this crossbow has a riser which doubles 
as a foot hold and eliminates the extra bulk of a stirrup (patents pending).

� e MXB-360 cam system produces speeds up to 360 fps. By simply adjust-
ing the limb bolts, you can change the draw weight from 160 to 100 lbs. � is same 

system also allows you to change strings 
and cables without using a bowpress.

MXB-360s are assembled and tested 
before shipping, then packed in a cus-
tomized Mission soft case. Mission also 
o� ers accessory packages at three dif-
ferent price levels. If you’re not already 
a Mathews & Mission retailer, you can 
apply online at mathewsinc.com or give 
the Sparta, Wisconsin manufacturer a 
call at (608) 269-2728.

Triple-Duty Tripod

Nose Jammer Pro Pack

Mission Launches McPherson-Designed Crossbow

Nov12AT006-011.indd   10 10/12/12   11:06 AM
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In an e� ort to provide readers 
with insight into current business 
trends in the retail archery indus-

try, ArrowTrade recently conducted a 
survey of dealers across the country to 
see how 2012 was going for them and 
to determine what products were sell-
ing well and what product categories 
were soft. We also asked them if they 
made any changes in their operating 
strategies that would increase tra�  c 
into their stores and for their opinion 
as to how 2013 would be for business. 
Here’s what they said, with their com-
ments following their bold-faced italic 
identi� cation.

Guy Kanas, owner, Fletcher’s 
Corner, Cape May Court House, New 
Jersey

“Frankly, my business has been 
doing well in almost all areas. My cus-
tomers aren’t streaming through the 
door requesting anything special but 
seem to want the products I’ve been 
carrying for some time. Buck Bomb 
was really a good seller last year and I 
quickly sold out of my original order, so 
I’ve ordered more for this year. I have 
seen an increased interest in tradition-
al archery equipment this year and we 
sell quite a few of the Hoyt aluminum 

n an e� ort to provide readers 
with insight into current business 
trends in the retail archery indus-
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riser hunting bows like the Bu� alo and 
Durado. � e Beman MFX Classic is my 
best selling arrow because my custom-
ers seem to like its small diameter and 
heavier weight and the Carbon Express 
Heritage arrow is also popular with 
them as well. Consumers also seem to 
be willing to spend more for higher end 
arrows like the Carbon Express Blue 
Streak, Carbon Injection and Maxima 
Hunter shafts as well.

“As for slow moving items, I have 
to say these would be in the electronic 
category. I’ve stopped selling things 

riser hunting bows like the Bu� alo and 
Durado. � e Beman MFX Classic is my 
best selling arrow because my custom-
ers seem to like its small diameter and 
heavier weight and the Carbon Express 
Heritage arrow is also popular with 
them as well. Consumers also seem to 
be willing to spend more for higher end 
arrows like the Carbon Express Blue 
Streak, Carbon Injection and Maxima 

“As for slow moving items, I have 
to say these would be in the electronic 
category. I’ve stopped selling things 

like GPS units, electronic game calls, 
range� nders, bait distribution devic-
es and electronic scent eliminators 
because they just haven’t sold well for 
me. I’ve also stopped selling outdoor 
camou� age clothing because of the 
tremendous number of products out 
there and the number of sizes I need 
to have in stock. Rineheart targets have 
always been a best seller for us and I no 
longer handle low end targets that are 
available from the big box stores.

“My parents retired and closed 
their hardware store so, to bring in new 
customers, I’ve brought in their line of 
Carhartt clothing and Wolverine boots. 
Believe it or not, I’m now doing tux-
edo rentals. Because the tuxedo rentals 
were such a big part of my parents’ 
store, we decided to keep it and now 
we do between 400-500 tuxedo rentals 
a year. In 2010 and 2011 business was 
not good but this year it’s been better. 
How it will fare for 2013 will depend 
on the upcoming presidential election. 
I’ve infused another business into my 
archery retail business and it’s helped 
a lot.”

Jeff Scavazzo, owner, Endless 
Mountains Archery, Birchardsville, 
Pennsylvania

“So far this year, the sale of com-
pound bows has been weaker than 
in the past. On the other hand, my 
sales of crossbows have been great 
(Pennsylvania recently approved cross-
bows for use during the regular archery 
season) and I’ve been averaging about 
� ve or six sales a week. Last week I 
sold 11. Targets, especially the Block 
target, have been selling well and my 
customers are willing to buy any target 
that allows two � nger arrow removal. 
� e Spyderweb targets are popular 
especially among the crossbow shoot-
ers. � e Rage broadheads are the most 
popular heads I sell and guys are buy-
ing a lot of them.

“Since the movie ‘Hunger Games’ 
came out, we’ve been selling quite 
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Guy Kanas, Fletcher’s Corner, Cape May 
Court House, New Jersey

that allows two � nger arrow removal. 
� e Spyderweb targets are popular 
especially among the crossbow shoot-
ers. � e Rage broadheads are the most 
popular heads I sell and guys are buy-
ing a lot of them.

came out, we’ve been selling quite 

 Many dealers reported the new Mathews 
Heli-m to be a best seller this year.

Hunters seem to like the way this new 
bow sends arrows downrange. At 322 feet 
per second and a generous 7 inch brace 
height, the Heli-m is the smoothest, quiet-
est and most technologically advanced 
lightweight bow Mathews has ever o� ered.

Nov12AT012-031.indd   12 10/12/12   12:04 PM
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a few of the Bear Cub recurve bows. 
We’ve sold about two or three every 
week since the movie came out. In 
fact, I ordered four more this morn-
ing. Treestand sales have been weak 
so far but I anticipate that to change 
as archery season approaches. I don’t 
stock things like GPS units or range-
� nders because my customers seem 
to go to the big box stores to buy those 
items. Regular sights, rests and bow 
quivers haven’t been doing too well 
this year and I think it’s the economy. 
People are making do with what they 
currently have and aren’t anxious to 
replace a two year old sight or rest with 
a new one.

“I’ve also seen reluctance from my 
customers to spend close to $200 on 
quality high end arrows and they seem 
to be saying those in the $80 to $90 
price range are good enough for their 
hunting needs. As a result, my Maxima 
and Axis arrow sales are lagging while 
the sales of Beman ICS Bow Hunter 
arrows have increased signi� cantly.

“To increase store tra�  c, we’ve 
opened the shop on Tuesday and 
� ursday evenings from 5 to 8 p.m. to 
accommodate the kids who completed 
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to be saying those in the $80 to $90 
price range are good enough for their 
hunting needs. As a result, my Maxima 
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the sales of Beman ICS Bow Hunter 

“To increase store tra�  c, we’ve 
opened the shop on Tuesday and 
� ursday evenings from 5 to 8 p.m. to 
accommodate the kids who completed 

the 4-H shooting 
program. We adver-
tised the new extend-
ed hours in the local 
paper and got a good 
number of calls from 

parents who wanted to bring their kids 
in to shoot. As a result, a lot of people 
got to see our operation and how pro-
fessionally we handle things. In addi-
tion, we are involved in community 
activities and this brings people out to 
the shop to see the premises � rsthand.

“Business for 2012 has been good 
and I attribute that to sale of crossbows 
and related equipment. I normally 
don’t sell the number of crossbows 
I’ve sold this year so far but for some 
reason, guys are coming in earlier than 
they usually do. When I sell one, I go 
over the whole bow with the customer. 
I show them how to cock it, how to load 
it, how to sight it in and how to shoot 
it. In addition, I go over all the safety 
aspects of shooting a crossbow. My 
best sellers are the Horton Havoc and 
TenPoint Titan Extreme because of the 
price. Guys just don’t want to spend 
$1,000 or more on a crossbow, so they 
are looking for those in a more moder-
ate price range.

“I expect business will be good in 
2013 because I’m anticipating cross-
bow sales will increase. Some custom-
ers tell me they are giving up their 
compound bows in favor of a crossbow 
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are looking for those in a more moder-

“I expect business will be good in 
2013 because I’m anticipating cross-
bow sales will increase. Some custom-
ers tell me they are giving up their 
compound bows in favor of a crossbow 

because they are easier to shoot and 
there is a very low learning curve. Many 
of these guys are casual weekend bow-
hunters, so I expect my sale of com-
pound and traditional equipment will 
still remain strong.”

Jesse Smith, Barefoot Archery 
Charlotte, North Carolina

“Some hot selling items so far have 
been the high end quivers like the AXT 
Carbon quiver. Fall away arrow rest 
sales are strong and I’m doing well 
with the new Easton Injexion shafts as 
well as NAP’s new Deep Six hunting 
heads. Swhacker and Ram Cat broad-
heads are hot right now as well and 
I’m really pleased how they are selling. 
� e movies “Hunger Games” and “� e 
Avengers,” along with Disney’s animat-
ed movie “Brave,” have generated a lot 
of interest in archery from the kids.

“After getting the approval of the 
local theater manager, we set up a table 
in the theater lobby and passed out 
brochures of our shop and o� ered a 
free shooting lesson. � e response was 
great. We saw a lot of young girls with 
their hair in pigtails wanting to come 
in to shoot.

“So far, we’re having a great year 
and I’m not disappointed in the way any 
of our products are selling, although 
our crossbow sales have dropped o�  
somewhat. � is is the third year they 
are legal for hunting in North Carolina 
and we sold 80 the � rst year but since 

program. We adver-
tised the new extend-
ed hours in the local 
paper and got a good 
number of calls from 

 Lorraine Clune and Je�  Scavazzo, Endless Mountains Archery, 
Birchardsville, Pennsylvania

the 4-H shooting the 4-H shooting because they are easier to shoot and because they are easier to shoot and 

 Jesse Smith, Barefoot Archery, Charlotte, North Carolina

By Mike Raykovicz
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then, sales have dropped o�  and I 
didn’t order as many this year because 
the demand for crossbows seems to 
have stabilized.

“To generate more tra�  c into 
our store, we started using Groupon 
and immediately sold 560 Groupon 
coupons. I charge $25 per hour for 
equipment rental and range time and 
with the Groupon coupons, two peo-
ple could come in and shoot for the 
same price. � ese were all new people, 
who I never saw before. Many said 
they always wanted to try archery and 
so came in with a friend. A few even 
came back and bought a bow and other 
equipment. To increase the number of 
bows I can service, I put in a new bow 
press to speed up service. I have two 
full time and two part time bow techni-
cians and the extra press allows them 
to do needed work faster.

“In late 2011, we were out of town 
for the � anksgiving holiday and 
thieves came in and cleaned out my 
shop. � ey took everything, includ-
ing the mounts on the wall. We were 
going into our Christmas season and 
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shop. � ey took everything, includ-
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it was shocking. Fortunately, 
our sales representatives 
and distributors were able 
to restock us and we were 
back in business within two 
weeks.

“As I said, this year has 
been good and I expect 2013 
will be better. I’m always 
looking at the positive side. 
I’ve acquired new custom-

ers and have a strong base of existing 
customers as well.”

Je�  Bordwell, Legends of Fall 
Out� tters, Tully, New York

“Trail cameras have been good 
sellers so far this year and we’ve begun 
selling a few crossbows. Right now, 
their use is only legal during the � re-
arms season but many think it’s only a 
matter of time before they are legalized 
for use during the regular bow season 
here in New York. So far all sales seem 
to be level but this year the archery 
season will open two weeks earlier, on 
October 1, so I anticipate we will be 
very busy in September and guys will 
be breaking down the doors. Right now 
we are on schedule with our sales and 
I think things will pick up signi� cantly 
in a few weeks.

“For us, it has been business as 
usual and we haven’t gone to any great 
lengths to generate more tra�  c. We 
have 15 sta�  shooters who wear our 
shirts to all local, state and national 
shoots and this gets our name out there 

to the public.
“I plan on sell-

ing � rearms within 
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“For us, it has been business as 
usual and we haven’t gone to any great 
lengths to generate more tra�  c. We 
have 15 sta�  shooters who wear our 
shirts to all local, state and national 
shoots and this gets our name out there 

“I plan on sell-
ing � rearms within 

the next two years and right now my 
son is in gunsmith school in Pittsburgh. 
For 2013, I’m planning to add a 1,200 
square foot addition to the shop that 
will include a fully appointed machine 
shop for gun repair. When he com-
pletes his technical training in 2013, my 
son will run that end of the business.”

Dave Andrews, Andrews Archery, 
Frackville, Pennsylvania

“� is has been the slowest year for 
sales across the board since I’ve been 
in business. I’m a Mathews only deal-
er and right now, I’m about 40 bows 
behind where I normally am with bow 
sales. � e Heli-m isn’t selling very well 
in our area but the other models are 
doing okay. My sales of Carbon Impact 
arrows have been strong and I sell a lot 
of HHA bow sights. Tru-Fire releases 
and Lumenoks are good sellers as well.

“� is year so far, I’m selling more 
strings and cables than ever before. 
People used to spoil themselves by 
buying something new every year and 
I have guys that bought a new bow 
every other year but this year this is not 
happening. � e unemployment rate in 
our area of Pennsylvania is higher than 
the national average and even those 
companies who are hiring are hiring on 
a part-time basis so they don’t have to 
provide any worker bene� ts.

“As for things that are selling well, 
I’d have to say Grim Reaper broad-
heads are a good seller and I’m selling 
a lot of Sawyer Tick Spray. Ticks have 
become a major problem in our area 
and many of my customers have come 
down with Lyme disease. Overall, it 

14
Je�  Bordwell, Legends of Fall Out� tters, Tully, New York

then, sales have dropped o�  and I then, sales have dropped o�  and I 

Deep Six broadheads from NAP are selling well for  
North Carolina retailer Jesse Smith.

Since their introduction two years ago, some dealers have 
reported that the stabilizers by K-Tech Designs have been � y-
ing o�  their shelves. These stabilizers incorporate Mathews 
Harmonic Dampers, Harmonic Stabilizers or both into each unit. 
They are made in the United States and are CNC machined from 
6061-T6 aluminum. Each port of the Tech 5 and Tech 7 stabilizer 
is machined with three grooves to provide di� erent con� gura-
tion so the Harmonic stabilizer and Dampers can be positioned to 
allow di� erent weight and balance options and can be tuned to a 
shooter’s exact requirements.
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seems people are concerned about the 
economy and are just not buying.

“� e really hot selling items, 
though, are the Ktech stabilizers. � e 
K1, K3 and K5 models have done really 
well and every bow leaving my shop 
has one or the other installed because 
they work well and are a perfect match 
for Mathews bows. � e stabilizers in 
the KB two rod series are selling very 
well also. All my customers really like 
the way they look and how they per-
form.

“I haven’t made any signi� cant 
changes to the way I do business 
because I have a good reputation and 
a large customer base. People � nd out 
about me through word of mouth. � e 
problem is, nobody wants to buy any-
thing new; they’re making do with their 
old equipment and the fact the deer 
population in our area is poor isn’t 
helping things.

“I expect 2013 to be better for busi-
ness if a new person is elected as presi-
dent.

“People are losing their jobs and 
companies around here are just not 
hiring. Archery equipment is con-
sidered a luxury around here and it 
appears the poor economy is to blame 
for the reluctance in spending.”

Jake Hilliker, Archer’s Archery, 
Midland, Michigan

“Without a doubt, my leading 
sales item has been the Mission Craze 
package. Surprisingly, my second best 
seller has been the recurve bows from 
October Mountain Products. Ever since 
the movie “Hunger Games” came out, 

I’ve seen a great deal of interest from 
youngsters in archery and as a con-
sequence, I’ve sold a lot of recurves. I 
never realized the movie would have 
that much of an in� uence on kids 
and it has brought a lot of people into 
our store. � e QAD Ultrarest HDX is 
a good seller, as is the new HHA 5519 
Optimizer bow sight. � is sight has 
been selling like hotcakes and we sold 
out of the ones we had in stock and I’ve 
just ordered more. Guys seem to like 
them because they are so easy to set 
up and to sight in and they also like the 

I’ve seen a great deal of interest from 
youngsters in archery and as a con-
sequence, I’ve sold a lot of recurves. I 
never realized the movie would have 
that much of an in� uence on kids 
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our store. � e QAD Ultrarest HDX is 
a good seller, as is the new HHA 5519 
Optimizer bow sight. � is sight has 
been selling like hotcakes and we sold 
out of the ones we had in stock and I’ve 
just ordered more. Guys seem to like 
them because they are so easy to set 
up and to sight in and they also like the 

rheostat feature that lets them adjust 
the pin brightness.

“Another surprise best seller has 
been NAP’s new crossbow head, the 
FOC. � ese heads are � ying out the 
door (no pun intended) and one cus-
tomer is using them on his bow with 
an 82 pound draw weight. NAP’s new 
Deep Six system is generating a lot of 
interest as well.

“� e sale of our high end bows is 
soft right now and most are not mov-
ing well so far. In fact, we’ve only sold 
about a third as many as we normally 

seems people are concerned about the 

Dave Andrews, Andrews Archery, 
Frackville, Pennsylvania

ECLIPSE DOES IT ALL
INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE “DO ALL” BOW

Speci� cations:  
• ATA-IBO Rating: 333-335-337 fps (30” 70lb)
• Axle-to-axle: 35”
• Brace height: 7”
• Draw weights: 50#, 60#, 65#, 70#
• Draw lengths: 25.5” to 31”
• Bow weight: 4 lbs

� e New Breed Eclipse features…
• Patented Bionix 2.0 Cam System
• High Performance Split Limbs
•  Available in the all-black Samurai edition, 

Predator Camo 3D, Outshine Brown Camo, 
  or multiple custom target colors.
• Bow Rattler String Suppressor
•   Custom-made Strings & Cables 
  (BCY 452) from String Addictions

Stock a bow that is attractive to 
both the target and hunting archer. 
Th e Eclipse boasts an all-round 
package with super smooth drawing, 
is extremely accurate, easy to tune, and 
forgiving after the shot.

www.newbreedarchery.comWWW.STRINGADDICTIONS.COM

(205) 536-7850

Made in the USA
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+  Hudalla Customer Appreciation    
 Celebration 1/7/13
+ “Big Money” cash prize drawing 
 at ATA Beer & Gear event/Hudalla   
 Customer Appreciation Celebration
+  Live entertainment at the ATA 
 Beer & Gear event
+  New product introductions 

+ Outtech Innovations 1/6/13
+ Free food, drinks, and entertainment
+ Door buster specials from 
 Outtech manufacturers offered only 
 during Outtech Innovations
+ Daily giveaways of products and hunts

+ Over 250 manufacturers 
 offering NABA discounted pricing
+ Direct Order buying group with   
 ATA manufacturers
+ ATA show attendance fulfills annual 

show attendance requirement

+  ATA-negotiated discount room rates for dealers

+ Special ATA-negotiated hotel food and parking packages for dealers

+ Complimentary shuttle bus service to all ATA-approved hotels

+ Big Buck Tags coupon book with additional dealer savings

Every ATA member shop that registers and attends 
the 2013 ATA Trade Show in Louisville will receive 
1 (one) Visa gift card valued at $100.  Use it to pay for 
food, gas, hotel, or any other expense. It’s our way of 
helping you get to the show and get the best possible 
deals on the products your customers want to buy. 

A SPECIAL GIFT 
JUST FOR DEALERS 

Kentucky Exposition Center

Louisville, KY January 7–9, 2013

+ $500 travel reimbursement to 
attending ARRO members

+ Patronage dividends paid on 
ATA/ARRO manufacturer purchases

+ ARRO Hot Show 1/5 & 1/6/13 
(ARRO members only)
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do by this time of year.
“It seems sales throughout the 

state are slow and even our 3-D shoots 
are attracting far fewer shooters than 
in the past. It seems no one has much 
extra money right now. I buy � rearms 
and this year more people are bringing 
in their guns to sell because they need 
the cash. So far, I’ve bought 11 guns 
and turned down at least � ve more. I 
could count on one of my customers 
buying a new bow every year but he 
hasn’t done so for the past two years. 
He runs a construction company and 
has been in the red since last January. 
In fact, he’s had to lay guys o� , which is 
something he’s never done before.

“To generate additional store traf-
� c, we’ve done more radio and some 
television advertising as well as adver-
tising in front of the store. We’ve run 
sales to bring people into the shop 
but it’s hit and miss. Some days I have 
customers but there are times I can 
go a week and a half without anyone 
coming in. We sell Mathews, Mission 
and Parker bows and we’re thinking 
about bringing in another line next 
year, although we haven’t decided 
which one.

“I can only hope 2013 is better but 
if the economy doesn’t improve, it will 
be rough on us. We had � ve employ-
ees at one time and now it’s just me. 
Ruhl Hoover owns the business and he 
works next door running a tool repair 
business.”

Brian Waldvogel, J’s Archery Pro 
Shop, Antigo, Wisconsin

“� e Monster Series by Mathews 
has done very well for us and sales of 

if the economy doesn’t improve, it will 
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Brian Waldvogel, J’s Archery Pro 

“� e Monster Series by Mathews 
has done very well for us and sales of 

the Mathews Heli-m are strong as well. 
Hoyt’s Carbon Element is a good seller 
and Spot Hogg’s high end Tommy Hogg 
is a strong seller.

“Our treestand sales seem to be 
weak right now and we’ve just put 
in a new � oor display and this has 
increased interest and sales have 
picked up slightly as a result.

“Broadhead sales have been soft to 
this point but I expect that to change as 
the opening of bow season approaches. 
Our food plot seed sales have not been 
strong because a lot of guys who do put 
in food plots prefer to buy their seed in 
bulk from the local feed mill.

“Everything else has been good.
“To generate more business, we 

moved from a 1,500 square foot retail 
shop to an 11,000 square foot facil-
ity and we put in a Techno Hunt and 
a full 40 yard 3-D indoor course. We 
do some radio and television adver-
tising but not much. We do advertise 
in the local newspaper and we work 
closely with the local chapters of the 
Central Wisconsin Conservation Club, 
Wisconsin Bowhunters and local QDM 

“To generate additional store traf-
� c, we’ve done more radio and some 
television advertising as well as adver-
tising in front of the store. We’ve run 
sales to bring people into the shop 
but it’s hit and miss. Some days I have 
customers but there are times I can 
go a week and a half without anyone 
coming in. We sell Mathews, Mission 
and Parker bows and we’re thinking 
about bringing in another line next 
year, although we haven’t decided 

“I can only hope 2013 is better but 
if the economy doesn’t improve, it will 

“I can only hope 2013 is better but 
if the economy doesn’t improve, it will the Mathews Heli-m are strong as well. the Mathews Heli-m are strong as well. 

The Ultra Rest by Quality Archery Designs 
comes in black, red or pink. The top-of-
the-line Ultra-Rest HDX has a curved cap-
ture bar and a redesigned vertical, making 
it far more versatile and compatible than 
ever before. The Mounting Block Design 
gives shooters more vertical adjustment 
and � ts most bows on the market. The rest 
boasts Lock-Down Technology, eliminat-
ing rest bounce back and the advanced 
vibration technology reduces vibration. 
This rock solid rest is constructed of CNC 
aluminum, stainless steel and Delrin com-
ponents.

Brian Waldvogel, J’s Archery Pro Shop, 
Antigo, Wisconsin

C.P. 
Oneida
Osprey
The best
Fish Bow in 
the World
has a new has a new 
color...
“Red Reaper”

Experience
C.P. Oneida
Kestrel  Bow’s
                    
          “Wow 
                        Factor”

                    Smoothest                    Smoothest
                    High 
                    Efficiency
                    Bow on 
                    the Market

Call 231-743-2427
Buck Pole Archery

www.oneidaeaglebows.com
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chapters. � is has helped our business 
since we donate to these organizations 
and their members come to our shop.

“For 2013, I expect business to be 
somewhat better because we brought 
in � rearms and this has generated 
more foot tra�  c. We have a big farm 
supply store nearby and they o� er out-
door equipment but they don’t o� er 
any services like we do. Our prices 
are competitive with theirs and we’ve 
found people come into our store when 
visiting the farm supply store and they 
often buy something from us.”

Jason Jones, Lonesome Road 
Archery, Taylor, Pennsylvania

“� e Mathews Heli-m and Mission 
Craze have been our top bow sellers 
this year. I think the Craze is aptly 
named because guys are crazy about 
them. � is bow is really priced right 
and rather than spend the money on 

chapters. � is has helped our business 
since we donate to these organizations 

“For 2013, I expect business to be 
somewhat better because we brought 
in � rearms and this has generated 
more foot tra�  c. We have a big farm 
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found people come into our store when 
visiting the farm supply store and they 

Jason Jones, Lonesome Road 

“� e Mathews Heli-m and Mission 
Craze have been our top bow sellers 
this year. I think the Craze is aptly 

new strings and cables on their old 
bows, they put that money into buy-
ing a Craze. Our crossbow sales have 
been strong and we’ve been selling a 
lot of Excalibur crossbows and so far, 
we’ve never had one come in for repair. 
Alpine quivers are really good sellers 
as well because they are about half the 
price of a Mathews or Hoyt quiver. � e 
various Tru-Fire releases are popular 
and have done well and the QAD and 
Vital Bow drop away arrow rests, while 
high-tech and pricey, sell well for us.

“For some reason, the Mathews 
shooters love the bow cases by SKB and 
I sold out of my previous order. I just 
placed another $2,000 order the other 
day for more of these cases. � e Ktech 

new strings and cables on their old 
bows, they put that money into buy-
ing a Craze. Our crossbow sales have 
been strong and we’ve been selling a 
lot of Excalibur crossbows and so far, 
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price of a Mathews or Hoyt quiver. � e 
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Vital Bow drop away arrow rests, while 

“For some reason, the Mathews 
shooters love the bow cases by SKB and 
I sold out of my previous order. I just 
placed another $2,000 order the other 
day for more of these cases. � e Ktech 

stabilizers are very popular with the 
Mathews shooters but guys are putting 
them on other bows as well.

“I’m not selling as many boots, tree 
stands and ground blinds as I did in 
the past. Guys seem to be going to the 
big box stores for those items. We can’t 
compete on the prices they o� er and it 
has hurt us somewhat.

“To generate more store tra�  c this 
year, we plan to advertise with the local 
20 screen movie theater. Our ad will run 
� ve times a day for 90 days and this will 
put our name in front of a lot of people. 
I’ve seen a huge jump in the number 
of kids coming into the store because 
of the movies “Hunger Games” and 
“Brave.” Right now, about 80 percent of 
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“Strikes Gold”
In London

Carbon Express

Team Italy shooter Michele Frangilli chose his arrows at the 
critical moment – a Carbon Express arrow for a perfect 10 

and the Gold. When you’re taking aim at that once in a 
lifetime shot – Make it count… 

“Shoot Better”™with Carbon Express 

Jason Jones, Lonesome Road Archery, 
Taylor, Pennsylvania

Popular with many hunters, especially for those whose shots come at longer distances, 
the Black Gold Ascent sight o� ers shooters more range and adjustability than traditional 
hunting slider sights. It has an exclusive � rst axis adjustment that keeps the sight dialed 
in at long ranges and works great with one piece quivers. The Ascent is designed to 
accommodate computer generated sight tapes and has quick, smooth and quiet adjust-
ment. The lockdown feature assures the slider won’t move while the Dial of Death adjust-
ment system gives target sight accuracy to bow hunters.
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my junior shooters are girls. If I have 20 
shooters, 15 will be girls. � ey all want 
to learn how to shoot. Right now, I’m 
holding two instruction classes a week 
on Wednesday nights and Saturdays 
and I’d like to increase that if I can.

“A few years back, business began 
to drop o�  but it has been on the 
increase for the past two years. I’m 
thinking business will be even better 
in 2013 because I think we’ll see an 
increase in the number of shooters 
coming into the store.”

Jeremiah Plyer, Wilde Archery, 
Centerville, Utah

“One of our best sellers so far is 
the new Smack Down Pro arrow rest 
by Trophy Taker. It incorporates all 
new technology for a limb driven drop 
away rest and this past two and a half 
months I’ve sold more than 70 of them. 
� e Mathews Heli-m is our number 
one best-selling bow. � e Black Gold 
Ascent bow sight is very popular out 
here and we sell a lot of them as well. 
� is sight has more range and adjust-
ability than some other sights and is 
designed to accept computer generated 
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“One of our best sellers so far is 
the new Smack Down Pro arrow rest 
by Trophy Taker. It incorporates all 
new technology for a limb driven drop 
away rest and this past two and a half 
months I’ve sold more than 70 of them. 
� e Mathews Heli-m is our number 
one best-selling bow. � e Black Gold 
Ascent bow sight is very popular out 
here and we sell a lot of them as well. 
� is sight has more range and adjust-
ability than some other sights and is 
designed to accept computer generated 

sight tapes. A lot of guys 
like the “Dial of Death” 
adjustment system that 
provides target sight 
accuracy. � at particu-
lar model accounts for 
almost 85 percent of our 
sight sales. Because of 
the open areas we have 
here in Utah, a lot of 
our customers prac-
tice shooting 60, 70, 80 
and even at 100 yards 
and this sight is what 
they want. If they can 
extend their e� ective 
range by 20 yards, the 
shot opportunities just 
about double. It’s rare to get a shot 
under 40 yards at a mule deer or elk.

“� e new Ulmer Edge broadhead 
by Trophy Taker has become a best 
seller because it has a low pro� le, 
which is important when shooting lon-
ger distances. In addition, this head 
has razor sharp rear deploying blades 
that make a huge hole. We are really 
impressed.

“No single category has been soft 
for us and we’ve been steady in all 

about double. It’s rare to get a shot 

“� e new Ulmer Edge broadhead 
by Trophy Taker has become a best 
seller because it has a low pro� le, 
which is important when shooting lon-
ger distances. In addition, this head 
has razor sharp rear deploying blades 
that make a huge hole. We are really 

“No single category has been soft 
for us and we’ve been steady in all 

sales areas except perhaps trail cam-
eras. Maybe it’s because we only o� er 
customers � ve or six options and they 
want more. I think a lot of our custom-
ers shop online for these items and 
if it is something that doesn’t require 
my expertise, then they tend to shop 
elsewhere.

“� is year, we started to buy adver-
tising time on a regional outdoor show 
that covers things like � shing, hunt-
ing, conservation issues and archery. 
� e show is on Saturday evenings 
and Sunday mornings and covers all 
of Utah and parts of Wyoming. � ere 
are about 40,000 to 50,000 viewers. We 
bought a minute and a half of time 
and so far, we’re seeing a return on our 
investment.

“Next year, 2013 should show us 
growing a bit. In Utah, our economy 
is a little soft but it’s not as bad as the 
national average. � is year, we’ve seen 
an increase in new construction and 
construction workers are the core of 
our business. � ese guys work outside 
and love the outdoors, so they are our 
basic and best customers. I’m con� -
dent 2013 will be a good year for us.”

Charlene Morgan, Freedom 
Archery, Duncansville, Pennsylvania

“Wicked Ridge crossbows and the 
models in the Mission archery line 
have been selling well for us. People 
really like the Craze and Riot bows. 
Morrell and Hips targets are popular 
with our customers and our sales have 
been strong in this area as well.

“Montana Black Gold sights and 
Truglo bow sights are in demand and 

and this sight is what 
they want. If they can 
extend their e� ective 
range by 20 yards, the 
shot opportunities just 
about double. It’s rare to get a shot about double. It’s rare to get a shot sales areas except perhaps trail cam-sales areas except perhaps trail cam-

Charlene and Barry Morgan, Freedom Archery, located in 
Duncansville, Pennsylvania
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The Maxima Series of arrows by Carbon 
Express continues to gain in hunter 
popularity because of Dual Spine Weight 
Forward technology. The Maxima Hunter 
is the fastest camou� age arrow in the 
Carbon Express line, with precision design 
that delivers tighter tolerance than tradi-
tional carbon arrows. Maximas come fac-
tory � etched with either Bohning Blazer or 
Fusion Vanes by Norway Industries.

national average. � is year, we’ve seen 
an increase in new construction and 
construction workers are the core of 
our business. � ese guys work outside 
and love the outdoors, so they are our 
basic and best customers. I’m con� -
dent 2013 will be a good year for us.”

Archery, Duncansville, Pennsylvania

models in the Mission archery line 
have been selling well for us. People 
really like the Craze and Riot bows. 
Morrell and Hips targets are popular 
with our customers and our sales have 
been strong in this area as well.

Truglo bow sights are in demand and 

Carbon Express line, with precision design 

tory � etched with either Bohning Blazer or 

The SmackDown Pro Rest is similar to 
other rests in Trophy Taker’s popular 
line in that it features all metal construc-
tion; bullet-proof, no nonsense design 
and an unconditional lifetime warranty. 
The SmackDown launcher pivots on a 
rock solid bearing system and features 
what Trophy Taker says is the quietest 
launcher dampening system available. The 
SmackDown is designed for attachment 
to the bottom limb or the upward moving 
cable. Using the limb or up cable to oper-
ate the rest allows the launcher to raise 
early as the bow is drawn, lifting the arrow 
long before the broadhead approaches 
the bow and long before the cams break 
over into the leto�  position. When the 
bow is shot, the arrow travels along the 
launcher for nearly the full length of the 
shaft, resulting in increased arrow guid-
ance time.
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BUILT FOR THE HUNT
BARNETTCROSSBOWS.COM

JACKALQUAD 400 WILDCAT C5

DEADLY ACCURATE, 
SMOKIN’ FAST

112 FT LBS OF KE

345 FPS
97 FT LBS OF KE

320 FPS
97 FT LBS OF KE

315 FPS
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Gold Tip arrows always sell well for us.
“To date, broadhead sales are soft 

but I expect that to pick up as bow 
season approaches. Additionally, there 
weren’t a lot of deer killed in our area 
last season, so many hunters are not 
replenishing their stock of hunting 
heads. Our sale of trail cameras has 

Gold Tip arrows always sell well for us.
“To date, broadhead sales are soft 

but I expect that to pick up as bow 
season approaches. Additionally, there 
weren’t a lot of deer killed in our area 
last season, so many hunters are not 
replenishing their stock of hunting 
heads. Our sale of trail cameras has 

been soft as well. � ere seem to be so 
many from which a hunter can choose 
and we can’t stock all the models avail-
able. One manufacturer o� ers up to 
nine models. Bow sales are good but 
down somewhat from previous years. 
So far, we’re down about 10 percent 
over last year but that may pick up 
as the season approaches. Our cross-
bow sales were good when income tax 
refunds started to come in but they are 
down a little now as well.

“We’ve always o� ered bow pack-
ages and we advertise on our local 
cable television network. We’ve cre-
ated a Facebook page and we have a 
web page and this has made us more 
visible. We still do birthday parties and 
have an indoor video range but have 
not made any signi� cant changes to 
the way we do business.

“After the movie ‘Hunger Games’ 
came out, we had up to 25 young ladies 
come into the shop wanting to explore 
archery. As a result, we’ve sold nearly 
20 new bows. I’m told a new movie, 
“Revolution,” will be out soon and will 
feature bows and crossbows and this 
may generate even more interest in 
archery.

“Game numbers are up somewhat 
this year and I expect to see an increase 
in store tra�  c. 2013 should be a good 
year because we cultivate the sport of 
archery by having a kids’ video shoot-
ing team and other programs. I always 
anticipate some growth and if I see 
between 10 to 12 percent in growth 
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“After the movie ‘Hunger Games’ 
came out, we had up to 25 young ladies 
come into the shop wanting to explore 
archery. As a result, we’ve sold nearly 
20 new bows. I’m told a new movie, 
“Revolution,” will be out soon and will 
feature bows and crossbows and this 
may generate even more interest in 

“Game numbers are up somewhat 
this year and I expect to see an increase 
in store tra�  c. 2013 should be a good 
year because we cultivate the sport of 
archery by having a kids’ video shoot-
ing team and other programs. I always 
anticipate some growth and if I see 
between 10 to 12 percent in growth 

over the previous year, I’m very happy. 
What holds us back at times is the 
unavailability of product. Vendors want 
us to program orders in January but 
don’t deliver the goods until July or 
even August. I can’t sell what I don’t 
have.”

Bob Wilkins, Black Bear Archery, 
St. Georges, Delaware

“� is year, crossbow sales are doing 
really well. We sell just about every 
brand, including Parker, Bow Tech, 
Horton, Scorpyd, Excalibur and Ten 
Point. I’m a Bowtech dealer and these 
bows are also selling well. � is past two 
weeks (early August), my business has 
almost doubled and I’m selling a lot 
of archery accessories like sights and 
rests. Apex, Extreme and Truglo sights 
are selling well, as are the QAD Ultra 
HDX rests and the Whisker Biscuit. 
Sales of traditional archery equipment 
have picked up and we’ve seen more 
kids come into the shop and even the 
local archery club has seen a tremen-
dous increase in the number of young-
sters who want to learn to shoot. I don’t 
know what’s going on but I’ve seen 
a tremendous increase in interest in 
archery from both old and young alike.

“Right now, my sales of scents and 
scent elimination products are slow 
but then again, they never sell well this 
time of year and I expect sales of those 
items to pick up later this fall. Trail 
cameras aren’t selling as I expected 
and the sale of range� nders has been 
slow as well.

“To generate more store tra�  c, we 

over the previous year, I’m very happy. over the previous year, I’m very happy. 

Bob Wilkins, Black Bear Archery, St. 
Georges, Delaware

Gold Tip arrows always sell well for us.Gold Tip arrows always sell well for us. been soft as well. � ere seem to be so been soft as well. � ere seem to be so been soft as well. � ere seem to be so 
What holds us back at times is the 
unavailability of product. Vendors want 

over the previous year, I’m very happy. over the previous year, I’m very happy. 

Georges, Delaware

 Crossbow sales are booming in many parts of the country and dealers report that the 
Parker Bushwacker is one of their top selling models. The Bushwacker is an introductory-
level crossbow that shares several features with Parker’s top-of-the-line models. The 
all-metal G2 trigger system has no creep and breaks cleanly shot after shot. It’s also 
out� tted with an ambidextrous auto-engage safety and an anti-dry � re device while 
the vented forearm and safety � nger � ange are built into the front end of the open-style 
pistol-grip stock.
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“Revolution,” will be out soon and will 
feature bows and crossbows and this 
may generate even more interest in 
archery.

this year and I expect to see an increase 
in store tra�  c. 2013 should be a good 
year because we cultivate the sport of 
archery by having a kids’ video shoot-
ing team and other programs. I always 
anticipate some growth and if I see 
between 10 to 12 percent in growth 

According to reports from dealers across 
the country, RAGE broadheads are one of 
their best-selling hunting heads. RAGE’s 
streamlined ¾ inch diameter, along with 
its HexFlat design, makes it � y like a � eld-
tip. The machined aircraft aluminum body 
features HexFlat design for stable � ight, 
with a stainless steel instant-cut tip. The 
cam-deployed rear blades follow the tip 
without grabbing or de� ecting, even on an 
angled hit, and are guaranteed to deploy 
before entry, maintaining full kinetic 
energy.

FPS340 BRACE HEIGHT7.25” AXLE-TO-AXLE35.25”LBS3.8
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Visit beararcheryproducts.com to fi nd out more about the all-new Anarchy.
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had a booth set up at Delaware City 
Days, which is an annual event held to 
promote local businesses. We handed 
out information about our shop to let 
the general public know where we were 
and what we did. We do some advertis-
ing on the local radio stations and we 
do have a web page.

“Next year, I think we will do all 
right. I just have to watch my buying. 
I’m a member of ARRO and I go to the 
ATA and Kinsey’s shows. So far, this has 
worked out well for me.”

Matt Daniel, Archery Shack, 
Je� erson City, Missouri

“Our bow sales have been doing 
well so far. � e PSE Brute and Evo, 
along with the Rally, are selling well 
along with the Hoyt Vector Turbo and 
Vector 32. Gold Tip arrows are moving 
well and the Vapor Trail Limb Driver 
rests have been good sellers to this 
point. Broadhead sales seem to be lag-
ging but have picked up recently. � e 
Rage has been and continues to be very 

had a booth set up at Delaware City 
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the general public know where we were 
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“Next year, I think we will do all 
right. I just have to watch my buying. 
I’m a member of ARRO and I go to the 
ATA and Kinsey’s shows. So far, this has 

Matt Daniel, Archery Shack, 

“Our bow sales have been doing 
well so far. � e PSE Brute and Evo, 
along with the Rally, are selling well 
along with the Hoyt Vector Turbo and 
Vector 32. Gold Tip arrows are moving 
well and the Vapor Trail Limb Driver 
rests have been good sellers to this 
point. Broadhead sales seem to be lag-
ging but have picked up recently. � e 
Rage has been and continues to be very 

popular but this year, the G5 T3 head 
is becoming more popular. Our tradi-
tional bow sales picked up slightly after 
the movie ‘Hunger Games’ came out 
but have tapered o�  since then.

“We sell a limited number of cross-
bows and they aren’t big sellers in our 
area.

“Products like game calls, scents 
and scent elimination products have 
proven to be slow movers the past two 
years. � e competition from the big box 
stores has been � erce and has hurt our 
sales. It’s the same with arrow rests; the 
box stores can sell them for less than 
we can. I quit carrying trail cameras 
and range� nders for that same reason.

“We haven’t made any signi� cant 
changes to the way we do business 
but we do run a large 3-D league with 
about 25 to 30 shooters in the weeks 
leading up to the beginning of bow 
season. We also have a 40 yard indoor 
range that brings guys into the store. 
We don’t do a lot of advertising but we 
do have our store name, address and 

popular but this year, the G5 T3 head 
is becoming more popular. Our tradi-
tional bow sales picked up slightly after 
the movie ‘Hunger Games’ came out 

“We sell a limited number of cross-
bows and they aren’t big sellers in our 

“Products like game calls, scents 
and scent elimination products have 
proven to be slow movers the past two 
years. � e competition from the big box 
stores has been � erce and has hurt our 
sales. It’s the same with arrow rests; the 
box stores can sell them for less than 
we can. I quit carrying trail cameras 
and range� nders for that same reason.

“We haven’t made any signi� cant 
changes to the way we do business 
but we do run a large 3-D league with 
about 25 to 30 shooters in the weeks 
leading up to the beginning of bow 
season. We also have a 40 yard indoor 
range that brings guys into the store. 
We don’t do a lot of advertising but we 
do have our store name, address and 

phone number on paper restaurant 
place mats and this gets our name and 
business out to the public.

“I’m hoping 2013 will be better for 
business. � e state has cut approxi-
mately 15,000 jobs in this area in the 
past � ve years and 5,000 more were 
just recently cut. As a result, there have 
been a lot of cutbacks for just about 
everyone. � e summer hasn’t helped 
either. It’s been a hot, dry summer 
and our sales of bow� shing equipment, 
which has been traditionally strong in 
the spring and summer, has seen a 
decrease but I’m thinking 2013 may be 
better.”

Rick Keirn, Rick’s Archery Shack, 
Albion, Indiana

“� is is the � rst year crossbows are 
legal for hunting in the Indiana bow 
season and consequently crossbows 
have been selling well. � e Parker line 
has been selling well, especially the 
Bushwhacker, Tomahawk and the self 
cocking Concorde models. As a result, 
crossbow accessories like sights, tar-
gets, cases and other related items have 
been selling very well also. Our other 
sales are down somewhat and we’re 
50 to 60 percent behind in our overall 
bow sales compared to this time last 
year. I’ve seen gun hunters come in to 
buy a crossbow but some of our older 
bowhunters are buying them as well. 
Some of my customers are changing 
from using compound bows to cross-
bows but it’s mostly the older shooters, 
70 years and older.

“Arrow sales have remained sta-
ble and we’re holding our own in this 
area. I only sell Carbon Express and the 
Maxima does very well at the high end 
while the Predator is popular with guys 
who don’t want to spend a lot of money 
on arrows. � ey are less expensive and 
hold up very well. Most of my custom-
ers are bowhunters and only about 1 
percent of our business is with target 
shooters. We sell quite a few Morrell 
targets and it has been a good product 
for us. � e Grim Reaper broadhead is 
quite popular and we sell a lot of those 
and they seem to outsell all the others.

“Right now, the sale of bow sights 
is slow and we had a lot of sights left 
over from last year. � e Whisker Biscuit 
is very popular and we sell a lot of 
those but I’m seeing a trend toward the 

had a booth set up at Delaware City had a booth set up at Delaware City popular but this year, the G5 T3 head popular but this year, the G5 T3 head popular but this year, the G5 T3 head 

The Parker Tomahawk is reported to be another good seller in some parts of the coun-
try so far this season. At 6-1/2 pounds, the Tomahawk is lightweight and has an ultra 
compact style stock dressed out in all premium camo. The stock has a pistol grip and 
G-2 trigger con� guration along with an auto-engage ambidextrous safety and an auto 
engage anti-dry � re mechanism. This crossbow also features advanced split glass limbs 
and a smooth wheel design.
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drop away rests like the Trophy Ridge 
Revolution. It’s a simple rest to set up 
and takes me far less time to do so.

“As far as doing anything to gener-
ate more business, we haven’t done 
anything di� erent for the past several 
years. We do a very little advertising 
and our reputation is by word of mouth 
and by business cards. We put our 
name on restaurant placemats with 
our shop name, address and phone 
number and this gets our name out to 
the community.

“I think 2013 will be still good for 
our crossbow business but what I’ve 
heard from others where the crossbow 
was legalized, their sales drop o�  after 
the second or third year. I think sales 
will be strong next year but after that, 
I’m going to be looking at my ordering 
di� erently. Accessories come and go 
but nothing is jumping out and grab-
bing me right now. � ere doesn’t seem 
to be a big demand for any one product 
at the moment.”

Brian Brochu, Brian’s Archery, 
Barrington, New Hampshire

“� e new QAD HDX Ultra rest 
seems to be very popular and the Hoyt 
Carbon Element has been selling very 
well despite its price. I sold over 100 of 
these bows last year and sales are still 
strong. I also sell and service Prime, 
Mathews, PSE and Bowtech brands. 
We’re currently experiencing the best 
year we’ve ever had and the only month 
so far that hasn’t exceeded last year in 
sales has been June. My only concern 
right now is running out of product. 
We are an ARRO buying group member 

and this helps a lot.
“So far, broadhead sales have been 

soft but without a doubt, they will pick 
up later as the opening of deer sea-
son approaches. We haven’t had much 
interest in treestands so far this year 
and I don’t know what’s happening.

“To generate more store tra�  c, I 
generate a lot of email notices and this 
has worked well but I haven’t done any-
thing di� erent for the past two years.

“If 2013 is like last year and this 
year, then it will be very good indeed. 
It will depend on the new products that 

“So far, broadhead sales have been 
soft but without a doubt, they will pick 
up later as the opening of deer sea-
son approaches. We haven’t had much 
interest in treestands so far this year 

“To generate more store tra�  c, I 
generate a lot of email notices and this 
has worked well but I haven’t done any-

“If 2013 is like last year and this 
year, then it will be very good indeed. 
It will depend on the new products that 

come out and how they are received by 
my customers.”

Matt Higgins, Middle Mountain 
Archery, Elkins, West Virginia

“� e new bows by PSE have been 
selling well along with Grim Reaper 
broadheads. Accessories that person-
alize a bow are selling well along with 
Sims products. TenPoint, Excalibur 
and Barnett crossbow sales have been 
strong so far.

“We’re not selling a lot of outdoor 
clothing so far. Our high end bow sales 

drop away rests like the Trophy Ridge 

Rick Keirn, Rick’s Archery Shack, Albion, 
Indiana
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are o�  a little but bows in the $500 
range are selling well. Broadhead sales 
are slow because there are so many dif-
ferent ones out there; I have about 50 
models hanging on the wall right now.

“We do radio advertising but 
not television or newspaper because 
advertising costs are so high. I would 
have to pay $75 per day just for a 2 x 2 
inch ad in the newspaper. We’ve added 
Danner boots and Carhartt clothing to 
our line this year.

“I think business will hold steady 
for 2013 and the upcoming election 
will have an impact. We sell a variety 
of outdoor equipment, not just archery 
and we could see an increase in our 
gun sales next year.”

will have an impact. We sell a variety 
of outdoor equipment, not just archery 
and we could see an increase in our 

Judy Adams, Buffalo Jump 
Archery, Helena, Montana

“All the bows in our PSE line have 
been selling well so far at all price 
points. From the lowest priced to the 

inch ad in the newspaper. We’ve added 
Danner boots and Carhartt clothing to 

“I think business will hold steady 
for 2013 and the upcoming election 

“I think business will hold steady 
for 2013 and the upcoming election 

Judy Adams, Bu� alo Jump Archery, 
Helena, Montana

Some dealers report that a number of their customers want only high end items and the 
new TenPoint Carbon Elite is among their best-selling crossbow products. The Carbon 
Elite comes with radically compact XLT Xtreme Limb Technology in Mossy Oak Break-Up 
In� nity and a camo stock and limbs. It also features an ACUdraw 50 pull system installed 
on the bow and includes a wrapped carbon � ber barrel and a machined aluminum mini-
riser with a removable foot stirrup.  The FST camo thumbhole style stock has a molded 
cavity for storage of the crank. For safety, there is an anti-dry � re button with an ambi-
dextrous automatic safety and an additional GripSafety. That button under the barrel 
must be depressed for the trigger to release, ensuring the support hand is correctly posi-
tioned and out of the way of string travel.

Brian Brochu, Brian’s Archery, Barrington, 
New Hampshire
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highest priced models, all of them are 
good products and we are very pleased 
with the line. We do well with the Elite 
and Martin bow line also. Rip Cord 
and Trophy Taker rests are our best 
sellers along with Vapor Trail rests. Rip 
Cord and Trophy Taker are ‘home boys’ 
and are made here in Montana. Black 
Gold is another Montana company we 
deal with and their sights sell extremely 
well for us. � e Black Gold sights are 
very well designed and engineered. 
We sell Axcel and Spot Hogg sights 
but the Black Gold is de� nitely our 
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biggest seller. Tight Spot quivers, also a 
Montana company, are very well made 
and are selling well. We do good busi-
ness with Primos calls because they 
are good calls and well marketed. Scott 
and Carter releases also do well for us.

“I don’t have a problem with items 
that don’t sell because if it doesn’t sell, 
I don’t stock it. I know my customers 
and what sells and what doesn’t and 
I don’t deal with cheap stu� . I have a 
strong desire to put an archer in the 
� eld with the best equipment possible, 
so I sell only the best.

“� is year, I started to do more 
advertising. I just had an 8 x 24 foot bill-
board put up on the highway outside 
my shop and I’ve started to do some 
television advertising that will be seen 
during the Olympics. � e archery sea-
son for antelope and deer in the Helena 
valley starts in the middle of August, so 
I anticipate business will only increase.

“As far as what 2013 will bring, 
I’m optimistic. We have four excellent 
bow technicians that have been with 
me for a long time. � ey are top 3-D 
shooters and have been in archery for 
many years. I think the economy here 
in Helena is very stable since it is the 
state capital and we have a lot of state 
and federal government workers. It 
seems we are pulling out of the dol-
drums somewhat but people are look-
ing for high quality and service that � ts 
within their budgets. I try to work with 
our customers so that they stay within 
their budget parameters.”
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Jerry Weidner, Jerry’s Archery, 
Bridgeport, Illinois

“� ings have been really slow 
here. We’ve had very hot weather with 
extremely high temperatures and this 
has been killing our business. I’ve only 
sold two bows this past month. I’m 
strictly an archery dealer and we’re 
in a rural area with only 17,000 peo-
ple in the entire county. Nothing has 
been moving. I sell PSE and Parker and 
there has been some interest shown in 
crossbows and they are legal for those 
62 years and older. � ese 100 degree 
temperatures have turned everything 
brown and the leaves are even drop-
ping o�  some of the trees. No one is out 
and about and in this small market, it’s 
tough even in the best of times.

“I don’t use the local media 
because I have in the past and I didn’t 
get enough of a return from it. To gen-
erate store tra�  c, I mark down carry-
over items like broadheads that didn’t 
sell. � e season opens here in southern 
Illinois on October 1 and deer numbers 
are down so it could also be contribut-
ing to the lack of interest so far.

“In the last few years, we’ve had 
several big box stores open and this 
has certainly not helped my business. 
I am a full service shop and I give a lot 
of lessons. I’m well established and I’ll 
continue to stay in business for 2013 
because I love it. Some guys drive 50 to 
60 miles for me to work on their bows.”

Lumenoks and Lumen Arrows have become popular with many hunters and have sold 
well for many dealers across the country. Lumen Arrows are constructed of 100 percent 
carbon and are shipped perfectly squared on the nock end while the � etching is spine 
aligned for better � ight. The inserts are included. Crossbow shooters have embraced 
the new Lumen Arrow Bolt Assemblies in either a 20 or 22 inch length. These bolts come 
equipped with either a � at model BEF or Crescent Model BECC Lumenok installed.
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Johnny Lewis, � e Bow Shack, 
Counce, Tennessee

“� ings are slow getting started 
so far this year, although arrows and 
broadheads are selling well. Grim 
Reaper broadheads are very popular, 
as are Scott releases. Nothing has been 
doing exceptionally well yet. I’m selling 
some Bear packages and these have 
been moving and I have sold more 
than the usual number of crossbows 
this year. I carry Parker, TenPoint and 
Excalibur crossbows and I’ve sold more 
crossbows than compound bows so far 
this season.

“Trail cameras have not been sell-
ing well and bow sight sales are weak. 
I do sell treestands but it’s a little too 
early to tell how that will go because 
they begin to sell about the middle of 
September.

“To generate store tra�  c, I haven’t 
done anything di� erent this year. I hold 
a sale two weeks prior to the beginning 
of bow season and I do some radio and 
television advertising.

“I hope 2013 will be better but I 
really don’t know for sure. It’s the econ-
omy. We had a steel mill shut down in 
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our area and a bathtub manufacturing 
plant went from 800 employees to just 
100, so I don’t know what 2013 will 
bring.”

Herold A. Scripture Coy, 
Path� nders Archery, Jupiter, Florida

“� e Mathews line has been selling 
well because Mathews sells itself. � e 
Mathews brand is very well promoted 
and people come in here knowing what 
they want. � e hottest selling bow is 
de� nitely the new Mathews Heli-m. I 
also sell Martin, Bear, Parker, Concept, 
and Diamond brands and this year, I’ve 
seen a resurgence in traditional bows 
and it’s mainly because of the several 
movies featuring bows and arrows. I 
do very well with arrows and Gold 
Tip, Carbon Express and the Speed Pro 
Max by Carbon Revolution are my best 
sellers.

“Although these products are sell-
ing, this has been my worst year overall 
I’ve ever had. � e high end items aren’t 
selling as well as they have in the past 
and people are coming in looking for 
medium priced bows and other items. 
In my opinion, these medium priced 
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“Although these products are sell-
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I’ve ever had. � e high end items aren’t 
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and people are coming in looking for 
medium priced bows and other items. 
In my opinion, these medium priced 

bows perform just as well as the higher 
end models and sell for about a third of 
the price.

“I’m constantly promoting my 
shop and I’m getting customers online. 
One of my customers set up a web 
page for me and I have a magnetic sign 
on my vehicle with the shop name, 
address and phone number on it. � is 
has been a good advertising strategy 
for us. I’ve just ordered some shirts and 
hats with the shop’s name on them and 
I go to a lot of gun shows and hand out 
business cards. � is has helped a great 
deal as well.

“So far, it seems people are really 
watching their money and what they 
spend it on.

“Business was good in 2010 and 
2011 but so far in 2012, it has been 
down and I’ll probably show a loss for 
the year. I expect that o� ering bows in 
the $500 dollar range will generate a lot 
more interest because people are look-
ing for better value. I do have custom-
ers who come in and don’t care what 
something costs but most of my cus-
tomers are very conservative. Overall, I 
think 2013 will be good for me.”
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Jim Despart, Flying Arrow Sports, 
East Greenbush, New York

“Right now, we’re doing a lot of bow 
tune ups and Winner’s Choice strings 
and cables are strong sellers. We’ve had 
a good year so far with Hoyt’s Carbon 
Element and Carbon Matrix bows as 
well as the new Mathews Heli-m. � e 
Insanity by Bow Tech has become very 
popular and we’re selling a good num-
ber of those as well. Carbon Express 
has hit a home run with their weight 
forward shafts and with broadheads, 
it’s the G5 Striker and the Rage that 
are our top selling heads by far. � e 
Hunten Cam trail camera is selling 
well for us because it’s a good value 
and there haven’t been any problems 
with them. Our sales of T.R.U. Ball and 
Stanislawski releases has been strong 
as well.

“Right now, treestands and hunt-
ing clothing sales are soft, probably 
because of the extremely warm weath-
er we’ve been having. Last year, cloth-
ing sales were o�  again, mostly due to 
the warm fall temperatures we experi-
enced.

“We advertise on television and 
periodically on the radio. We’ve seen a 
tremendous interest in archery not just 
this year but in the past several years. It 
seems women, teens, young boys and 
adult men all seem to be wanting to 
get into archery. We’ve been inundated 
with new business and right now, our 
biggest problem is being able to keep 
up with the growth. So far we’ve sold 
over 250 new bows in each of our three 
stores.

“With the in� ux of new archers 
into the sport, I expect 2013 to be an 
exciting year for us. � e entry of all 
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“With the in� ux of new archers 
into the sport, I expect 2013 to be an 
exciting year for us. � e entry of all 

these new shooters 
means business should 
be very good.”

Joey Peacock, 
McCoy’s Outdoors, 
Marianna, Florida

“The Mathews 
Heli-m is our top sell-
ing high end bow and 
because of its adjust-
ability and potentially 
long life, the Mission 
Craze has also sold 
well but what really 
surprises me is the num-
ber of youth bow start 
up packages we’ve been 
selling. We’ve seen a lot 
of young people come 
into the store and the 
interest in archery has 
just taken o� . Our crossbow sales have 
been very strong and we’ve sold over 
300, with the Barnett brand being 
most popular. We’ve just picked up 
the Parker line and we’re excited about 
that. Typically, our customers are look-
ing for the low to mid-priced crossbows 
and most shy away from the higher end 
models. Game camera sales have been 
picking up but what’s really surprising 
is how early sales have occurred this 
year. � is past July has been crazy and 
the last week seemed like the opening 
of bow season with so many people 
coming into the store.

“Our clothing sales have been soft 
so far and boot sales have been down 
but I anticipate those sales will pick 
up as the bow season approaches. 
Other than these two areas, we are 
very pleased with the way business has 
been to date.

“To generate new business and to 
get people into the store, we’ve turned 
to the social media like Facebook. We 
urge hunters to get their food plots 
planted or to bring in their bow for 
service on our Facebook page; it has 
been hugely popular and an e� ective 
tool for us. We’ve also started to adver-
tise on television for the � rst time and 
have always done radio and print ads. 
We have started billboard advertising 
as well.

“For 2013, I expect to see addi-
tional growth because of the number 
of youngsters who are getting into the 
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planted or to bring in their bow for 
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sport and we’re seeing more women 
and families buying archery equip-
ment as well. Overall, it should be a 
good year.”

Summary
According to current accounts, the 

United States economy grew by 2-1/2 
percent in the third quarter of 2012, 
which was its best performance in a 
year but economic problems are still 
having an e� ect on small businesses 
like archery shops.

Some dealers attribute unemploy-
ment in their part of the country as 
hurting their business and indeed, cur-
rent nationwide unemployment as I 
wrote this at summer’s end is report-
ed to be 9.1 percent while underem-
ployment is running at slightly over 
16 percent. After interviewing more 
than 20 dealers from all geographi-
cal areas of the country, it was clear 
most were seeing a small growth in 
their businesses as of mid August and 
were optimistic about it improving in 
the upcoming months as various big 
game seasons opened across the coun-
try. Overall, most dealers reported they 
were doing well enough to get by and 
that next year’s business climate would 
be warmer rather than cooler.

Craze has also sold 
well but what really 
surprises me is the num-
ber of youth bow start 
up packages we’ve been 
selling. We’ve seen a lot 
of young people come 
into the store and the 
interest in archery has 

More shooters prefer to use a total containment rest and 
the new Revolution by Trophy Ride has been reported to be 
selling well. The Revolution clears an arrow’s path in a blink 
of an eye with zero bounce back. Once the launcher arm is 
engaged, the arrow is held securely and cannot fall o�  the 
rest and the launcher arm remains in position if the shooter 
lets down on the string.
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Joey Peacock, McCoy’s Outdoors, 
Marianna, Florida
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News Brief

U N I T I N G  T H E  I N D U S T RY ARCHERY TRADE ASSOCIATION

W W W . A R C H E R Y T R A D E . O R G

The 2012 Presidential Election:
What Kind of Country Will We Be?
By Jay McAninch, ATA CEO/President

For the 2004 and 2008 elec-
tions, I wrote assessments of our 
presidential candidates based on 
their voting records and election 
platforms in three areas: small 
business, conservation and shoot-
ing and hunting. I recommended 
that industry members support 
George W. Bush and John McCain, 
respectively. For 2012, although I 
believe in dispassionate analysis 
and factual evaluations, I’m forgo-
ing my usual detailed assessment 
and approach to my presidential 
ticket.

Why? � is is an unusual elec-
tion for me and, by extension, 
our industry. � is is the � rst time 
one of the two presidential tickets 
includes someone I’ve worked with 
and know well. I’ve accumulated 14 
years of experience with Paul Ryan, 
the Republican vice-presidential can-
didate, which brings a level of under-
standing unmatched in my career’s 
work with other politicians. Beyond 
knowing his stance on our issues, I 
can vouch for his character and priori-
ties – dimensions I might never again 
be privy to. � is personal aspect of 
my knowledge of Paul Ryan leads me 
to trust him with our future and, as a 
result, support the Romney-Ryan tick-
et.

Congressman Ryan is the � rst can-
didate for high o�  ce who not only 
knows the business side of archery and 
bowhunting, but IS a bowhunter. He 
can discuss archery and bowhunting 
equipment in detail. He understands 
hunting tactics. He’s committed to 
hunting and quality deer management. 

He also shoots year-round. On the busi-
ness side, he has testi� ed to congres-
sional committees and given media 
interviews to explain the complications 
of arrow taxes, the impacts of federal 
excise tax on our industry and the reg-
ulatory burdens that hurt our small-
business members. We’ve never before 
had a politician do so much for archery 
and bowhunting. He’s one of us. Which 
is why, even if all things were to be 
equal, I’m recommending you vote for 
“one of us.”

Paul Ryan & Our Industry
I’ve always believed that in bow-

hunting and politics, what matters 
most is what you do when no one is 
looking. Paul Ryan has always treated 
our industry with great respect, even 
when no one knew him or could appre-
ciate his talent and intellect. After he 
was � rst elected to Congress, and I was 

in my � rst year at ATA, I told him how 
important it was for our industry lead-
ers to create a strategic plan to guide 
e� orts to grow archery and bowhunt-
ing. When Pete Shepley, Erik Watts, 
Matt McPherson and about 20 other 
industry VIPs gathered in Minneapolis 
in December 2001, Congressman Ryan 
drove over from Wisconsin to address 
our “summit.” He urged them to work 
together as a group of small businesses 
to achieve success for our industry. 
He talked about his passion for small 
business and his agenda for getting 
government out of the way of entrepre-
neurs. He did all that in part because 
he is a passionate bowhunter but also 
because he understands the value in 
all businesses � nding strategies to 
grow. It’s this inclusive commitment to 
every business and every industry that, 
collectively, makes the U.S. economy 
strong. 

The Romney-Ryan team offers a better future for America and particularly for the small businesses in this industry.
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Later, in 2003-04, in countless 
meetings and interviews, Congressman 
Ryan patiently educated members of 
Congress and the media on how fed-
eral excise tax applies to archery prod-
ucts and why it mattered that all prod-
ucts be taxed fairly. We must not forget 
that many politicians consider � shing, 
shooting and hunting as “fun” activi-
ties and too often they aren’t serious 
about the business of sporting pursuits. 
Worse, many won’t go in front of a 
Congressional Committee or the media 
to make the business case for outdoor 
industries.  Not Paul Ryan. From the 
beginning, he realized our industry is 
a collection of American entrepreneurs 
(Main Street businesses) and helped 
people understand that small-business 
issues apply to businesses within rec-
reation-based industries just as these 
issues apply to any other industry.

Paul Ryan is also a family man with 
a strong sense of place. He is proud to 
live in the town his family has been part 
of for generations. He’s proud to be part 
of a family-owned construction busi-
ness that has been around for years and 
he’s proud to raise his family a block 
away from the house where he grew 
up. Despite his substantial and growing 
commitments, his sense of home and 
commitment to family is evident by 

the choices he makes. Like most mem-
bers of Congress, Ryan spends at least 
three to four days a week working on 
Capitol Hill. When he’s there, he lives 
out of his o�  ce. He spends the other 
three to four days in his southeast-
ern Wisconsin district, attending all 
events expected of U.S. congressmen. 
Despite that schedule, he is known as 
a guy who doesn’t travel to events all 
over the country because he insists on 
playing a meaningful role in his chil-
dren’s lives. In fact, despite his love for 

archery, Congressman Ryan has 
never attended our show because 
it occurs during the two to three 
weeks he is free during Christmas 
and the New Year before returning 
to his work in Congress.

Often, leaders struggle with 
the challenge of making a di� er-
ence to improve the lives of many 
while at the same time being the 
critical di� erence in the lives of 
their own children. � is July, I saw 
� rsthand the e� ort Ryan makes to 
be a father � rst. I was at the Reagan 
Airport in Washington and, as I 
walked to my gate, I happened to 
run into Paul and his oldest son 
Sam. As we greeted each other, 

Paul asked his son to “shake Mr. 
McAninch’s hand.” Sam did and, 
as he did, Paul reminded him to 
squeeze my hand � rmly and look 

me in the eye and say hello. It was 
simple — the execution of a polite, 
respectful greeting with an adult — 
but it’s a tedious lesson that suggests 
the commitment to larger principles 
of instilling con� dence and forthright-
ness.  � at day, Paul told me he brings 
each of his kids to Washington for a 
week during school breaks. In my view, 
seeing how someone parents his chil-
dren tells you a lot about what he truly 
values and demonstrates his approach 
to leadership at a very basic level.  

Vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan has been a friend to the archery and bowhunting industry since his election 
to Congress in 1999 at age 28. This year, Congressman Ryan was awarded the position of Chair of the Honorary 
Board of the Archery Trade Association on June 28 in Washington, DC. Welcoming Ryan into his new position in the 
industry are Jay McAninch, ATA CEO/President; Ben Summers, TRU Ball Release Products; Scott Shultz, Robinson 
Outdoor Products; Ryan, Jimmy Primos, Primos Hunting Calls and Greg Easton, Easton Hoyt.

Congressman Ryan at 2002 Bow Shoot with, left to right, back row: Congressman Mike Thompson (D-CA); 
Ryan; Michelle Eichler, Muzzy Products; Senator Mike Enzi (R-WY); Congressman Don Young (R-AK) and former 
Congressman Jim Gibbons (R-NV). Front row, left to right: Congressman Brian Bilbray (R-CA); TJ Fisher, AAE; 
Chuck Jordan, Ten Point Crossbows and Pete Shepley, PSE.
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� e Ryan Vision for America
Despite my level of trust and famil-

iarity with Paul Ryan and his deep sup-
port for our industry, the most impor-
tant reason I support the Romney-
Ryan ticket is because Paul’s vision 
for America is the one I want for our 
industry, my kids and my grandkids.

Ryan believes in personal respon-
sibility vs. government responsibility, 
in independence vs. dependence and 

in success through hard work vs. 
“success” via government redis-
tribution. � e American dream is 

earned, not gifted. Successful people 
should be honored and respected, not 
scorned for their wealth or, worse, con-
sidered greedy. If someone acquires 
assets through his or her labors, the 
challenge is to emulate his or her 
accomplishments, not envy them. Our 
industry is full of people who sacri� ced 
a great deal to build their businesses 
from scratch. Paul Ryan holds such 
business owners in high regard and 
trusts that, as a group, our country’s 
future is in good hands. In contrast, 
Obama-Biden’s vision of government 
reduces risk, promises government-
supported rewards and assures equal-
ity through government intervention. 

Long before most Americans 
knew about Paul Ryan, he authored 
his “Roadmap to America’s Future,” a 
detailed plan promoting national pros-
perity but limiting the government’s 
burden of spending, mandates and 
regulation. It ensured the opportunity 
for individuals to ful� ll their poten-
tial and enjoy the satisfaction of their 
achievements. It secures the distinctly 
American legacy of leaving the next 
generation better o� . Ryan’s roadmap 
addressed health care, Medicare, social 
security and tax reform. It addressed 
each area in detail as a precursor to 
legislative action. One of the driv-
ers behind Ryan’s roadmap was his 

passionate concern for the America he 
and the rest of us will leave our chil-
dren if we don’t have what President 
Obama has called “an adult conversa-
tion about our � nancial future.”

Today, most Americans have heard 
something about Ryan’s ideas for our 
future. Unfortunately, most people 
won’t read the actual documents. � ey 
trust in others to provide the truth. 
Just as unfortunately, the demagoguery 
over this issue is worse than anything 
I’ve seen. � ose who castigate mes-
sengers like Ryan know these are hot-
button issues during elections. To their 
credit and courage, Ryan and Romney 
remain willing to make the economy 
and government reform part of the 
national conversation.

In contrast, no other politician 
in a leadership position has o� ered a 
detailed vision of how America’s econ-
omy can be reformed to ensure our 
citizens’ futures. Notably, President 
Obama has failed to deliver a compre-
hensive plan for the entitlements, taxes 
and economy. By dismissing credible 
proposals, critics contribute nothing to 
the debate and condemn us to a future 
of managed decline. Absent serious 
reform, spending on entitlement pro-
grams and interest on government debt 
will consume exponentially more of the 
federal budget, reduce standards of liv-
ing and require higher taxes as we try to 
sustain an ever-growing social-welfare 
state. Barring substantive changes, the 
American economy will soon mimic 
the current European economy — a 
frightening prospect we must avoid.

� e Case for Romney
Now, many will ask, how does sup-

port for Paul Ryan justify an endorse-
ment of Mitt Romney? It’s a fair ques-
tion. Many question Romney’s appeal 
to voters and, speci� cally, his interest 
in shooting-, hunting- and conserva-
tion-based business issues. On issues 
that foster free trade, fair markets, prof-
itability and professional customer 
service, Romney gets the nod largely 
because his business agenda resem-
bles ours. Further, he supports sports-
men despite the fact that he is not a 

In 2003, Congressman Ryan led the ATA efforts to 
amend the FET along with Michele Eichler, Muzzy Prod-
ucts and Jim Easton, Easton Hoyt.
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shooter or hunter and has not been a 
conservationist or direct supporter of 
conservation.

Some criticisms of Romney are sim-
ply unfair. His success at Bain Capital 
should be admired, not scorned. � e 
fact that he worked with companies 
that exported jobs to other countries 
simply follows a trend in American 
business that began 20 to 30 years ago. 
As more companies found the business 
climate in many states an impediment 
to pro� table operations, they moved 
all or part of their work elsewhere. 
Labor-intensive businesses opened 
facilities in countries in Africa, South 
America and the Far East. Many of 
our own industry companies know this 
trend all too well, including well-rec-
ognized camo brands whose clothing 
manufacturers have shared the frustra-
tions they’ve felt in trying to keep their 
businesses in the U.S. An example is 
Robinson Outdoors, which closed its 
last U.S. clothing plant 20 years ago. 

As for Romney’s personal wealth, 
consider history. Americans who accu-
mulate great wealth have generally 
formed the core of our country’s lead-
ership. � ere’s no greater symbol of that 
leadership than George Washington. 
Yet he was one of the wealthiest 
Americans of his time. He never took 
a salary for most of his service as our 
commander-in-chief, neither when 
leading U.S. troops nor when serving 
as our � rst president. In more recent 
history, John F. Kennedy and Franklin 

D. Roosevelt enjoyed 
great wealth while 
John Kerry’s consider-
able wealth (personal 
and through marriage 
into the Heinz dynas-
ty) was rarely ques-
tioned when Kerry 
campaigned for presi-
dent in 2004.

This fall, many 
have expressed con-
cern over Romney’s 
foreign policy experi-
ence. Again, it’s a fair 
concern. Yet I � nd 
myself comfortable 

with Romney in this area for a couple 
of reasons. First, I would argue that 
his experience is no less than Obama’s 
foreign policy experience was in 2008. 
I also know that Romney, as an exem-
plary CEO, will rely on foreign poli-
cy experts with no less pedigree than 
advisors like Condoleezza Rice. More 
importantly, America’s place in the 
world is predicated on our ability to cre-
ate and grow assets and opportunity. 
Our economy drives the world’s econ-
omy, either directly through American 
business or indirectly through billions 
of dollars in aid our government dis-
tributes to other countries. 

Even our domestic agenda is some-
thing the Romney-Ryan administration 
believes is stymied by the fragile and 
overburdened U.S. economy. I attend-
ed a business roundtable meeting in 
September where Ryan addressed 
business leaders. � ere, Ryan remind-
ed the group that by about 2025, all 
federal government revenues will be 
taken by entitlement programs. � is 
looming catastrophic situation means 
entitlement and tax reform must be our 
all-consuming focuses if other priori-
ties are to receive meaningful support 
and attention.  

Most importantly, I support 
Romney because the plan articulated 
by Paul Ryan to address the country’s 
� nancial burdens will be a Romney-
Ryan administration’s � rst order of 
business. In the September business 
meeting, Ryan laid out an aggressive 

plan to be implemented during the 
Romney administration’s � rst year. 

� at plan calls for Ryan to lead 
an unprecedented e� ort to work with 
Congress to reform taxes and entitle-
ments. Speci� cally, the plan outlines 
a reasonable set of accomplishments 
to be reached by 2013’s August con-
gressional recess. Other reforms are 
planned at prudent intervals over 
the � rst two years of a Romney-Ryan 
administration. � e plan’s level of suc-
cess depends largely on its leader; an 
experienced legislator who has the 
respect of his peers and knows how 
to guide the debate needed to craft 
landmark legislation. � e outcome of 
this focused e� ort would reset the U.S. 
economy and put us on track for real, 
sustained growth driven by the private 
sector while the public sector provides 
a safety net.

If you agree that dealing with enti-
tlements and reorienting the role of 
government in American life is impor-
tant and you’d like to see action on 
those fronts in 2013, I suggest you vote 
for Romney-Ryan and all other candi-
dates who support their plan. Doing 
nothing about the problems making 
our economy stagnant is not an option. 
All the concerns of America’s interest 
groups pale against the need to restore 
the power of our opportunity-driven 
economy. A strong economy makes 
all other things possible. Once that’s 
accomplished, we can again discuss 
and debate the country’s other priori-
ties.

McAninch moderates questions for Congressman Paul 
Ryan at the ATA Board of Directors meeting, June 28. 
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Retailers who sell the Scent-Lok 
brand of clothing can take comfort in 
the end of a long-running legal battle 
that challenged the e� ectiveness of 
those garments.

ALS Enterprises, Inc., the maker of 
Scent-Lok odor reducing carbon hunt-
ing apparel, has obtained a complete 
victory in the nine federal lawsuits that 
challenged Scent-Lok’s ability to con-
trol human odor.  After over � ve years 
of litigation, plainti� s have agreed to 
take nothing and dismiss all of the 
pending lawsuits with prejudice.  � e 
� nal straw for plainti� s was the district 
court’s August 17, 2012 order dismiss-
ing the � rst-� led Minnesota case.  In 

that order, the district court noted the 
extent to which these lawsuits were 
lawyer-driven:  “the Court is � rmly con-
vinced that ‘this litigation is so feeble 
that it is best to end it immediately,’ as 
its ‘only goal . . . appears to be fees for 
the plainti� s’ lawyers.’  Indeed, it would 
simply ignore reality to believe that this 
case is about anything other than fees 
at this juncture, given the small num-
ber of Plainti� s and the paltry dam-
ages they could recover if they were 
to prevail.  � ere exists no perceptible 
public bene� t.”  Less than a week later, 
plainti� s agreed to end the eight other 
lawsuits as well.  As explained in the 
� nal stipulation of dismissal, Scent-Lok 

products give hunters a real advantage:   
“Expert testing found that, using 

highly elevated test odor concentra-
tions that were ‘likely a ten thousand 
fold greater than a human body could 
produce in the course of 24 hours,’ 
Scent-Lok carbon hunting clothing 
fabrics blocked 96-99 percent of the 
odor compounds and essentially 100 
percent of the surrogate body odor 
compounds tested.” 

As exempli� ed by the test results 
on the facing page, Scent-Lok carbon 
hunting clothing fabrics dramatically 
outperformed non-carbon fabrics at 
blocking odor permeation in head-to-
head testing: “Expert testing also found 

Final Court Ruling Favors Scent-Lok Final Court Ruling Favors Scent-Lok Final Court Ruling Favors Scent-Lok 
and Activated Carbon Clothingand Activated Carbon Clothingand Activated Carbon Clothing
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to think that plainti� s and their lawyers 
are allowed to use the legal system to 
bring groundless lawsuits against com-
panies like ours.” 

“Our customer satisfaction level is 
extremely high, based on survey evi-
dence and unsolicited testimonials from 
hunters, because Scent-Lok products 
work unbelievably well,” Sesselmann 
remarked.  “Customers don’t need an 
attorney to get total satisfaction from 
Scent-Lok; our products come with 
an unconditional satisfaction guaran-
tee.  On behalf of our consumers and 
retail partners, we remain focused on 

making prod-
ucts for the 
best hunting 
experience in 
the world.”

that after drying, or washing and dry-
ing, Scent-Lok carbon fabrics continue 
to be highly e� ective at blocking odor 
permeation.” 

Greg Sesselmann, Scent-Lok’s 
president and the inventor of carbon 
hunting clothing, commented:  “We 
are grati� ed and vindicated by our win 
in these nine lawsuits.  It gives me 
great satisfaction that Scent-Lok prod-
ucts were shown without question to 
be highly e� ective at reducing odors, 
which allows hunters to get close to 
wildlife and experience the beauty of 
nature like never before.  It saddens me 

making prod-
ucts for the 
best hunting 
experience in 
the world.”

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

SCENT-LOK ¨  OBTAINS GLOBAL VICTORY IN NINE LAWSUITS CHALLENGING 

CARBON HUNTING CLOTHING 

 
ALS Enterprises, Inc., the maker of Scent-Lok¨  odor reducing carbon hunting apparel, has obtained a complete 

victory in the nine federal lawsuits that challenged Scent-Lok¨ Õ s ability to control human odor.  After over five 

years of litigation, plaintiffs have agreed to take nothing and dismiss all of the pending lawsuits with prejudice.  

The final straw for plaintiffs was the district courtÕ s August 17, 2012 Order dismissing the first-filed Minnesota 

case.  In that Order, the district court noted the extent to which these lawsuits were lawyer-driven:  Ò the Court is 

firmly convinced that Ô this litigation is so feeble that it is best to end it immediately,Õ  as its Ô only goal . . . 

appears to be fees for the plaintiffsÕ  lawyers.Õ   Indeed, it would simply ignore reality to believe that this case is 

about anything other than fees at this juncture, given the small number of Plaintiffs and the paltry damages they 

could recover if they were to prevail.  There exists no perceptible public benefit.Ó   

 

Less than a week later, plaintiffs agreed to end the eight other lawsuits as well.  As explained in the final 

stipulation of dismissal, a copy of which is attached, Scent-Lok¨  products give hunters a real advantage:   

 

• Ò Expert testing found that, using highly elevated test odor concentrations that were Ô likely a ten thousand 

fold greater than a human body could produce in the course of 24 hours,Õ  Scent-Lok¨  carbon hunting 

clothing fabrics blocked 96-99% of the odor compounds, and essentially 100% of the surrogate body 

odor compounds tested.Ó  

• As exemplified by the test results below, Scent-Lok¨  carbon hunting clothing fabrics dramatically 

outperformed non-carbon fabrics at blocking odor permeation in head-to-head testing: 

 
Test Sample 
(sample time = 1 hour) 

% Reduction Odor 
Permeation 

Fleece Balaclava w/out carbon 
Fleece Balaclava w/Scent-Lok¨   

5 
99 

Base Layer w/out carbon 
Base Layer w/Scent-Lok¨  

19 
98 

Hunting Jacket w/out carbon 
Hunting Jacket w/Scent-Lok¨   

11 
97 

Hunting Pants w/out carbon 
Hunting Pants w/Scent-Lok¨   

32 
98 

 

• Ò Expert testing also found that after drying, or washing and drying, Scent-Lok¨  carbon fabrics continue to be 

highly effective at blocking odor permeation.Ó  

NOT ON ALL MODELS

 

 CATQUIVER V 1/2 

CATQUIVER 
 

SHAGGIE GHILLE 
 

SHIELD’S 
 

CATFANY 
 

CATDAY 

 

P.O. BOX 691 RAMONA, CA 92065 
Email: jerry@ranchosafari.com 
Phone: (760) 789-2094 

CX ScoresCX ScoresCX Scores
at Olympicsat Olympicsat Olympics

Winning requires desire, skill, 
decisiveness and the right equipment. 
� ese were the key ingredients wielded 
this August during the 2012 Summer 
Olympics in London, England. In the 
Team Archery Target Shooting it came 
down to the last shot to prove which 
team was the best in the world. 

Team Italy shooter Michele 
Frangilli stepped up to the line and 
chose his weapon - a Carbon Express 
arrow he used to shoot a perfect 10; 
game over. 

“Our Carbon Express arrow showed 
once again that our focus on precision 
allows you to bring your game to a 
new level,” Rob Reents, Carbon Express  
Brand Communications Manager said. 
“Our promise that Carbon Express 
arrows help you ‘Shoot Better’ in any 
situation was proven on the largest 
stage in the world.”
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Spot Hogg has tapped Mike Wieck 
Sales (MWS) for representation in the 
Eastern United States.  

� e owners of Spot Hogg Archery 
Products have a tenure in the archery 
industry that spans three decades. Since 
the inception of the actual Spot Hogg 
brand in 1997, the company has gained 
a reputation as one of the foremost 
manufacturers of bow sights, handheld 
and wrist strap release aids and preci-
sion tuning accessories. However, the 
sales presence has primarily existed 
in states west of the Mississippi.  � e 
addition of MWS will signi� cantly aid 
in the further growth of Spot Hogg’s 
eastern market share while also aiding 
in direction for the future development 
of products to suit the eastern bow-
hunter and target shooter alike.  

Perhaps best known for bow 
sights, Spot Hogg continues to push 
the envelope in sight technology while 
still maintaining their reputation as the 

“go to” company for bow tuning and 
shooting techniques.  � eir equipment 
is used by many of today’s top profes-
sional hunters and archers while their 
technical reviews, data and procedures 
are published in several of the archery 
industry’s leading publications as well 
as reputable online sources.  

About Mike Wieck Sales
MWS had its humble beginnings in 

1979 as a one-man sales force dedicat-
ed to the fundamentals of sound busi-
ness, with a strong emphasis on build-
ing customer relationships. Today, 
MWS, Inc. is now an interconnected 
agency consisting of 11 regional o�  ces 
working together to serve 24 states as 
well as Canada and other internation-
al accounts. Virtually every legitimate 
hunting industry retailer at all levels of 
trade: Distributor, Mass Retailer, Mail 
Order, National and Regional Chain, 
Internet Retailer, Buy Group Member 

and Independent Dealer-is served by 
MWS Inc. and is a part of its contact 
database. 

“With Mike Wieck Sales you get 
more than a sales force,” a spokesman 
said. “We strive to plan for the future 
with the straightforward and simple 
mind-set that amidst all the cutting 
edge sales management tools, social 
media, visual impact marketing, pro-
grams, analysis and reports,  there is 
still a ‘nothing happens, nothing grows’ 
reality unless a product is presented 
for sale to a potential buyer. To further 
this point, the product not only needs 
to be presented to potential buyers, 
but needs to be presented live and in 
person. We still believe that ultimately, 
people drive business and that face-to-
face interaction beats any other means 
to a sale. � is is how Mike Wieck Sales 
started and is the primary reason for 
such unprecedented success.”

Spot-Hogg Teams With Mike Wieck SalesSpot-Hogg Teams With Mike Wieck SalesSpot-Hogg Teams With Mike Wieck Sales

Get With The System
New from ATSKO, “The Deer Science Experts,” is this 
complete system for Scent Control and Scent Elimina-
tion. The 3 piece “System” is everything you need to 
Eliminate and KILL ODOR all in one kit. The new kit 
includes the following  eld proven ATSKO products:
 

N-O-DOR  Oxidizer Scent Elimination Spray

SPORT-WASH  Hair & Body Soap
SPORT-WASH Laundry Detergent

ThiThis kit was designed to furnish the scent-conscious 
hunter with everything he needs to remain scent 
free in the  eld. The Sport-Wash hair and body wash 
is unscented and leaves no soap residue or odor. 
The Sport-Wash laundry detergent will kill all odor-
causing bacteria on your clothing while leaving no 
scent or soap residue & contains no U-V brighteners.

         To learn more information on the new 
“System Kits “ from ATSKO, visit us on the web at 

www.atsko.com or phone us @ 800-845-2728
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Firenock Pro Sta� er Randy Hendrix won his second Buckmasters 
Title in Montgomery, Alabama on August 19, 2012. � e indoor 3-D 
competition is a timed event that features both pop-up and moving 
targets.  Competitors for the Buckmasters Top Bow Indoor World 
Championship go head-to-head in an arena whose seats are � lled 
with cheering fans and whose target course is set up like a giant 
interactive stage.

Randy Hendrix shot a perfect score in the � nal shoot-out to win. 
He also posted the highest qualifying score the day before in the 
qualifying round. He uses the Firenock arrow rest (AeroRest) and 
lighted nocks (Hendrix prefers the S style Firenock Target system in 
green). Hendrix has only used the rest, which supports the shaft on 
slick ceramic bearings, since early July. His 2009 win, his � rst after 21 
years of participating in the demanding event, came after less than 
one week of using the � rm’s lighted nocks.

Firenock’s Managing Partner Dorge Huang and his crew exhib-
ited at the Buckmaster Expo sport show adjacent to where the tour-
nament is held. Huang said, “I felt lucky and privileged to be able to 
see what this Buckmasters indoor 3-D competition entails. It is one 
of the most demanding 3-D competitions anywhere. Able to see this 
in person, I appreciate even more the level of sportsmanship and skill 
the shooter needs to have to compete at this level. I am thrilled that 
Randy trusted me to design and build what he used to help him win.”

Huang is shown at left in the photo with Hendrix and his plaque.

Firenock Aids Buckmasters WinFirenock Aids Buckmasters WinFirenock Aids Buckmasters Win
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Easton Foundations, whose 
goal is to develop grassroots 
programs in communities, 
schools, colleges and uni-
versities and through these 
e� orts inspire the next gen-
eration of Olympic hopefuls.

The Olive Branch 
Achievement Award hon-
ors an individual who best 
represents the interna-
tional ideals of the Olympic 
Movement by working to 
build a peaceful and better 
world through sport.

“� is award from the 
USOC was unexpected and 
I appreciate the honor,” Jim 
said. “I have always been 
proud to represent the U.S. 
in my various international roles. I have 
some very good friends in the interna-
tional sports community and share this 
honor with them.”

Jim’s lifetime of dedication 
to advancing the Olympic and 
Paralympic Movements includes act-
ing as the founding donor of the World 

James L. Easton

The United States Olympic 
Committee (USOC) and Allstate 
Insurance Company named James L. 
“Jim” Easton as the recipient of the 
Olive Branch Achievement Award, 
an international-themed-award cre-
ated by the USOC and inspired by 
Allstate Chairman, President and 
Chief Executive O�  cer Tom Wilson, 
during the 2012 U.S. Olympic Hall of 
Fame Induction Ceremony.  � e cer-
emony was held in Chicago on July 12. 
Unfortunately, Mr. Easton was unable 
to attend the ceremony; his son, Greg 
Easton, accepted the award on his 
behalf.

Jim is CEO of Jas. D. Easton Inc., an 
international sporting goods company 
started by his father, Doug, in 1922. � e 
company now includes subsidiaries—
Easton Technical Products (arrows 
and mountain products), Hoyt Archery 
(bows) and Delta Sports (targets).  He 
is also the founder of the non-pro� t 

James L. Easton

James Easton Honored by Olive Branch            Award in Olympic Hall of Fame VenueJames Easton Honored by Olive Branch            Award in Olympic Hall of Fame VenueJames Easton Honored by Olive Branch            Award in Olympic Hall of Fame Venue
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Paralympians. He is a true sportsman 
at heart and his love of sport shows in 
all that he does.”

Archery Foundation Internationale de 
Developpement du Tir a l’Arc (FIDTA).   
He also served as the president of 
the international governing body for 
archery, World Archery (then known as 
FITA), from 1989 until 2005.  He is cur-
rently the honorary president of that 
organization.

Jim became a Member of the 
International Olympic Committee 
(IOC) in 1994. He served as IOC Vice 
President and member of the Executive 
Board from 2002 to 2006. Presently, 
he serves on two IOC Commissions—
Nominations and Marketing. He is 
also a member of the USOC Board of 
Directors.

“It is an honor to recognize 
Jim Easton with the Olive Branch 
Achievement Award for his contribu-
tions to the growth of Olympic and 
Paralympic Movements in the United 
States,” Scott Blackmun, USOC chief 
executive o�  cer, said. “Jim has been 

a friend to the USOC for many years 
and has given much in support of 
the aspirations of our Olympians and 

Field & Stream magazine has selected TenPoint Crossbow Technologies’ new 
Turbo XLT II as the winner of the  2012 “Best of the Best Award” in the crossbow 
category. According to Field & Stream magazine,  “� ree critical factors shot 
the Turbo XLT II to the winner’s circle. First, the bow was incredibly accurate. 
Second, it was safe to operate due to an intuitive ambidextrous safety and anti-
dry-� re device. � ird, the innovative ACUdraw cocking rope (which retracts into 
the stock, the handles secured by a slick magnet system) was a joy to operate and 
nearly silent, proof that this is a crossbow for hunters”.  

� e Turbo XLT II di� ers from its predecessor in several ways.  While it still fea-
tures a radically compact bow assembly, spanning 13.5 inches from axle-to-axle 
when cocked, its 11 inch IsoTaper Limbs are now double-laminated for improved 
strength and durability.  � e bow assembly, � tted with D-75 string and yoked tun-
able cables powered by NEW MRX cams, is mounted on a 7/8 inch longer barrel 
that increases the power stroke to 12.875 inches. 

“We are honored that Field & Stream has chosen one of our models for this 
prestigious award again this year.  It’s in our DNA to push our technology and 
design to higher levels of performance while staying focused on maintaining the 
highest possible quality,” TenPoint CEO Rick Bednar said. 

James Easton Honored by Olive Branch            Award in Olympic Hall of Fame VenueJames Easton Honored by Olive Branch            Award in Olympic Hall of Fame VenueJames Easton Honored by Olive Branch            Award in Olympic Hall of Fame Venue

TenPoint Wins Field & Stream AwardTenPoint Wins Field & Stream AwardTenPoint Wins Field & Stream Award

Martin’s
Blade X4
Never has a bow so 
reasonably priced 
been able to do so 
much. The Martin
Blade X4 combines 
great looks, solid 
reliability and reliability and 
cut-throat speed 
in a package that 
outpaces all other 
bows in its class. 

MSRP: $349.99

The new X4 Twin 
Limb system is engineered Limb system is engineered 
with continuous glass for strength, 
speed and stealthy silence. 

ThisThis bow boasts the durability you 
need with all the smoothness and sta-
bility you deserve. It features the Fury 
XT Single Cam - smooth, fast and ad-
justable; a Quick-Lock Stabilizer Mount 
and Silent Hunter Arrow Shelf.

Axle-to-Axle: 31.5” Brace: 7” Weights: 50#, 60#, 70# 
Mass Weight: 3.75 pounds  Speed: Up to 315 fps

martinarchery.com  509-529-2554
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Martin Nordin, the CEO of Fenix 
Outdoor AB, is sad to announce that 
a long term friend and associate, John 
Smithbaker, has resigned from his posi-
tion as President of Brunton Outdoor 
as of the end of the year. Smithbaker 
has been President of Brunton since 
January 2010, when the company was 
acquired by Fenix Outdoor AB. He is 
responsible for bringing compass man-
ufacturing from overseas and back to 
the Riverton, Wyoming facility, which 
created nearly 50 new jobs and made 
Brunton Outdoor the only United 
States Manufacturer of base plate com-
passes.  Brunton’s revitalization under 
Smithbaker’s leadership was the sub-
ject of the January, 2012  Cover Story.

Smithbaker has decided to follow 
his calling full time, leading Fathers 
in the Field, the Christian Ministry he 
started nearly seven years ago.

“We wish John the best, and are 

proud to continue our support of 
John and his e� orts with his minis-
try both emotionally and � nancially,”
Nordin said.   

Fenix Outdoor AB, owner of 
Brunton as well as their other brands, 
Primus,  Fjallraven and Hanwag, will 
continue to invest in the momentum 
created by the Brunton management 
team.  

Until a replacement for Smithbaker 
has been found,  John Walbrecht, 
President of Fenix Outdoor North 
America and Dan Shay, CFO of Fenix 
Outdoor North America, will be � lling 
the role.  Joel Bell will continue as the 
Vice-President of Sales for Brunton and 
Primus, responsible for overseeing the 
sales, marketing and product develop-
ment and working with Dani Schafer, 
Brunton Marketing Manager, in con-
tinuing the brand momentum.   

ABOUT BRUNTON:  A leading 

manufacturer of equipment for the 
outdoor adventure, Brunton’s pas-
sion for innovation and quality dates 
back to 1894.  Brunton delivers perfor-
mance, comfort and convenience to 
the outdoors with a full line of portable 
power, navigation, lighting, weather 
and optical products. See Brunton’s full 
line at www.Bruntongroup.com.

ABOUT THE MINISTRY: Fathers 
in the Field is a Christian adventure 
ministry that unites fatherless boys 
with mature Christian men in the great 
outdoors to help boys learn about the 
liberating love of God and the heal-
ing that comes through the forgiveness 
of their earthly fathers. Fathers in the 
Field was founded by outdoor indus-
try entrepreneur John Smithbaker, who 
was deserted by his own father before 
birth and struggled with the wound 
of abandonment for decades before 
discovering the healing of forgiveness.

Smithbaker Leaving Brunton to DevoteSmithbaker Leaving Brunton to DevoteSmithbaker Leaving Brunton to Devote
Full Time to Outdoor Ministry He FoundedFull Time to Outdoor Ministry He FoundedFull Time to Outdoor Ministry He Founded

New Reduced Faces
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“We are giving abandoned boys the 
father/son outdoor experience they’ve 
never had and in doing so we intro-
duce them to the true hope that comes 
only through the love of Christ and 
an adventure that can only be found 
in God’s great outdoors,” Smithbaker 
says on the ministry’s website, www.
fathersinthe� eld.com.

Fathers in the Field begins with a 
local Christian church, speci� cally men 
in the congregation who understand 
the power of a father’s role in shap-
ing a boy’s life. Fatherless boys ages 
7-17 (“� eld buddies”) can participate 
in Fathers in the Field, which o� ers 
year-round fun and outdoor adventure 
with mentor fathers.

“Mentor fathers” - Christian men 
who love God and the great outdoors 
and are willing to commit to an ongo-
ing mentor relationship with a father-
less boy - undergo thorough back-
ground checks and are fully equipped 
by the ministry.

Fathers in the Field reaches father-
less boys through single mothers 
who want their sons to have a mature 
Christian male role model. � e pro-
gram is funded by charitable sponsors 
and participating churches, so there is 
no cost to moms.

Community service is an integral 
part of Fathers in the Field, which iden-
ti� es widows in need and gives boys an 
opportunity to serve them. 

Fathers in the Field is currently 
looking for Christian men who are avid 
outdoorsmen and would like to serve 
as mentor fathers and fatherless boys 
between the ages of 7 and 17 who need 
godly male mentors in their lives. 

You can donate to this ministry 
through the website, www.fathersin-
the� eld.com. To � nd out how to get 
involved as a mentor, call (307) 332-
0901 or send your inquiry to info@
fathersinthe� eld.com.

News Continues on page 100
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Archery is a truly addictive sport 
and archers love every aspect of 
it, from hunting to serious 3-D 

and target shooting to simply shoot-
ing in the back yard. � ere is some-
thing delightful and captivating about 
shooting a bow and arrow whether it 
is a compound with all the bells and 
whistles or a recurve with feathered 
wood arrows.

While many of us enjoy bowhunt-
ing, we can’t hunt all year round, so 
most archers are looking for an excuse 
to shoot anytime as well as a reason to 
buy that extra piece of archery equip-
ment. � at is what makes bow� shing 
an excellent natural area of expansion 
for the archery pro shop. � at is also 
what is so puzzling about the fact that 
more shops do not take advantage of 
this excellent selling opportunity.

My younger brother, who lives 
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My younger brother, who lives 

in Florida, grew up bowhunting in 
Pennsylvania like myself. While he has 
not bowhunted for years since leaving 
Pennsylvania, he is a very serious � sh-
erman, spending most of his spare time 
in the bays in and 
around Sarasota, 
Florida. Last year, 
during one of our 
weekly phone calls, 
he said, “I just real-
ized that there are 
saltwater bow� sh-
ing opportuni-
ties down here. I 
remember when 
you and I went 
bow� shing for carp 
in Pennsylvania 
and I recently 
learned that there 
are edible game 

in Florida, grew up bowhunting in 
Pennsylvania like myself. While he has 
not bowhunted for years since leaving 
Pennsylvania, he is a very serious � sh-
erman, spending most of his spare time 

� sh, which can be legally taken here 
with a bow and arrow. I thought maybe 
you could help me get set up with a 
bow� shing rig.”

After several unsuccessful calls 

Norma Sullivan of Sullivan Industries is shown here with her 
trophy gator, proving that properly equipped women can take 
advantage of the most challenging bow� shing opportunities. 
Norma and her husband Kevin manufacture a complete line of 
Innerloc quality broadheads and bow� shing points.
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Norma Sullivan of Sullivan Industries is shown here with her 
trophy gator, proving that properly equipped women can take 
advantage of the most challenging bow� shing opportunities. 
Norma and her husband Kevin manufacture a complete line of 
Innerloc quality broadheads and bow� shing points.

These bow� shermen scan the water in search of a target from the 
deck of their boat. Note the young female archer on the right who 
is ready to take part. The number of youngsters and females enjoy-
ing bow� shing is growing steadily, increasing sales opportunities 
for dealers. 
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to archery shops in his area, I was 
shocked to learn that while several said 
they could order bow� shing equip-
ment, few actually stocked bow� shing 
gear. I had nowhere to direct him, so 
I put together a package myself and 
shipped it to him along with some 
detailed instructions on getting start-
ed. His original intent was to simply 
carry the bow in his boat in case an 
opportunity to use it presented itself. 
One morning, he ran into a school of 

to archery shops in his area, I was 
shocked to learn that while several said 
they could order bow� shing equip-
ment, few actually stocked bow� shing 
gear. I had nowhere to direct him, so 
I put together a package myself and 
shipped it to him along with some 
detailed instructions on getting start-
ed. His original intent was to simply 
carry the bow in his boat in case an 
opportunity to use it presented itself. 
One morning, he ran into a school of 

mullet that are normally caught with 
a cast net but are a legal bow� shing 
target. He connected with his � rst shot, 
with more luck than skill by his own 
admission, and he was hooked. Now 
on many mornings, depending upon 
the weather and tide and how the � sh 
are running, he goes strictly with his 
bow, leaving the rod at home. Not only 
is he having a ball; he also tells me he is 
often stopped by people who are see-
ing him with his bow and are asking 
questions about bow� shing. He is stir-
ring up a lot of interest as an individual. 
Just think what a shop that was trying to 
promote bow� shing could do.

His experience got me to thinking 
about the numerous shops I visit each 
year for ArrowTrade, located around 
the country. Many shops have added 
black power ri� es, taxidermy, � shing, 
� rearms or some other outdoor activity 
to both lengthen their selling season 
and broaden their customer base. � is 
simply makes good business sense but 
I am shocked at how few have taken 
advantage of the opportunities o� ered 
by bow� shing.

DEALERS
An archery shop that has taken 

advantage of this opportunity is 
Weaver’s Archery in Middleburg, 
Pennsylvania, owned by Keith Weaver 
and his wife Judy. While Keith has been 
involved in the archery industry for 
over 20 years, he and Judy opened 
their shop just a little over four years 
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An archery shop that has taken 
advantage of this opportunity is 
Weaver’s Archery in Middleburg, 
Pennsylvania, owned by Keith Weaver 
and his wife Judy. While Keith has been 
involved in the archery industry for 
over 20 years, he and Judy opened 
their shop just a little over four years 

ago. “We opened our shop in March of 
2008,” Keith said. “Aside from bowhunt-
ing, I personally had also been involved 
in bow� shing, so it was only natural for 
me to stock some of the basic bow� sh-
ing equipment. I wasn’t really trying to 
promote it but was just carrying some 
gear for those few people I thought 
might be interested. I truly didn’t real-
ize the true potential at � rst.”

“After we had been in business 
a short time, a few of our bow� shing 
customers asked if we would consider 
organizing a bow� shing tournament,” 
Keith continued. “I had my hands 
full between my family and business 
and told them while I could not orga-
nize the event if they got it started, I 
would help provide as much support 
as possible. We had 22 people enter 
that � rst tournament. In 2012, we held 
three tournaments between April and 
July and our last event had 66 entries. 
Since that beginning several years ago, 
Weaver’s Archery now is the o�  cial 
host and organizer of the series of bow-
� shing tournaments. It is a tremendous 
draw for our business as it not only 
brings in the bow� shermen but specta-
tors as well for the weighing and distri-
bution of prizes. Promoting bow� shing 
gives us a second major selling season. 
Our � rst tournament is held in April, a 
traditionally slow archery month and 
our last tournament is held in July, 
which makes a great lead-in for the 
bowhunting selling season as Weaver’s 
Archery Shop is on everyone’s mind by 

this time.”
Gene Butts, 

owner of Crappie 
Shack Sports in 
Sturgis, Kentucky, 
is another dealer 
that has capital-
ized on the grow-
ing popularity of 
bow� shing. “I have 
been in business 
for 25 years and 
while I have always 
carried bow� shing 
equipment, I have 
seen substantial 
growth recently,” 

Bow� shing can be enjoyed alone or with 
a group, such as is the case with these fun 
loving bow� shermen that are quick to 
hassle their companion, who missed what 
seemed like a sure shot.

while I have always 
carried bow� shing 
equipment, I have 
seen substantial 
growth recently,” 

Bow� shing can be enjoyed alone or with 
a group, such as is the case with these fun 

hassle their companion, who missed what 

Bow� shermen often work as a team, one positioning the boat 
while the other shoots. Note here that one bow� sherman is using 
a compound while the other is equipped with a recurve. In bow-
� shing, anything goes. It’s having fun that counts.

advantage of this opportunity is 
Weaver’s Archery in Middleburg, 
Pennsylvania, owned by Keith Weaver 
and his wife Judy. While Keith has been 
involved in the archery industry for 
over 20 years, he and Judy opened 
their shop just a little over four years 

The carp is found in most sections of the 
country and is one of the leading bow� sh-
ing targets. It is found in lakes, ponds, 
rivers and streams and can be pursued 
from boats or on shore. Bow� shing oppor-
tunities are within easy driving distance of 
most archery shops and promoting bow-
� shing simply makes good business sense.

By John Kasun
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Gene said. “One of my distributors 
told me he has seen a 2,000 percent 
increase in bow� shing sales over the 
past several years. � e heavy rains we 
had in our area last year produced 
high backwaters, opening up many 
areas where people could bow� sh from 
banks and bridges. My last year’s bow-
� shing sales exceeded $14,000 and I 
put every dollar right back into my 
bow� shing inventory. I have over 100 
� shing arrows in stock at any one time 
plus bow� shing bows, reels, points and 
all the related accessories. Carbon � sh-
ing arrows and lighted nocks 
are two of the current hot 
sellers. Bow� shing is a great 
way to introduce people to 
archery. I see a lot of kids 
bow� shing and a lot of girls 
who tag along with their 
boyfriends are giving it a try. 
Once anyone gets that � rst 
� sh on, they are hooked on 
the sport.”

OVERVIEW
 � e bow� shing industry 

has grown dramatically over 
the past several years as more 
archers have been attracted 
to a fun way of expanding 
their hunting time as well as 
an opportunity to shoot their 
bow more. At one time, bow-
� shing consisted of a bow 
purchased at a garage sale 
with a wrap-on reel taped 
to the bow’s riser. While this 
is still an accepted rig, any-
one interested in bow� shing 
today can now choose from 
a variety of bows speci� cally 
designed for bow� shing as 

Gene said. “One of my distributors 
told me he has seen a 2,000 percent 
increase in bow� shing sales over the 
past several years. � e heavy rains we 
had in our area last year produced 
high backwaters, opening up many 
areas where people could bow� sh from 
banks and bridges. My last year’s bow-
� shing sales exceeded $14,000 and I 
put every dollar right back into my 
bow� shing inventory. I have over 100 
� shing arrows in stock at any one time 
plus bow� shing bows, reels, points and 

well as high tech reels, laser bow sights 
and a variety of arrow rests and barbed 
� shing points for everything from carp 
to alligators. With few exceptions, 
every archery pro shop has bow� shing 
opportunities within a short driving 
distance, ranging from swamps, lakes 
and ponds to rivers, depending upon 
the section of country in which they 
are located. � at means they also have 
a customer base that simply needs 
to be exposed to the fun and shoot-
ing opportunities bow� shing o� ers. 

well as high tech reels, laser bow sights 
and a variety of arrow rests and barbed 
� shing points for everything from carp 
to alligators. With few exceptions, 
every archery pro shop has bow� shing 
opportunities within a short driving 
distance, ranging from swamps, lakes 
and ponds to rivers, depending upon 
the section of country in which they 
are located. � at means they also have 
a customer base that simply needs 
to be exposed to the fun and shoot-
ing opportunities bow� shing o� ers. 

Following is a brief snapshot of the 
equipment required for bow� shing, 
which is followed up with speci� c 
detailed information on some of the 
latest bow� shing gear available.

BOWFISHING KITS
While all required bow� shing gear 

can be purchased individually and 
assembled, bow� shing kits o� er every-
thing complete in one package with 

• Better accuracy right now
• Confidence at long range
• Works with your existing sight
• Controls bow torque

Watch the Square-Up video on our website

SquareUpArchery.com    (860)-663-3949

The AquaForce by Darton Archery 
reaches its peak weight early in the 
draw cycle. With an adjustable peak 

weight of 40 to 55 pounds, the Aquaforce 
drops o�  to 20 to 27 pounds depending 
upon the peak weight setting. The bow is 
set up to be drawn from 23 to 29-½ inches 
without adjustment, meaning once the 
peak weight is reached, it is followed by a 
long, � at valley. This allows the archer to 
complete the draw and hold the bow com-
fortably or to release at any time before 
full draw with deadly accurate results. The 
only time the draw length must be adjust-
ed is when arrows shorter than 30 inches 
are being used. The AquaForce is available 
as a bow only or in a complete bow� sh-
ing package with an AMS Retriever reel, a 
� shing arrow with point and an AMS Wave 
arrow rest. 

all the related accessories. Carbon � sh-
ing arrows and lighted nocks 
are two of the current hot 
sellers. Bow� shing is a great 
way to introduce people to 
archery. I see a lot of kids 
bow� shing and a lot of girls 
who tag along with their 
boyfriends are giving it a try. 
Once anyone gets that � rst 
� sh on, they are hooked on 

 � e bow� shing industry 
has grown dramatically over 
the past several years as more 
archers have been attracted 
to a fun way of expanding 
their hunting time as well as 
an opportunity to shoot their 
bow more. At one time, bow-
� shing consisted of a bow 
purchased at a garage sale 
with a wrap-on reel taped 
to the bow’s riser. While this 
is still an accepted rig, any-
one interested in bow� shing 
today can now choose from 
a variety of bows speci� cally 
designed for bow� shing as 

all the related accessories. Carbon � sh-

The Mako by Alpine 
Archery features 
stylish aluminum 
limb pockets and 
cams mounted on 
a CNC machined 
riser. Designed as a 
conventional com-
pound, it features a 
generous let-o�  and 
comfortable valley. 
Weighing in at just 3 
pounds, it is light and 
easily maneuverable. 
The Mako is weight 
adjustable from 40 
to 50 pounds and 
features 7 inches of 
draw length adjust-
ment, which can be 
easily done in the 
� eld without a bow 
press. This feature 
makes it ideal for a 
family style bow as it 
can be easily adjust-
ed to � t a wide vari-
ety of required draw 
weights and draw 
lengths. The Mako is 
topped o�  with an 
eye catching blue 
water-drop � nish 
and laser engraved 
wood grips. 
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varying price tags depending upon the 
makeup of the kit. Kits are great for 
the dealer who is just getting into the 
bow� shing market and doesn’t want 
to overextend himself or worry about 
balancing his bow� shing inventory. 
Kits make an attractive, eye catching 
package; are complete with all the 

varying price tags depending upon the 
makeup of the kit. Kits are great for 
the dealer who is just getting into the 
bow� shing market and doesn’t want 
to overextend himself or worry about 
balancing his bow� shing inventory. 
Kits make an attractive, eye catching 
package; are complete with all the 

required gear and are normally set up 
direct from the manufacturer.

BOWS
Bow� shing is normally done at 

short ranges and pin-point accuracy 
is not required. In essence, any bow 
can be set up as a good bow� shing 
bow. Basic recurves make an excellent 
choice due to their simplicity and lower 
cost and there are a number of excel-
lent recurve bow� shing packages on 
the market. While compounds are also 
popular and highly e� ective, it seems a 
crime to expose a high end compound 

required gear and are normally set up 

Bow� shing is normally done at 
short ranges and pin-point accuracy 
is not required. In essence, any bow 
can be set up as a good bow� shing 
bow. Basic recurves make an excellent 
choice due to their simplicity and lower 
cost and there are a number of excel-
lent recurve bow� shing packages on 
the market. While compounds are also 
popular and highly e� ective, it seems a 
crime to expose a high end compound 

to the wet and muddy conditions often 
found while bow� shing. Old, used 
compounds are well suited for bow-
� shing and a variety of new speci� cally 
designed compound bow� shing bows 
is quite popular for the dedicated bow-
� sherman. While the bow draw weight 
depends entirely upon the � sh being 
targeted, light weights (45 pounds and 
under) are suitable for most game � sh. 
Heavier draw weights (50 to 70 pounds) 
are recommended for larger species 
such as sharks, alligator gar or alliga-
tors.

While a high percentage of 

With over 10 years of success
BOWJAX DAMPENERS

ROCK!

Best Designed Dampening System

The Fire Eagle from AMS 
Bow� shing is adjustable from 
40 to 50 pounds and is compat-
ible with draw lengths from 15 
to 30 inches.  The draw weight 
on the Fire Eagle peaks early in 
the draw and has a long, � at, 
20 percent drop-o�  valley. The 
Eagle’s huge draw range after 
reaching peak weight provides 
tremendous � exibility for either 
snap shots or full draw shots. 
It features all stainless steel 
hardware for a long, corrosion-
free life of bow� shing action. 
The Fire Eagle sports a Blue Fire 
Storm Camo � nish and is avail-
able either as a bow only pur-
chase or as a complete package 
set up and ready to shoot.

40 to 50 pounds and is compat-
ible with draw lengths from 15 

on the Fire Eagle peaks early in 

20 percent drop-o�  valley. The 

reaching peak weight provides 
tremendous � exibility for either 

hardware for a long, corrosion-

The Fire Eagle sports a Blue Fire 
Storm Camo � nish and is avail-

chase or as a complete package 

The Hawk Series of bows from 
AMS o� ers a bow for everyone.  
The Fish Hawk, in a striking 
Koi Carp Camo pattern, has a 
draw weight of 30 to 40 pounds 
and a draw length of 15 to 30 
inches. The JR Hawk has a 10 to 
20 pound draw length with up 
to a 30 inch draw length. The 
Mini Hawk is designed for the 
young bow� sherman, with a 
draw weight of 6 to 12 pounds 
and a draw range of 14 to 25 
inches. The Fish Hawk series is 
available as the bow only or as 
a complete package set up from 
the factory.
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bow� shing shots are taken by draw-
ing and holding the bow while wait-
ing for a shot possibility in an area 
of high � sh activity, an equal amount 
of shots are taken as � sh appear and 
disappear, quickly visible for only a 
few seconds and requiring a snap-shot. 
� erefore, some bows designed speci� -
cally for bow� shing have a built-in let-
o�  while others have a constant draw 
weight after reaching the peak weight, 
which occurs early in the draw. � ese 
bows allow for snap-shots with good 
power at less than full draw. Both styles 
of bow are suitable and the choice is 
dependent upon the preference of the 
shooter. Due to the nature of the sport, 
bow� shing bows are normally exposed 
to rough use and wet and muddy or 

bow� shing shots are taken by draw-
ing and holding the bow while wait-
ing for a shot possibility in an area 
of high � sh activity, an equal amount 
of shots are taken as � sh appear and 
disappear, quickly visible for only a 

sandy conditions, so they frequently 
feature stainless hardware.

 Crossbows can also be used for 
bow� shing and are ideal for a shooter 

sandy conditions, so they frequently 

 Crossbows can also be used for 
bow� shing and are ideal for a shooter 

who cannot handle much draw weight 
but who wants to target larger spe-
cies. Bow� shing manufacturers are 
making special reel mounts as well as 

48

The Hornet LITE Bow� shing 
Kit from Cajun Archery (above) 
contains a drum reel, 50 feet 
of 80 pound test line, a Hornet 
LITE � shing arrow with point 
and an AMS Safety Slide. The 
Hornet LITE is speci� cally 
designed for lighter poundage 
and shorter draw length bows, 
making it ideally suited for 
youth and women.

The Sand Shark from October 
Mountain Products is a 35 
pound, 62 inch recurve ideally 
suited for the rigors of bow-
� shing. Light in the hand and 
smooth on the draw, the Sand 
Shark has high rise aluminum 
limb pockets for extra strength 
and a sealed gloss � nish for 
water-tight protection of its 
wood laminated � nish. The 
bow breaks down into three 
pieces to form a compact pack-
age that is easy to transport or 
store. The Sand Shark is avail-
able as a stand alone bow or in 
a series of bow� shing packages 
with di� erent options.

to rough use and wet and muddy or 

Cajun Archery introduced its Yellow 
Jacket Carbon-Fiberglass Fishing Shaft to 
the market several years ago and it has 
become quite popular among bow� sher-
men. Due to its heavy weight of 1190 
grains, it works well out of heavy bows 
but it works equally well out of light bows 
due to its extreme straightness.
but it works equally well out of light bows 

LEFT: AMS’s Tiger Shark � shing arrow 
� rst appeared on the market in 2011. 
The Tiger Shark features a carbon wrap 
around a special composite core. A custom 
engineered tail on the Tiger Shark allows 
for the use of press-in nocks that can easily 
be replaced in the � eld as required. New 

for 2012 are the 
AMS Nockturnal 
Lighted Nocks, 
which slip into 
the Tiger Shark 
shaft for a per-
fect � t, giving 
the bow� sher-
man the added 
advantage of a 
lighted nock for 
nighttime � sh-
ing.

UPPER LEFT: 
To answer the 
demand for 
youth sized 
bow� shing gear, 
AMS o� ers its 
AMS Mini Arrow. 
It is a 26 inch 
� berglass ver-
sion of AMS’s full 
size arrows and 
comes complete 
with a Shure Shot 
Penetrator point 
and an AMS 
Safety Slide.

This Hornet 
Carbon 
Fiberglass 
Fishing Arrow 
from Bohning 
Archery is a 
hybrid shaft 
that is stronger, 
straighter and 
sti� er than regu-
lar bow� shing 
shafts and it 
works especially 
well in heavier 
weight bows, tip-
ping the scale at 
1190 grains.

LEFT: This Bow� shing Kit from Bohning 
Archery contains the basics required to get 
started in bow� shing, minus the bow. The 
kit includes a MudCat Reel, a Glass Arrow 
with � sh point, an AMS safety slide and 
50 feet of 80 pound test line in an attrac-
tive, eye catching display. This kit makes a 
great low cost starter package.
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bow� shing bolts for cross-
bow bow� shing.

ARROWS and POINTS
Fishing arrows, which were once 

simple solid � berglass shafts of ques-
tionable straightness, are now available 

Fishing arrows, which were once 
simple solid � berglass shafts of ques-
tionable straightness, are now available 

in aluminum, � berglass, carbon and 
hybrid arrows comprised of a � ber-
glass and carbon blend. � ese modern 
day bow� shing arrows are straighter, 
with closer matched spines and as a 
result are more accurate and extremely 

in aluminum, � berglass, carbon and 
hybrid arrows comprised of a � ber-
glass and carbon blend. � ese modern 
day bow� shing arrows are straighter, 
with closer matched spines and as a 
result are more accurate and extremely 

durable. Arrows are also designed for 
speci� c purposes, with heavier arrows 
for increased penetration on large � sh 
and gators and shorter, lighter arrows 
for better performance for archers with 
short draws and lighter bows. � ese 
arrows are well suited for young bow-
� shermen because it gives them much 
better performance for their set-up 
without being hampered by extremely 
heavy arrows for their draw weight.

Fishing points are available in 
a large variety of styles that can be 
matched to the � sh being sought and 
the conditions. Most high quality 
points today have quick release barbs 
for easy unloading of � sh as well as 
replaceable tips. Two, three and four 
barbed points are available depending 
upon the � sh size as well as break-away 
points for alligators.

bow� shing bolts for cross-

The new Aqua Assault Fish 
Point from Bohning Archery 
has a � ve sided chisel point 
for penetration and nickel 
plated spring steel barbs for 
solid holding power.

in aluminum, � berglass, carbon and in aluminum, � berglass, carbon and in aluminum, � berglass, carbon and 
speci� c purposes, with heavier arrows 
for increased penetration on large � sh 

bow� shing bolts for cross-

The Garpoon has spring loaded barbs that deploy 
after penetration of the � sh, resulting in maximum pen-
etration and exceptional holding power. The Piranha at 
right has tough reversible barbs for quick � sh removal 
and a replaceable tip. It makes for a reliable, easy to 
use and simple head. Both heads are among a large 
selection o� ered by Cajun Archery.

Muzzy o� ers a complete line of � shing points for all bow� shing applications applica-
tions. The Quick Release Carp Point at left has a Trocar Tip for deep penetration and 
quick release barbs for easy � sh removal. The Stingray Point at center has an extra wide 
bite for extra holding power on strong, soft skinned � sh. The Quick Release Carp Point 
with Big Fish Point Adapter at right provides a four-barb design for maximum holding 
power when seeking oversized � sh. 

Drum reels like the MudCat from Bohning 
Archery, shown here, are very simple and 
basic. The line is simply wrapped around 
the drum and slipped under the line clip, 
which holds it securely until the shot, when 
it pulls free and tracks the arrow to the 
target. These style of reels are normally 
mounted to the stabilizer hole in the riser 
or to the sight mounting holes with the use 
of a mounting bracket.

durable. Arrows are also designed for durable. Arrows are also designed for durable. Arrows are also designed for durable. Arrows are also designed for 

after penetration of the � sh, resulting in maximum pen-
etration and exceptional holding power. The Piranha at 

Innerloc Broadheads o� ers a complete 
series of high quality bow� shing points for 
any bow� shing application and species of 
targeted game. They also produce lighted 
nock adaptors, allowing bow� shermen to 
add Lumenoks to their bow� shing arrows.
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REELS
A variety of reel styles is available, 

such as economical hand-wrap mod-
els that screw into the stabilizer insert 
found on the front of most bows. Close 
faced spinning reels are preferred by 
some while most bow� shermen are 
using AMS Retriever reels, which uti-
lize small plastic bottles mounted on 

A variety of reel styles is available, 
such as economical hand-wrap mod-
els that screw into the stabilizer insert 
found on the front of most bows. Close 
faced spinning reels are preferred by 
some while most bow� shermen are 
using AMS Retriever reels, which uti-

the side of the bow to gather and store 
� shing line. � is method keeps the line 
out of the way, preventing backlash 
or snagging of the line on the shot. 
� is wide selection of reels allows the 
dealer to match the user’s budget while 
providing a safe way to store line prior 
to the shot and to prevent backlashes, 

� shing line. � is method keeps the line 
out of the way, preventing backlash 
or snagging of the line on the shot. 
� is wide selection of reels allows the 
dealer to match the user’s budget while 
providing a safe way to store line prior 
to the shot and to prevent backlashes, 

which can be dangerous when bow-
� shing. If a backlash occurs on the 
shot, it can cause the arrow to snap 
back, possibly striking the shooter. � e 
AMS Safety Slide is designed specif-
ically to greatly reduce or eliminate 
backlashes as well and is something 
that should be installed on every � sh-
ing arrow a dealer sells.

ARROW RESTS
Conventional arrow rests are nor-

mally too delicate to withstand the rig-
ors of bow� shing but several excellent 
and simple bow� shing arrow rests are 
available, including several rests with a 
full capture feature. Because bow� sh-
ing bows are held at various angles and 
are often laid down in a boat between 

The AMS Retriever Pro Reel combines the 
best of all worlds when it comes to bow-
� shing reels. It contains 25 yards of 200 
pound test high-visibility line in a clear 
container. There are no buttons to push 
when it comes time to shoot; just draw and 
shoot. A crank retrieves the line and stores 
it automatically out of the way in the 
container, ready for the next shot, while 
ensuring no entanglements or backlashes. 
The Retriever Pro comes with a telescoping 
clamp and a quiver mount for safe storage 
of the � shing arrow during transporta-
tion. The Retriever Pro comes in either the 
right or left hand style while the Original 
Retriever is only available in the right 
hand style.

ensuring no entanglements or backlashes. 
The Retriever Pro comes with a telescoping 
clamp and a quiver mount for safe storage 

tion. The Retriever Pro comes in either the 

Roller rests reduce friction while properly 
supporting the heavy weight of a � sh-
ing arrow. This Wheel of Fortune II Roller 
Bow� shing Rest is o� ered by Muzzy and its 
brass wheel and stainless steel shaft make 
it well suited for the harsh conditions of 
bow� shing.

full capture feature. Because bow� sh-
ing bows are held at various angles and 
are often laid down in a boat between The Whisker Biscuit Bow� shing Rest 

from Bear Archery/Trophy Ridge o� ers 
a top loading, full containment rest that 
holds the arrow securely prior to the shot 
yet allows for clean and accurate arrow 
� ight. Windage adjustable, the rest can be 
quickly set up and its rugged construction 
will stand up to the toughest bow� shing 
conditions. 

which can be dangerous when bow-which can be dangerous when bow-

The Hydro-Glide Bow� shing Arrow Rest 
from October Mountain Products o� ers 
an easy to set up center shot rest for maxi-
mum accuracy. The Hydro-Glide holds the 
arrow in place, making snap-shooting 
quick and easy. It is recommended to use 
October Mountain’s Fin-Finder arrow with 
the Hydro-Tek rest or a similar arrow with 
a nock diameter smaller than the shaft 
diameter.

REELS
� shing line. � is method keeps the line 
out of the way, preventing backlash 

Also commonly used for bow� shing are 
closed face spinning reels like the model 
shown here, available from Muzzy.  This 
model is an Xtreme duty reel with a stain-
less steel and brass drive system and dual 
spool shaft bearings. It also features an 
automotive disc type brake and an over-
sized roller line pickup pin. These reels are 
normally mounted on a shaft stub that 
screws into the stabilizer hole on the bow’s 
riser.  the side of the bow to gather and store the side of the bow to gather and store the side of the bow to gather and store which can be dangerous when bow-the side of the bow to gather and store which can be dangerous when bow-

arrow in place, making snap-shooting 
quick and easy. It is recommended to use 
October Mountain’s Fin-Finder arrow with 
the Hydro-Tek rest or a similar arrow with 
a nock diameter smaller than the shaft 
diameter.diameter.diameter.

the side of the bow to gather and store the side of the bow to gather and store 

less steel and brass drive system and dual 

sized roller line pickup pin. These reels are sized roller line pickup pin. These reels are 

screws into the stabilizer hole on the bow’s screws into the stabilizer hole on the bow’s 

The Fish Hook Bow� shing Rest from 
Muzzy can be set up for “o�  the shelf” 
shooting or it can be set at normal rest 
height, depending upon the preference of 
the shooter.

the toughest, easiest 
to install vane ever
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shots or when traveling, having the 
arrow totally captured within the rest 
allows the archer to pick up his bow 
quickly when the action occurs and be 
ready to � re.

shots or when traveling, having the 
arrow totally captured within the rest 
allows the archer to pick up his bow 
quickly when the action occurs and be 

BOW SIGHTS
String peeps and bow sights are 

not normally considered standard 
bow� shing fare. Bow� shing action is 
normally too fast to allow for proper 
peep alignment and the short ranges 
normally experienced do not require 
a high degree of accuracy. For these 
same reasons, many bow� shermen 
prefer to shoot instinctively. However, 
for those new to the sport, a simple 
pin sight set at 10 yards might make a 
handy reference as the archers learn 
how to hold on the � sh depend-
ing upon its depth and the resulting 

New from Bohning Archery for 2012 is its 
Bohning Archery’s Carp-ivore Bow� shing 
Rest. The arrow rests on a bottom roller and 
is fully captured by two overhead brushes, 
which keep the arrow on the rest at all shoot-
ing angles. The arrow loads from the top 
and the bottom roller can be replaced with a 
third brush if desired. The Carp-ivore is fully 
adjustable and replacement brushes are 
available. 

October Mountain’s Light-Stryke laser 
sight takes the guesswork out of bow� sh-
ing. When viewing an underwater object, 
bow� shermen must learn to compensate 
for the light refraction--the phenomenon 
that causes a � sh to appear closer to the 
surface than it really is--that occurs when 
viewing an underwater object, leading 
to missed � sh. The Light-Stryke projects 
a green light beam, which is refracted to 
the same degree as the image of the � sh 
that the bow� sherman sees. Once sighted 
in, this allows the bow� sherman to simply 
hold on the � sh (with no more guessing as 
to how low to hold), simply aim and shoot. 
The powerful laser can be used in daylight 
or at night with a spotlight.

New from Bohning Archery for 2012 is its 
Bohning Archery’s Carp-ivore Bow� shing 
Rest. The arrow rests on a bottom roller and 
is fully captured by two overhead brushes, 
which keep the arrow on the rest at all shoot-
ing angles. The arrow loads from the top 
and the bottom roller can be replaced with a 
third brush if desired. The Carp-ivore is fully 
adjustable and replacement brushes are 

The Quick Draw Bow� shing Arrow Rest is 
simple yet fully adjustable and ruggedly 
built. It is a true full capture rest that holds 
the arrow securely under all conditions 
and positions the arrow dead center when 
the bow is brought into the shooting posi-
tion. A heavy rubber gate located at the 
top side of the rest snaps back into posi-
tion after the arrow is loaded, preventing 
it from falling out of the rest regardless of 
the position in which the bow is placed.

October Mountain’s Light-Stryke laser 
sight takes the guesswork out of bow� sh-

For those archers who prefer a sight when 
bow� shing, AMS o� ers its Atomic Fiber Optic 
Pin Sight. The single .019 diameter � ber is 
extra long and fully protected. The large sight 
housing and glow in the dark shooter’s ring 
make for maximum visibility in the daytime 
or when shooting at night. The sight is com-
plete with a violet LED light for a lighted pin 
at night. Fully adjustable, the sight can be 
mounted right or left handed.

The Wave Rest from AMS is formed by a 
precision roller and elevated sides for posi-
tive arrow retention. The roller reduces 
friction and maximizes arrow speed. The 
design of the rest makes it ideally suited 
for proper arrow retention when swing 
shooting on a moving � sh is required.

For those archers who prefer a sight when 
bow� shing, AMS o� ers its Atomic Fiber Optic 
Pin Sight. The single .019 diameter � ber is 
extra long and fully protected. The large sight 
housing and glow in the dark shooter’s ring 
make for maximum visibility in the daytime 
or when shooting at night. The sight is com-
plete with a violet LED light for a lighted pin 
at night. Fully adjustable, the sight can be 
mounted right or left handed.

New for 2012 is AMS’s Tidal Wave Arrow 
Rest. The Tidal Wave is an upscale version 
of the popular Wave Arrow Rest with a 
nearly fully enclosed snap-in, snap-out 
action. Easy to load or unload in the heat 
of battle, the Tidal Wave captures the 
arrow during transportation or sudden 
moves required by the shooting action yet 
centers the arrow automatically during the 
draw. 

Available for retail sales in 6 or 12 packs
800-242-9023
www.clean-shot.com

Made in the USA by
    Clean-Shot Archery, Inc.

Fits all Standard-sized 
Carbon or Aluminum 

Arrow Shafts (.244 - .246 
inside shaft diameter)

   Revolutionary 
locking 

mechanism!

Makes 
installation
fast & easy!

Special pricing for Bulk Orders!  Reduce labor 
               expense with inserts that install in seconds!Attention Bow Shops!

FAST!  In just a few minutes you can install,   
       align & lock your inserts into place. 
         No messy glue. Use immediately!

Glueless • Reusable • Indexable
Lock-n-Load TM Inserts
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refraction. Water tends to bend light 
rays, making any underwater object 
appear closer to the surface than it 
actually is and requiring the shooter to 
hold lower to hit the target. How low to 
hold is dependent upon how deep the 
� sh is and the amount of refraction. 
Laser bow� shing sights, which auto-
matically compensate for the angle of 
refraction by bending the light emitted 
by the sight the same amount as the 
re� ective light seen by the archer when 
he looks at the � sh, are relatively new 
on the market. � is allows the archer 
to hold “dead-on,” completely ignoring 

refraction. Water tends to bend light 
rays, making any underwater object 
appear closer to the surface than it 
actually is and requiring the shooter to 
hold lower to hit the target. How low to 
hold is dependent upon how deep the 
� sh is and the amount of refraction. 
Laser bow� shing sights, which auto-
matically compensate for the angle of 
refraction by bending the light emitted 
by the sight the same amount as the 
re� ective light seen by the archer when 
he looks at the � sh, are relatively new 
on the market. � is allows the archer 

the angle of refraction, simplifying the 
entire process and generating a greater 
percentage of hits.

ACCESSORIES
As with all archery gear, there 

are increased sales opportunities and 
pro� t in bow� shing accessories. Extra 
arrows, � sh points, extra tips and 
spools of line are easy add-on sales. 
Most archers shoot � ngers when bow-
� shing and to avoid a wet tab or glove, 
� nger protectors mounted directly on 
the string are quite popular. Because a 

the angle of refraction, simplifying the 
entire process and generating a greater 

As with all archery gear, there 
are increased sales opportunities and 
pro� t in bow� shing accessories. Extra 
arrows, � sh points, extra tips and 
spools of line are easy add-on sales. 
Most archers shoot � ngers when bow-
� shing and to avoid a wet tab or glove, 

lot of bow� shing is done at night, light-
ed nocks are also a hot seller as well as 
bow mounted lights. Depending upon 
the game being sought, � oats and ga� s 
can also be o� ered as accessories.

YOUTH AND LADIES
Bow� shing is a sport for the whole 

family. Unlike when hunting big 
game, where poundage is required for 

Bow� shermen are proud of their sport 
and are eager to advertise that fact. Hats 
and clothing bearing manufacturers’ 
logos as well as � sh and cartoon sayings 
are quite popular. 

The growing popularity of crossbows 
has spilled over into the bow� shing mar-
ket as manufacturers attempt to attract 
crossbow users with compatible bow� sh-
ing equipment. AMS’s Sleek-X crossbow 
mount installs in the quiver holes on most 
crossbows and allows for the mounting of 
Retriever reels and, if desired, Big Game 
Floats. This is an excellent rig when going 
for alligators. 

has spilled over into the bow� shing mar-

crossbow users with compatible bow� sh-

mount installs in the quiver holes on most 
crossbows and allows for the mounting of 

Floats. This is an excellent rig when going 

While people normally associate a ga�  with 
extremely large � sh, ga� s are handy for get-
ting all sizes of � sh into the boat, and espe-
cially when transferring them from the boat 
to the weigh-in or disposal area. They make a 
great add-on accessory sale.

to hold “dead-on,” completely ignoring to hold “dead-on,” completely ignoring 
the string are quite popular. Because a the string are quite popular. Because a 

String mount � nger 
protectors are just 
the ticket for bow-
� shing. They come 
in a variety of styles 
and are a common 
item for manufactur-
ers and distributors alike. They are a sure sale 
when it comes to setting up a bow� shing rig.

While people normally associate a ga�  with 
extremely large � sh, ga� s are handy for get-

cially when transferring them from the boat 
to the weigh-in or disposal area. They make a 

The Spot-On Laser Bow� sh Assassin by 
Clean-Shot is a combination bow sight 
and � sh point. The enclosed laser is preset 
at the factory for a line of sight at 60 feet. 
Clean-Shot claims this allows the shooter 
to aim directly at the � sh, as the light 
beam of the laser is bent by the water,  
automatically compensating for refrac-
tion. The Assassin has a double barb, 1 
inch long fold-over prong for quick release 
of the � sh. A second version is also avail-
able with a broadhead/barb combination 
for large � sh and gators. 

MassXL_QtrPg_ArrowTrade2_ArrowTrade.qxd  10/5/12  1:07 PM  Page 1
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penetration, most � sh are soft skinned 
and without a heavy bone structure, 
so light bow weights are normally suit-
able. Matched up with today’s lighter 
and softer spined � sh arrows, a woman 
or youth with a light bow in the 15 to 30 
pound range is adequately equipped 
for close shots in shallow water.

SUMMARY
While hunting ground is getting 

harder to gain access to, bow� shing 
opportunities are readily available. 
With the population explosion of 

penetration, most � sh are soft skinned 
and without a heavy bone structure, 
so light bow weights are normally suit-
able. Matched up with today’s lighter 
and softer spined � sh arrows, a woman 
or youth with a light bow in the 15 to 30 
pound range is adequately equipped 

While hunting ground is getting 
harder to gain access to, bow� shing 
opportunities are readily available. 
With the population explosion of 

invasive species such as the Asian Carp, 
Bighead Carp, Black Carp, German 
Carp and the Grass Carp, to mention 
just a few, bow� shermen will � nd they 
are more than welcome in many areas.

For the archer, bow� shing o� ers 
a chance to do his two favorite things: 
shoot his bow and buy more archery 
equipment. For the dealer, bow� shing 
is a perfect opportunity to bring cus-
tomers through the door at a normally 
slow time of the season. Bow� shing is 
fun and because it can be easily enjoyed 
by the entire family and all ages, it is a 
great way to introduce non-archers to 
the sport.

� e big box stores obviously o� er 
archery hunting equipment but many 
have not yet recognized the potential in 
bow� shing. � is lack of competition, at 
least for now, is the perfect opportunity 
for you as a pro archery shop owner to 
introduce people to the sport of bow-
� shing and at the same time introduce 
them to your shop and expertise as well 

as your other archery 
related services. If 
more customers and 
an extended selling 
season are not enough 
to convince you, there 

just a few, bow� shermen will � nd they 
are more than welcome in many areas.

For the archer, bow� shing o� ers 
a chance to do his two favorite things: 
shoot his bow and buy more archery 
equipment. For the dealer, bow� shing 
is a perfect opportunity to bring cus-
tomers through the door at a normally 
slow time of the season. Bow� shing is 
fun and because it can be easily enjoyed 
by the entire family and all ages, it is a 

is also the fact that selling bow� shing 
equipment adds to your bottom line.

For more information about the 
products described, here are contact 
numbers. 

Alpine Archery  (208) 746-4717
AMS Bow� shing (888) 541-7657
Bear Archery/Trophy Ridge  
 (812) 467-1200

invasive species such as the Asian Carp, 
Bighead Carp, Black Carp, German 
Carp and the Grass Carp, to mention 
Bighead Carp, Black Carp, German 
Carp and the Grass Carp, to mention 

Brownell, the maker of quality bowstring 
and serving materials, o� ers a variety of 
test weights from 200 to 640 pounds in 
spools of 100 to 1100 feet. These are ideal 
for the pro shop that wants to keep bulk line 
on hand to be used to re� ll customers’ reels. 

penetration, most � sh are soft skinned penetration, most � sh are soft skinned 

Muzzy o� ers lighted nock adaptors that 
allow for the addition of lighted nocks to 
standard � shing arrows.

bow� shing. � is lack of competition, at 
least for now, is the perfect opportunity 
for you as a pro archery shop owner to 
introduce people to the sport of bow-
� shing and at the same time introduce 
them to your shop and expertise as well 

as your other archery 
related services. If 
more customers and 
an extended selling 
season are not enough 

With the growing interest in hunting 
gators with a bow, manufacturers are put-
ting together special “Gator Kits” with extra 
heavy line, � oats, reels and special arrows 
with detachable tips. Both AMS (shown 

above) and Muzzy 
o� er these popular 
accessory kits. 

Lighted nocks are 
quite popular for � sh-
ing arrows. Sullivan 
Industries (Innerloc 
Broadheads) makes 
sleeve adaptors that 
can be � tted to any 
� shing arrow that will 
accept the Lumenok 
by Burt Coyote. Both 
Lumenok and Sullivan 
Industries o� er either 
the adaptors or a com-
pleted arrow with an 
adaptor, a Lumenok 
lighted nock and an 
Innerloc � sh point. 

invasive species such as the Asian Carp, invasive species such as the Asian Carp, 

Brownell, the maker of quality bowstring 
and serving materials, o� ers a variety of 
test weights from 200 to 640 pounds in test weights from 200 to 640 pounds in 
spools of 100 to 1100 feet. These are ideal 
for the pro shop that wants to keep bulk line 

AMS and Muzzy o� er a variety of bow� shing lines in various lengths and colors. Every 
bow� sherman should have spare line on hand, so line is a must have inventory item for a 
shop promoting bow� shing.
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Bow� shing points take a beating, espe-
cially in areas with rocky or gravel bottoms. 
Also, tips sometime vibrate loose and fall 
o�  during travel in either vehicles or boats. 
Nothing is more frustrating than trying 
to � nd a point tip in the bottom of a boat, 
especially when the � sh are jumping along-
side. Every bow� sherman needs to carry a 
couple of extra tips in his tackle case at all 
times. An extra tip or two can be sold with 
every � shing arrow. 

to convince you, there to convince you, there 

Although arrow wraps 
are not required for 
� etching purposes on 
bow� shing arrows, these 
re� ective Aqua Assault 
Wraps from Bohning 
Archery not only add 
a decorative touch 
but because they are 
re� ective, they greatly 
increase the shaft’s vis-
ibility. These wraps are 
quite popular and are 
hot sellers.
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Bohning Archery  (231) 229-4247
Brownell and Co  (860) 873-8625
Clean-Shot  (800) 242-9023
Cajun Archery  (800) 551-3076
Darton Archery  (989) 728-4231
Firenock  (815) 780-1695
Innerloc Broadheads (Sullivan  

  Industries)  (706) 782-5863
Lumenok by Burt Coyote  
 (309) 358-1602
Muzzy  (770) 387-9300
October Mountain Products  
 (800) 366-4269

Shure Shot Bow� shing  
 (715) 341-1028
Quick Draw  (318) 259-6422

About the Author: In addition 
to his duties with ArrowTrade, John 
Kasun is an outdoor seminar speaker 

and a business consultant with experi-
ence in corporations large and small. 
He can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane, 
Duncansville, PA 16635. His number is 
(814) 695-5784 and his email address is 
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Bohning Archery  (231) 229-4247

Shure Shot Bow� shing  and a business consultant with experi-

ABOVE: Firenock has the widest assort-
ment of lighted nocks and lighted nock 
accessories, including this Hydro adaptor 
for bow� shing. The package back shown at 
right has the detailed instructions for use.

RIGHT: With bow� shing action often 
peaking after daylight hours, lights are a necessary 
option. The Special Ops Night Vision Light System by AMS 
is a must have for the serious bow� sherman. The system 
mounts directly to the bow and can be operated with a 
touch of the � ngers of the bow hand. The light is handy 
and ready to use in an instant.
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As mentioned in the September 
edition of ArrowTrade, � e 
Bohning Company, Ltd. has 

teamed up with Middleton Crossbows 
to deliver a new line of crossbows 
known as the Siege. Middleton is a 
small company just outside of Toronto, 
Canada, run by Derrick Middleton. 
Middleton has produced crossbows for 
several years but lacked that market-
ing edge that most companies need to 
make signi� cant sales in this industry. 
Bohning possesses the pivotal skills of 
sales, distribution and marketing. With 
their respective strengths in mind, 
Middleton and Bohning have com-
bined their talents.

Derrick Middleton has developed 
a strong following over the past few 
years. Most of the supporters are die-
hard recurve crossbow users. From an 
outside perspective, I really see cross-
bow users either totally liking recurve 
crossbows or not at all. � e Siege was 
designed to change the like-it or hate-
it mind-set of many crossbow users. 
Rick Mowery, Bohning Advertising 
Director, believes the Siege will draw 
more archers toward the lightweight 

reliability of recurve-style crossbows.
� e Siege is o� ered in four models: 

the 315, the 330, the 355 and the 375. As 
the model number increases, so does 
the “power.” � e power is created by the 
PurePower Recurve Limb Technology. 
� e limbs are created for performance 
and to get there, they store a lot of ener-
gy. � e front ends of the Siege models 
are all the same; variations in barrel 
length and ultimately powerstroke cre-
ate the di� erence. � at variation in 
powerstroke creates the potential for 
higher peak draw weight. For example, 
the Siege 330 is advertised to have a 

200 pound peak weight and a 14.5 inch 
powerstroke. � e “lighter” model, the 
Siege 315, is 180 pounds and has a 13.5 
inch powerstroke. � e output of either 
crossbow model is impressive, yet the 
faster of the two is the 330. But keep 
in mind: the 375 has an advertised 245 
pound draw weight and 16.5 power-
stroke, so you can expect some heady 
speeds.

Testing Background
� e Siege 330 went through a stan-

dard and regimented performance test. 
� e focus of this type of test is to deter-
mine, for a speci� ed product, the per-
formance characteristics. Additionally, 
the goal is to provide those archers that 
enjoy shooting and/or hunting with 
appropriate objective information, as 
well as some subjective commentary, 
to aid in the purchase process. With 
that said, this evaluation is by no means 
conclusive. Each archer should assess 
what is important to him or her and 
interpret the results within the context 
of this article. As always, I recommend 

that anyone who is considering a 
crossbow shoot as many di� erent 
makes and models as possible to 
determine what best suits his or 
her individual needs and desires.

Please note: due to the lack of 
testing methods and procedures 

Siege 330 Built by MiddletonSiege 330 Built by MiddletonSiege 330 Built by Middleton
Crossbows, Marketed by BohningCrossbows, Marketed by BohningCrossbows, Marketed by Bohning

By Jon Teater
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available publicly for crossbows, test-
ing guidelines were developed and 
published in 2009. � ese testing guide-
lines remained unchanged since then 
and I continue to use these methods to 
evaluate crossbows.

Introduction
As mentioned, the Siege is o� ered 

in various models. � e di� erences in 
basic design amongst the models are 
minimal, though the performance does 
vary. � e choice of the various models 
is a great bene� t to the archer. Each 
is slightly longer or shorter, creating 
the perfect sizing options, with cor-
responding changes in draw weights 
and speeds. � e aspect most archers 
will focus on is the limbs. � e limbs 
are longer than on your typical com-
pound crossbow, though lighter since 
no cams or cables are employed. � is 

width could be a deterrent for some, 
but I think that objection can easi-
ly be overcome after looking at the 
performance numbers. � e limbs are 
the key component of arrow propul-
sion. � e PurePower Limb Technology 
is designed and advertised to set this 
product apart from the competition. 
Middleton claims this design is the 
ultimate among recurve limbs in per-
formance while o� ering great reliabil-
ity. � e computer-engineer limb is 
designed to store more energy and then 
reroute the stored energy e�  ciently as 
the archer pulls the trigger. � e results 
I obtained show very respectable e�  -
ciency numbers.

Bohning is a big proponent of 
the recurve style crossbow, which 
you’d certainly expect since they have 
teamed with Middleton. � e simple 
appearance, no-nonsense design, and 

high power levels available are major 
selling points. � e Siege is made with 
fewer parts as compared to most com-
petitors. Fewer components should 
equate to less failures. Because of this, 
the crossbow has the potential to last 
longer.

� e archer can bene� t tremen-
dously from the easy to use, straight-
forward design. As with most higher 
end crossbows, the archer puts his foot 
through the stirrup, hooks a drawing 
aid to the string and pulls smoothly 
back until the string engages in the 
rocker-style latch. � e components do 
what they do with ease and the archer 
should not struggle with any step of 
the sequence, right through squeezing 
o�  the shot. With no cams or cables to 
contend with, the owner can take more 
responsibility for maintenance steps 
like replacing a worn string or twisting 
it to restore the correct brace height.

One of the most useful features of 
the recurve design and trigger setup 
is the uncocking method. Almost all 
other manufacturers insist there is no 
safe way to unload their crossbows 
other than � ring into the ground or a 
target the hunter has brought along 
for that purpose. In either case, your 
customer will want to use a discharge 
arrow rather than one tipped with a 
broadhead and if the ground is soft, he 
or she may have to dig out the buried 
shaft. With the Siege, instead of � ring 
an arrow into a target to release the 
string, an archer can remove the arrow 
and attach the heavy duty rope-style 
cocking aid, pulling on one handle 
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until the other comes against the string. 
� en while maintaining constant pres-
sure on the cocking aid with one hand, 
he or she can release the trigger with 
the other and let down the string to 
the brace position. � e simple method 
of uncocking the crossbow is detailed 
in several steps of the user’s manual  
and in practice, it’s very simple to per-
form. � e bottom line is that these fea-
tures increase usability and that helps 
sales. I recommend you take the time 
to demonstrate cocking and uncocking 
and then explain most other crossbows 
require you to discharge an arrow, sort 
of like a muzzle loader requires you to 
� re a shot (and dirty the barrel) at the 
end of the hunt.

� e Siege 330 has some other 
engaging features. � e crossbow itself 
is extremely light weight. I believe it’s 
one of the lightest I have tested since 
2009, which is a very big plus for any-
one carrying the product in the � eld. 
� e other noteworthy features are 
the ambidextrous automatic engag-
ing safety and thumbhole stock. Note: 
there are crossbows on the market, 
recurve and compound, that require 
you to set the safety in a separate step 
after cocking. Obviously, a safety that 
engages automatically o� ers an extra 
measure of protection. � e Siege cross-
bows are sold with an illuminated 
adjustable multiplex scope that can be 
set for arrow speeds from 225 to 450 
feet per second.

� e crossbow dimensions/weights 
as measured out of the box appear 
on page 56. Next, the crossbow went 
through a thorough inspection. � e 
review focused on the string/cables, 
eccentrics, limb and limb pockets, rail, 
stock, butt plate, trigger housing, trig-
ger and trigger guard. After a thorough 
review of the Siege 330, I found only a 
few blemishes on the underside of the 

prod. I was not turned o�  by the wear 
because it was a sign that the product 
had gone through some quality test-
ing at the facility prior to being sent 
for testing. Other than the mentioned 
area, the product was � awless. I would 
rate the product as above average in 
the workmanship section. � ereafter, I 
put the product through a 100-150 shot 
cycling to verify functionality. Some 
minor testing was performed but the 
focus was to detect any issues or con-
cerns with the product before start-
ing the actual performance testing. 
� e Siege performed fairly well in this 
segment. I was pleasantly pleased to 
see no changes in bolt tension after 
rechecking all hardware to con� rm that 
nothing loosened during the initial and 
� nal testing. � ere was some wear and 
tear on the product. � e string serving 
had some noticeable wear, which was 
caused by contact against the rocker 
latch in the trigger housing. Also, the 
string did stretch after the initial 100 
shots. I would suspect the stretching 
was around 1/2 inch or greater.

� e crossbow was next evaluated 
on the � ve criteria outlined below:

DETAILED TEST RESULTS
Dynamic E�  ciency: � e dynamic 

e�  ciency portion of the test utilizes a 
Revere Load-Cell controlled by a winch 
device; the load-cell connects to the 
crossbow with a cocking aid. � e cross-
bow is mounted in a shooting platform 
that controls any movement that might 

be experienced as Force-Draw curves 
are taken. � e stored energy obtained 
from the Force-Draw curve is used in 
conjunction with speed measurements 
to calculate dynamic e�  ciency.

Speed per inch of Powerstroke: 
Speed measurements were taken with 
three projectiles. A Pact Chronograph 
XP and a Competition Electronics Pro-
Chrono IR were set in tandem to record 
results. � e average speed measure-
ment was divided by the powerstroke 
to determine the speed per inch of 
powerstroke.

Noise Output: Sound measure-
ments were recorded with three projec-
tiles. � e measurements were averaged 
and the sound meter was set to take 
measurements with the A-weighted � l-
ter (which mimics the human ear).

Trigger Force: � e Trigger Force 
measurements were recorded in 
pounds and averaged. An Imada Digital 
Force Gauge was used to determine the 
peak Trigger Force.

Precision Measurements: Pre-
cision measurements provide an indi-
cation of how close groups were shot 
together when shooting by hand from 
a bench rest or other supportive device. 
Extreme spread is the method used to 
calculate group size.

� e Initial Review
� e Siege 330 was received tightly 

packaged in an average size box. � e 
scope was individually contained and 
the limbs/prod was separated from the 
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stock inside the box. � e prod mount-
ed easily to the stock with two 5/16 
inch bolts and countersunk washers. 
Next, the scope was quickly mounted 
to the topside of the trigger housing. 
Overall, the assembly was quick and 
easy, taking less than 15 minutes.

After assembly, I checked through 
the manual. � e manual encompassed 
safeguards, assembly and operation. 
� is included other information on 
how to unstring/string the Siege mod-
els. At the end of the manual was the 
warranty information. It’s important to 
understand the warranty o� erings and 
their application to the customer. I rec-
ommend that this information is thor-
oughly reviewed as there are speci� c 
requirements that must be complied 
with while processing warranty claims.

Just prior to the onset of my shoot-
ing, I took precise weight measure-
ments of the arrows I received from 
the manufacturer. � e minimal arrow 
weight for the Siege 330, 355 and 375 
is 350 grains. � e 315 is capable of 
accepting a 325 grain arrow. � e prod-
uct comes with Victory Archery X-Bolt 
arrows weighing roughly 350 grains; 
this measurement assumes a 100 grain 
� eld point or broadhead. I will men-
tion more about the importance of the 
arrow setup in the � eld testing.

Before drawing the crossbow, be 
sure to put the safety in the � ring posi-
tion. � e mentioned point is essential 
for the auto-engaging safety to func-
tion. 

Another very important feature 
that many archers overlook is the 
foot stirrup, typically the furthermost 
point of the crossbow in relation to the 
archer. Because of its location, it can 

help stabilize the bow at the shot but it 
can also act as a tuning fork for vibra-
tion. � e Siege 330 stirrup is designed 
to counteract the intense vibration with 
a membrane that is all-encompassing. 
� e membrane and the inner ridges 
reduce the potential for slippage while 
drawing. Any crossbow has the poten-
tial to injure the user if a muddy boot 
slips out of the stirrup while the cross-
bow is being drawn.

In the Field:
As hunting season is just on the 

brink in my area, I have started to really 
work hard to shoot as much as I can. 
I had a fair amount of time to shoot 
this brand new crossbow. At one of my 
local hunting spots, I have cleared an 
area to practice various shooting sce-
narios. I climbed into one of my hunt-
ing treestands located just at the edge 
of the practice area. With two targets 
positioned at just under 20 yards and 
two more at approximately 30-40 yards 
from my treestand, I began to put this 
product through its paces.

When shooting at all distances 
but especially longer distances (i.e., 
40 yards), I am focused on product 
comfort and control. � e thumbhole 
design is favored by many for both 
comfort and control. � e size and feel 
of the stock is reassuring, even cozy 
and should be well received by most 
archers. Stabilization is another char-
acteristic I need while shooting the lon-
ger distances. � e longer limbs of the 
Siege help to reduce the roll you may 
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experience on some 
crossbows; this is a 
big plus when trying 
to shoot upwards/
downwards. Please 
note that when 
shooting, you may 
� nd that the limbs 
can limit maneuver-
ability. You need to 
be aware, especially 
while in a treestand, 
of the limbs in rela-
tion to the objects 
that surround you. 
Allowing one to 
strike a portion of the 
tree or treestand as 
it recoils could dam-
age the crossbow or even injure the 
shooter.

 After just a few shots at the vari-
ous targets scattered about, I was look-
ing at several dead center hits. � e 
Victory arrow seems to be well made 
and well-matched to the crossbow. I 
also brought a few other arrows just 
for practice purposes and I did not see 
the same consistency that the Victory 
X-Bolts provided. � is crossbow just 
� at-out shoots and the combination of 
a good arrow really goes a long way to 
enhance the accuracy!

With shooting aside, the crossbow 
felt great in my hands. At around 7 
pounds out� tted and 6 pounds with-
out a scope, this crossbow just feels 
light. By just looking at the crossbow, 
you may suspect that it’s not light. � e 
longer features like the limb and heavi-
er looking forearm can throw o�  the 
perception of the actual weight. But 
these components are actually lighter 
than most competitors’ products, as 
is the remainder of components like 
the stock, trigger housing and prod. If 
you’ve got a customer that seems to be 
shying away from picking up a Siege in 
your store, try handing it to him and 
saying, “Feel how light this thing is.” As 
I mentioned, the size makes it appear 

heavier than it is and that same percep-
tion really makes the weight seem light 
when you do have one in your hands.

� e Pure Power Scope was one of 
the game changers with my shooting. 
I felt that the 1.25-6 X 42mm design 
proved excellent for light gathering and 
clarity. � e crossbow scope includes a 
speed dial that changes magni� cation. 
� e dial ranges from 225-450 feet per 
second, which is more than adequate 
for any Siege model. During the � ne-
tuning process, I found that I had ade-
quate adjustment in both axes while I 
shot from the ground. While adjusting 
the scope, I evaluated the illumina-
tion features of the reticle, which can 
be adjusted to either green or red. An 
illuminated reticle is very common in 
the marketplace. I could certainly see 
the bene� ts while I was shooting, espe-
cially at last light.

Hot Features:
It’s hard not to talk about the 

“hot” features without really focusing 
on what makes this product function. 
Outside of the robustly designed limbs, 
there are several features that support 
precise shooting. � e arrow retention 
spring comes to mind as an initial fea-
ture. � e spring provides more than 

adequate down pressure against the 
arrow. As simple as this feature seems, 
it creates consistency in arrow contact 
during the � ring sequence. A too-weak 
spring can allow the bolt to slide for-
ward, particularly if you’re leaning for-
ward in a stand. Another feature that is 
bene� cial to the shooter is the thread-
ed metal � at nock on the X-Bolt. � e 
Siege o� ers a T-shaped arrow puller 
that screws into the nock, allowing for 
easy arrow removal. � e metal � at nock 
provides another bene� t to the archer. 
� e � at nock reduces the need to pre-
cisely index or seat the arrow against 
the string. � is reduces the element of 
human error in the shooting sequence 
and results in better precision down-
range. Another exciting feature is the 
trigger. � e trigger is very predictable, 
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as it has a short duration of stacking 
until reaching a crisp breakpoint. An 
“unsurprising” breakpoint is essential 
to consistent shooting. In addition, the 
trigger possesses a peak weight within 
the range that most archers consider 
optimal (3 to 6 pounds).

Buyers want their crossbows to be 
easy to use. Earlier, we talked about 
how the Siege models can be uncocked, 
something that’s problematic on other 
brands. � e Chameleon Quiver o� ered 
by Bohning has a mount that puts it 
in line with the crossbow barrel, while 
most quivers mount crossways under 
the limbs. � is quiver allows for quick-
er and more convenient access to the 
arrows. As an accessory, Bohning o� ers 
a unique upper quiver mount that 
clamps onto the scope rail. � is not 
only puts arrows in line with the stock, 
it means that when you set the cross-
bow down, the weight is not resting on 
the arrows.

� e O� -Shoot:
As with most products tested for 

ArrowTrade, I did � nd things that could 
be improved upon. I found one area 
that needs minor attention and one 
area I found could use some revamp-
ing. � e archer should be aware that 
the string does stretch during the initial 
50-100 shots. � is can be easily rem-
edied with the use of a string changer 
that allows you to twist up the string 

and return it to position. I would sug-
gest that speci� cation lines are added 
to the barrel to show a “preferred” 
string location while the crossbow is in 
the static position.

� e other feature that was poorly 
rated is the sound. � is product is quite 
loud and produces more sound than 
many crossbows on the market. With 
some additional damping devices, the 
Siege could have some major noise 
reductions and become even more 
appealing. I will mention that weight 
is a major selling point of this cross-
bow. If the weight is o� set signi� cant-
ly because of additional mass due to 
damping components, some archers 
may not realize the original bene� ts in 
design. � erefore, any design changes 
should consider this.

Overview:
It’s impressive to see two compa-

nies come together and start to grow a 
new line, particularly when one is rela-
tively new and the other is one of the 
oldest names in archery. With cross-
bow hunting opportunities on the rise, 
there should be room for additional 
players in that market.

If you divide the crossbow market 
into “compound” and “recurve” then 
you might say the Siege brand would 
have a tough time taking market share 
away from Excalibur Crossbows, the 
long-term leader in the recurve � eld. 
Bohning’s view is that more new and 
established crossbow users need to 
experience the recurve approach and 
in that respect they feel they can com-
plement what Excalibur already o� ers.

I have a hard time buying into the 
marketing campaigns of most compa-
nies but if I was going to create interest, 
I would focus hard on the precision 
shooting this Siege product o� ers. � e 
results in this article prove that this 
crossbow can get it done in the � eld. 
Don’t overlook this line from Bohning/
Middleton even if quantities are lim-
ited this � rst season; it just may be the 
game changer you need at your store.
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Strictly Archery is a small but 
well-respected archery shop 
located on busy Route 57, a few 

miles from the center of Washington, 
New Jersey, a small town located in 
the northwest corner of the state near 
the Delaware Water Gap National 
Recreation Area. Because of its loca-
tion, only a 90 minute or less drive 
from Philadelphia and New York City 
and less than a 30 minute drive from 
the nearby Pocono Mountains, the 
small shop sees plenty of business from 
those who come to the area to hunt.

Strictly Archery is owned by broth-
ers Tom and Ray DiRisio. � e DiRisio 
brothers grew up on their family’s 
nearby dairy farm. When their father 
was hurt in a farming accident and 
could no longer work the farm, he 
established Warren County Liquors, 
Inc., which he owned and operated for 
43 years. During this time, the DiRisios’ 
father and uncle had the opportunity to 
purchase a GM Automobile d e a l e r-
ship, and after � nishing school, school, both Tom and Ray went to work for 

the dealership, serv-
ing in a variety of 
jobs including ser-

vice and parts man-
agers. Eventually, Ray 

went on to work at the 
liquor store and Tom 
left the dealership to 
work for six years at the 
nearby American Can 
Company plant. “After 
six years at American 
Can, I realized it was 
a job with no future, 
so I went into the con-
struction business. � e 

jobs I had paid the 
bills but they were 
not something I 

both Tom and Ray went to work for 
the dealership, serv-
ing in a variety of 
jobs including ser-

vice and parts man-
agers. Eventually, Ray 

went on to work at the 
liquor store and Tom 
left the dealership to 
work for six years at the 
nearby American Can 
Company plant. “After 
six years at American 
Can, I realized it was 
a job with no future, 
so I went into the con-
struction business. � e 

jobs I had paid the 
bills but they were 
not something I 

wanted to spend the rest of my life 
doing,” Tom told us.

One evening, while watching a 
television show featuring a competitive 
archery competition, Tom, competitive 
by nature as both a motorcycle racer 
and a student of karate, got an epiph-
any of sorts. “I was always competitive 
and was impressed that I was watching 
guys who could actually hit what they 
aimed at with a bow and arrow,” he told 
us. In 1990, he bought a bow and joined 
an archery league. “I wanted to shoot 
and to learn from other shooters and 
to improve my shooting skills,” he said. 
Shortly after, a friend invited him to a 
3-D shoot and Tom outshot all other 
competitors to take the top overall 
score. By the early 1990’s, he had won 
all the local archery competitions and 

could no longer work the farm, he 
established Warren County Liquors, 
Inc., which he owned and operated for 
43 years. During this time, the DiRisios’ 
father and uncle had the opportunity to 

d e a l e r-
school, 

father and uncle had the opportunity to 
d e a l e r-
school, both Tom and Ray went to work for both Tom and Ray went to work for both Tom and Ray went to work for wanted to spend the rest of my life wanted to spend the rest of my life 

Ray (left) and Tom DiRisio (right) have been partners in the archery shop since 1993. 
The brothers worked a variety of jobs before realizing they shared a desire to run their 
own archery business. The bar across Tom’s forehead is a magnifying lens used for close 
up work.
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Strictly Archery’s name says it all. The shop only 
sells and services archery equipment and is locat-
ed on busy Route 57 in Washington, New Jersey.

Strictly Archery Is 
Strictly Business
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decided to pit his skill as a shooter in a 
national competition. When the NFAA 
3-D meet was held in Hickory, North 
Carolina, Tom went and ultimately 
came home with a silver medal. During 
this meet, his shooting skill impressed 
a representative of Browning Pro Sta�  
and Tom was asked to become a shoot-
er for Browning.

Around this time, Tom got a 
part time job with the New Jersey 
Department of Fish and Game and 
worked part time managing the sport-
ing goods department at the Old Mill 
Mountain Shop in nearby Belvidere. 
� ere he was assistant manager and, 
spurred by his recent passion in 
archery, ran the archery leagues and 
took care of the service department 
until the store was forced to close. After 
the Old Mill Mountain Shop closed in 
1993, Tom felt archery gave him the 
most satisfaction in his life and � gured 
this was a perfect time to open his own 
archery business.

Meanwhile, after working for 15 
years at his father’s liquor store, Ray 
felt he wanted to get out of the liquor 
business. Ray was a serious bow hunter 
for over 30 years and always serviced 
his own bows. He thought about one 
day opening his own archery shop and 
saw his brother’s recent career devel-
opments as the perfect opportunity. 
Ray’s business background and archery 
expertise coupled with Tom’s name rec-
ognition in professional archery gave 
birth to a new business partnership.

� e DiRisios’ � rst intent was to 
open the shop on the family farm 
but they couldn’t get the proper zon-
ing variance to do so from the town 
planning board. Finally, they found a 
small 30 x 80 windowless building two 
miles east of their present location and 
decided it would be the location of the 
new shop. When a friend asked what 
the shop would sell, Tom said, “Strictly 
archery.” Tom liked how that sounded, 
so he went immediately to the county 
court house, registered the name, got a 
tax number and became incorporated.

In April of that same year, Tom com-
peted in his � rst IBO Indoor World 3-D 
Championship and in the International 
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� e DiRisios’ � rst intent was to 
open the shop on the family farm 
but they couldn’t get the proper zon-
ing variance to do so from the town 
planning board. Finally, they found a 
small 30 x 80 windowless building two 
miles east of their present location and 
decided it would be the location of the 
new shop. When a friend asked what 
the shop would sell, Tom said, “Strictly 
archery.” Tom liked how that sounded, 
so he went immediately to the county 
court house, registered the name, got a 
tax number and became incorporated.

In April of that same year, Tom com-
peted in his � rst IBO Indoor World 3-D 
Championship and in the International 

Target event (spot shoot) in Atlantic 
City. In the IBO 3D competition, he 
won in his class and ultimately won the 
overall title. In the International Target 
competition, he placed � fth. “� ese 
� nishes really helped our business and 
after � ve years, we had to move to a 
larger facility,” Tom told us.

Ray and Tom have been in their 
current building since 1998. “� e 
building was originally intended to be 
a Moose Lodge but the organization 
lost its charter, so the building owner 
used it as a ‘Dollar Store.’ He eventually 
went out of business and the building 
sat empty for nearly two years before 
we started renting it. We’ve rented the 
building for the past 14 years and we 
just signed a new three year lease,” 
Ray explained.

� e brothers said they do “all right” 
but business seems to go in cycles. “In 
2011, we had a phenomenal business 
but this year we’re currently o�  about 
15 percent from where we were last 
year,” Ray told us.

“It’s the economy,” said Tom. 
“Warren County has the lowest per 
capita income in the state and some of 
our customers have been out of work 
for two years. Generally, a presiden-
tial election year is always bad for our 
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“It’s the economy,” said Tom. 
“Warren County has the lowest per 
capita income in the state and some of 
our customers have been out of work 
for two years. Generally, a presiden-
tial election year is always bad for our 

business and people seem to be just 
not spending this year.” Tom also thinks 
the internet sale of archery items has 
hurt their business to some extent. 
“Guys will come in and ask for a price 
on an item and after I give it to them, 

archery, ran the archery leagues and 
took care of the service department 
until the store was forced to close. After 
the Old Mill Mountain Shop closed in 
1993, Tom felt archery gave him the 1993, Tom felt archery gave him the 
most satisfaction in his life and � gured 
this was a perfect time to open his own Target event (spot shoot) in Atlantic Target event (spot shoot) in Atlantic 

Strictly Archery is relatively small but it promotes professionalism by presenting a neat 
appearance on well kept grounds. The shop was originally supposed to have been a 
Moose Lodge and its current owner once used the building to sell discounted merchan-
dise; as a result, there is more than ample parking to the right of the building.

� e brothers said they do “all right” 
but business seems to go in cycles. “In 
2011, we had a phenomenal business 
but this year we’re currently o�  about 
15 percent from where we were last 15 percent from where we were last 

Tom DiRisio has won numerous shoot-
ing competitions. He’s shown here with 
his awards as the IBO World’s Indoor 
Shooting Champion.

By Mike Raykovicz
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I see them checking the price on their 
cell phones,” he said.

As if to verify Tom’s statement 
about the economy, Scott Eckert, a 
customer of Strictly Archery, explained 
that in the fall he works as a guide for 
an elk out� tter in Colorado and as of 
June, the out� tter had no bowhunters 
booked for the fall elk season. “Like any 
type of hunting, there are no guaran-
tees and it’s obvious people just don’t 
want to lay down the money for an elk 
hunt and possibly come home empty 
handed,” Eckert said.

When it comes to business, the 
brothers are completely professional. 

I see them checking the price on their 

As if to verify Tom’s statement 
about the economy, Scott Eckert, a 
customer of Strictly Archery, explained 
that in the fall he works as a guide for 
an elk out� tter in Colorado and as of 
June, the out� tter had no bowhunters 
booked for the fall elk season. “Like any 
type of hunting, there are no guaran-
tees and it’s obvious people just don’t 
want to lay down the money for an elk 
hunt and possibly come home empty 

When it comes to business, the 
brothers are completely professional. 

“We charge for everything we do; we 
have to,” Ray explained. “We charge full 
price for a bow and all the accessories 
like a sight, rest, quiver or stabilizer. 
� en we charge to install the accesso-
ries and for setting up and tuning the 
bow,” he added.

� eir philosophy is simple. “When 
you buy a sink from a plumber, he sells 
you the sink, period. He doesn’t sell 
the sink and then install it for you; he 
charges extra for the installation. It’s 
the same thing as going to a grocery 
store. You buy your groceries, pay for 
them and bring them home. No one 
comes to your house to cook them 
for you,” Tom said. � e brothers are 
natural born mechanics and can � x 
just about anything. “Growing up on a 
farm, we had to learn to � x things and 
that coupled with racing motorcycles 
and rebuilding engines and then being 
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that coupled with racing motorcycles 
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in the car business just made us better 
at what we do,” Tom said.

� e brothers don’t do any media 
advertising but do o� er T-shirts, hats 
and bumper stickers to their custom-
ers. “Guys love the T-shirts,” Ray said. 
“I even had a guy call me from a cell 
phone while he was driving. He saw 
our bumper sticker on a truck in front 
of him and didn’t know our shop was 
in the area, so he called for directions,” 
he added. Despite the minimal amount 
of advertising, the brothers have a loyal 
group of customers who often bring 
others into the shop.

Because of Tom and Ray’s shoot-
ing skills and mechanical ability, the 
brothers have developed a loyal cli-
entele. “We’ve developed a niche 
market and despite our not spending 
much money on advertising, we have 
all the work we can handle,” Ray told 
us. “We’ve cultivated what we refer to 
as a higher end clientele because our 

I see them checking the price on their I see them checking the price on their “We charge for everything we do; we “We charge for everything we do; we “We charge for everything we do; we 

in the car business just made us better in the car business just made us better 
at what we do,” Tom said.

Storage is a big problem at the small shop. Here, Block targets are stacked in the rear of 
the store. “I took a dozen as a favor to my rep and sold two last week,” Tom said.

These bumper stickers are an e� ective 
advertising tool for the shop, Ray told us. 
They encourage drivers to call for direc-
tions to the shop.

advertising tool for the shop, Ray told us. 
They encourage drivers to call for direc-
tions to the shop.

Ray is an avid reader of trade magazines 
and keeps back issues for reference. He 
particularly likes the quality and quantity 
of information presented in ArrowTrade.

Storage is a big problem at the small shop. Here, Block targets are stacked in the rear of Storage is a big problem at the small shop. Here, Block targets are stacked in the rear of 

Scott Eckert (left), a customer of Strictly Archery, 
works as an elk hunting guide in Colorado in the fall 
and said that as of June, not a single bowhunter has 
booked a trip this year. He blames a poor economy 
for the lack of business. Eckert is pictured here shar-
ing a laugh with Ray.
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customers know we don’t carry poorly 
made equipment or equipment that 
doesn’t perform well.”

We asked if the shop had a website 
and Tom laughed, “We don’t even have 
an answering machine.” Curious, we 
asked why. Tom told us that he and Ray 
felt they were wasting too much time 

customers know we don’t carry poorly 
made equipment or equipment that 

We asked if the shop had a website 
and Tom laughed, “We don’t even have 
an answering machine.” Curious, we 
asked why. Tom told us that he and Ray 
felt they were wasting too much time 

answering questions on the tele-
phone. “People were calling and 
asking for a price on something 

and then going somewhere else to buy 
it.” � e brothers felt their time was 
valuable and it was better used helping 
customers already in the store.

� e brothers learned about busi-
ness and how to treat people from 
their father. “When our dad ran the 
liquor store, he explained when it came 

answering questions on the tele-
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� e brothers learned about busi-
ness and how to treat people from 
their father. “When our dad ran the 
liquor store, he explained when it came 

to beer, it practically sold 
itself,” said Tom. “Wine, on 
the other hand, was anoth-
er matter. People wanted 
to know why one wine cost 
more than another and why 
the prices varied so greatly 
among the di� erent vintages. 
My father would patiently 
explain how wine was made, 
the kind of grapes from which 
it was made, the quality of 
the annual vintage, the bar-
reling and � nally the age-
ing process required before 
a wine could be sold. Once 
a customer understood and 
knew what they were paying 

for, they were willing to pay more for 
a quality bottle of wine they enjoyed. 
It’s the same with archery. We try to 
educate our customers as to what they 
are getting for their money and why our 
prices may be a little higher than they 
can � nd somewhere else. � ey know 
we only sell high quality merchandise 
and that quality costs a little more. For 
example, we sell a ton of Ultra Rests 
by Quality Archery Designs. � ere are 

customers know we don’t carry poorly customers know we don’t carry poorly 

answering questions on the tele-
phone. “People were calling and 
asking for a price on something 

and then going somewhere else to buy and then going somewhere else to buy 

David Czarnecki, a 9th grade student 
at nearby Warren Hills High School, 
stopped in with his dad to have his draw length 
checked. David began shooting through the 
National Archery in the Schools program at his 
high school and has been on the team for the 
past three years. This year, David’s team placed 
6th in the national competition. The three 
arrows shown above right were shot by David .

answering questions on the tele-answering questions on the tele-

it was made, the quality of 
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reling and � nally the age-
ing process required before 
a wine could be sold. Once 
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for, they were willing to pay more for for, they were willing to pay more for answering questions on the tele-

stopped in with his dad to have his draw length 

past three years. This year, David’s team placed 

Here, Ray is shown changing the 
draw length on David Czarnecki’s 

bow. David’s dad bought the PSE bow for him in 
anticipation of a growth spurt and wasn’t disap-
pointed in his decision.
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cheaper rests on the market but QAD 
rests will perform perfectly for them 
and they never have to worry about 
their rest failing them. By educating our 
customers and cultivating that rela-
tionship, we found we have a customer 
for life,” he explained.

“We’re here to make money but we 
want to make it honestly. We want to 
send a person out the door with a setup 

cheaper rests on the market but QAD 
rests will perform perfectly for them 
and they never have to worry about 
their rest failing them. By educating our 
customers and cultivating that rela-
tionship, we found we have a customer 

“We’re here to make money but we 
want to make it honestly. We want to 
send a person out the door with a setup 

that is perfectly tuned and 
works for them. Our name 
is on it and I want to be able 
to sleep at night knowing our 
customers get all the atten-
tion they deserve,” Ray added.

When someone comes in 
with a bow he or she purchased some-
where else, the brothers charge $75.00 
per hour to work on it. “We spend a lot 
of time with them. First we analyze the 
bow and determine draw length, draw 
weight, peep height and so on and 
then we analyze their shooting form 
and make appropriate suggestions. 
Following that, we ask the customer to 
shoot through paper to show them how 

These mounts were all taken in New Jersey and add 
interest to the small shop. Ray said that when he was 
growing up, the three things he thought he’d never see 
in New Jersey were wild turkeys, bears and coyotes. 
Today, the state has a healthy population of all three.

shoot through paper to show them how 

Like many other archery 
shops, Strictly Archery has what 
the brothers call “The Wall of 
Death,” where customers post 
their trophy photos. The photos 
are not limited to animals taken 
in New Jersey, as there are many 
of successful elk, mule deer and 
bear hunters. African game is 
also pictured.

that is perfectly tuned and 

Although bows are placed 
where customers can pick them 
up, this sign warns of the conse-
quences of dry � ring one.

These mounts were all taken in New Jersey and add 
interest to the small shop. Ray said that when he was 
growing up, the three things he thought he’d never see 

Today, the state has a healthy population of all three.

 This buck was shot by a cus-
tomer and is considered the 
third largest buck ever shot in 
New Jersey. The owner’s wife 
won’t let him bring it in the 
house, so he keeps it at their 
shop and visits it often.

cheaper rests on the market but QAD cheaper rests on the market but QAD 

works for them. Our name 
is on it and I want to be able 
to sleep at night knowing our 
customers get all the atten-
tion they deserve,” Ray added.

with a bow he or she purchased some-with a bow he or she purchased some-

PSE, Hoyt and Bowtech bows are the best sellers but 
Strictly Archery also deals with Darton, Bear and High 
Country Archery. Various bow models are pictured 
here conveniently available for customer inspection.

• Over 25 million hits per month. 
•Worlds largest archery website. 
•Sponsored by over 200 
   manufacturers.
•Talk to fellow archers, pros, 
 and bowhunters worldwide. 

The largest FREE  
archery classifieds  
on the internet!

• Over 25 million hits per month. 

Get Answers Free at 
ArcheryTalk.com

Check out AT’s FREE
how-to video series 

for new shooters!!

•Worlds largest archery website. 
•Sponsored by over 200
   manufacturers.
•Talk to fellow archers, pros, 

and bowhunters worldwide.

New Pocket Field Log

                   49 Pages filled with 
•Full grids for tracking or scout outings 
•Check list for the trip 
•Vital kill area 
•Information for Land Owner records 
         See more at Archerytalk.com

Field Log

4

Carotid arteries (jugulars)

Lungs are about two 
inches above lower 
body line to about 6 
inches from top of  
body. Aim close to 
center of  animal.

Heart lies between 
and slightly ahead 
of  lungs, very low 
in body

Better chance at 
femoral than from 
side.

Rear shot can cut 
aortic artery, other 
veins puncture 
heart or lungs

Kidney shot 
bleeds heavily and 
usually right away. 
Animal may make 
a few jumps then 
walk away.

Femoral artery is slightly 
inside leg bone.

Spine hits drop 
animal immediately. 
Hits between kidney 
and spine sever 
aortic artery.

Carotids lie on 
both sides of  
windpipe just 
below spine.

Lungs nearly 
protected by 
shoulder, extend 
behind it slightly. 
Lung shot deer 
runs fast at first.

Heart is low and 
usually protected 
by leg.

Liver is 
just behind 
diaphragm 
on right side 
and angles 
toward 
body cavity.
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their arrows are � ying,” said Ray.
“We are constantly selling our-

selves and our knowledge of archery to 
our customers,” Tom added.

As a result, the DiRisios’ custom-
ers don’t question them anymore and 
listen to their suggestions. One cus-
tomer came into the shop for the � rst 
time and told Tom he was advised by a 
friend to listen to what they had to say, 
keep his mouth shut and then pay up. 

“We are constantly selling our-
selves and our knowledge of archery to 

As a result, the DiRisios’ custom-
ers don’t question them anymore and 
listen to their suggestions. One cus-
tomer came into the shop for the � rst 
time and told Tom he was advised by a 
friend to listen to what they had to say, 
keep his mouth shut and then pay up. 

“When a customer comes in, we evalu-
ate their equipment, tell them what it 
takes to repair or upgrade it and how 
much it will cost and we found they 
appreciate that,” Tom explained.

“We test and evaluate a lot of 
equipment for reliability, quality and 
tunability and we’ve found the custom-
er is not always right. If we wouldn’t 
use it, we don’t sell it,” Ray stated. “We 
weed out the stu�  we don’t have faith 

ate their equipment, tell them what it 
takes to repair or upgrade it and how 
much it will cost and we found they 

“We test and evaluate a lot of 
equipment for reliability, quality and 
tunability and we’ve found the custom-
er is not always right. If we wouldn’t 
use it, we don’t sell it,” Ray stated. “We 
weed out the stu�  we don’t have faith 

in but of course, if a customer insists 
on something after we’ve explained 
why that particular item may not work 
well for them, we’ll order it for them,” 
he added.

� e brothers are not only good 
teachers; they are good learners as 
well. Many of the things they do are 
the result of what they’ve learned in 
previous jobs. For example, in the car 
business they kept a detailed record of 

“When a customer comes in, we evalu-“When a customer comes in, we evalu- in but of course, if a customer insists in but of course, if a customer insists 
on something after we’ve explained on something after we’ve explained 

Photo Left: Devon Kenner, an 
11th grade student at Warren 
Hills High School, came into the 
shop with a used bow. Tom took 
a great deal of time to � t the 
bow to Devon but the youngster 
still had di�  culty with the draw 
weight. Tom told him what he 
needed to do to make the bow 
serviceable and how much that 
would cost. He also showed 
Devon several new models 
within his price range. Tom is 
pictured here discussing eye 
dominance with Devon.

Photo Right: Strictly Archery 
is open six days a week but 
has slightly shorter hours on 
Saturdays. This sign is promi-
nently displayed by the front 
entrance to the shop.
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every car brought in for service. 
From that, they learned to keep 
a comprehensive record on every 
bow they sell or service. � ey note 
the bow name, tiller, draw weight, 
peep height, nocking point, brace 
height, string length, harness type, 
center shot, kisser height and axle 
to axle length. � ey explained that 
by doing so, if they subsequently 
have to work on a bow or order 
new strings or cables, they only have to 
refer to their log records to determine 
how the bow was originally set up and 
therefore what is needed. “We don’t 
have to waste time taking all these 
measurements again,” Ray stated. From 
their father’s lessons in the liquor busi-
ness, the brothers learned that once a 
customer fully understands what he or 
she is paying for, that customer is less 

new strings or cables, they only have to 
refer to their log records to determine 
how the bow was originally set up and 
therefore what is needed. “We don’t 
have to waste time taking all these 
measurements again,” Ray stated. From 
their father’s lessons in the liquor busi-
ness, the brothers learned that once a 
customer fully understands what he or 
she is paying for, that customer is less 

resistant to spending money.
� e brothers have also imple-

mented many of their own practices 
in customer service. For example, they 
don’t attend trade shows like the ATA 
because they can’t a� ord to close the 
shop for the length of time it would 
take to attend. Also, as Ray said, “We 
don’t buy in bulk because we feel every 
customer is unique and presents a dif-
ferent problem. � is keeps us think-
ing. I get a great deal of satisfaction 
knowing I helped a customer resolve a 

� e brothers have also imple-
mented many of their own practices 
in customer service. For example, they 
don’t attend trade shows like the ATA 
because they can’t a� ord to close the 
shop for the length of time it would 
take to attend. Also, as Ray said, “We 
don’t buy in bulk because we feel every 
customer is unique and presents a dif-
ferent problem. � is keeps us think-
ing. I get a great deal of satisfaction 
knowing I helped a customer resolve a 

problem and that he’s happy 
with the results.”

While the brothers once 
were members of a buying 
group, they found that deal-
ing with distributor Kinsey’s 
worked better for them. 
“Dealing with Kinsey’s is 
great. � ey are wonderful to 
deal with and I can usually 

get what I need from them in a day or 
two. Our biggest problem is stocking 
things. If we buy too much of some-
thing and it sits for any length of time, 
we’ve got our money tied up,” Ray told 
us. By working with Kinsey’s, Ray said, 
he and Tom are better able to man-
age inventory. “Kinsey’s doesn’t have 
a minimum order, so if I need one or a 
hundred of one item, I can get it in just 
a few days,” he noted.

To move slow selling inventory, 
Tom and Ray are often willing to take 

a lower pro� t. “As long as 
we don’t have to � x it, tune 
it or install it, we’ll take a 
slightly lower pro� t in order 
to compete with the big box 
stores,” said Ray. “We just 
can’t sell things like tree-
stands because of the sti�  
competition from the big 
box stores. Baiting is legal 
in New Jersey, so I can’t 
even give away deer lure.”

Since crossbows are 
legal hunting instruments 
in New Jersey, we asked 
about Strictly Archery’s 
crossbow sales. “When 
New Jersey legalized cross-
bows for hunting several 
years ago, we were selling 

Photo Left: When a bow is brought in for service, the 
brothers keep a detailed log on every facet of the opera-
tion. All critical measurements are taken and recorded in 
case they ever have to work on the same bow again. By 
doing so, they don’t have to waste valuable time doing 
the same job twice. The work order also includes space 
for a customer’s speci� c requirements about his or her 
arrow purchase.

Photo Right: Rather than keep a customer waiting, Tom 
and Ray prefer to keep an appointment calendar. When 
a customer calls, he or she is given a mutually convenient 
appointment time so that he or she is sure to receive all 
the personal attention he or she needs. Ray is pictured 
here making an appointment for a customer.

in New Jersey, we asked 
about Strictly Archery’s 
crossbow sales. “When 
New Jersey legalized cross-
bows for hunting several 
years ago, we were selling 

Even though the shop is small, there is room for cus-
tomers to try out new bows or equipment. Ready made 
arrows are stored in this area as well. The wall separat-
ing the shooting lane from the showroom (shown here) is 
forti� ed with a 1/8 inch thick aluminum plate for safety.

resistant to spending money.

problem and that he’s happy 
with the results.”

were members of a buying 
group, they found that deal-
ing with distributor Kinsey’s 
worked better for them. 
“Dealing with Kinsey’s is 
great. � ey are wonderful to 
deal with and I can usually 

get what I need from them in a day or get what I need from them in a day or 

here making an appointment for a customer.

The brothers can’t 
give away deer lure 
since New Jersey 
allows baiting. Many 
of their customers own or 
lease their land and have 
established food plots. As 
a result, mineral supple-
ments like Lucky Buck 
brand are good sellers 
because most customers 
are interested in supple-
menting the amount of 
minerals consumed by the 
deer on their property.
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several a week. However, many of those 
looking to buy one were in their late 60s 
or 70s and only wanted to spend $500 
max,” said Ray. “I told them I couldn’t 
sell them what they needed for only 
that much money because the price 
had to include the bolts, broadheads, 
quiver, bow case and cocking device. 
As a result, many bought one at a big 
box store but eventually I made a ton 
of money � xing them,” Ray explained.

When they sell a crossbow, the 
brothers don’t let the customer leave 
the store without � rst giving him or 
her the instruction he or she needs to 
shoot it accurately and safely. “� ey 
don’t get that type of attention at the 
big box store,” Ray explained. “At a big 
box store, they are simply handed the 
bow and then they leave without fully 
understanding how to shoot it safely 

several a week. However, many of those 

The bows hanging to the right of the 
recurve in the center are waiting to be 
worked on; the bows to the left are � n-
ished and waiting for owner pickup. Much 
of Strictly Archery’s business is centered on 
bow repair and service.

The work-
place at 
Strictly 
Archery, 
just like 
the build-
ing and 
grounds, 
is kept 
neat and 
tidy. Here 
wrenches 
and tools 
are neatly 
laid out 
in order.

Much of 
what the 
shop sells 
is placed 
on mov-
able racks 
on the 
sales � oor. 
Customers 
can select 
what 
they want 
knowing 
what-
ever they 
choose will 
perform well for them. If the DiRisio broth-
ers wouldn’t use a product themselves, 
they won’t sell it.

AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828

Wouldn’t use a .243 on a cape buffalo, right?

Didn’t think so…

When you’re hunting the kind of game that looks at you like  
you owe them money, you’ve got to use enough gun!

If you’re bowhunting these brutes…  
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Hit ‘em hard with a 

Don’t take our word for it… Check out our Dangerous Game section online!
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not Whitetails in Kansas.
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and without damaging it.”
“We had a lot of guys bringing in 

their crossbows for repair because they 
dry � red them or abused them in some 
other way,” Tom told us. “Some of the 
guys couldn’t even cock them.”

“We had a lot of guys bringing in 
their crossbows for repair because they 
dry � red them or abused them in some 
other way,” Tom told us. “Some of the 

“� ere are over 125 
crossbow models on 

the market and most are not cheap. 
� is is why we stuck with our best lines 
like TenPoint and Wicked Ridge. We 
recommend these two brands because 
we see the fewest problems with them. 
Most guys are price point conscious and 
when we tell them a good crossbow can 
cost a thousand dollars or more, they 
balk. � e pro� t margin on crossbows 
is very poor, so we don’t stock a whole 
lot of them. If a customer insists on 
a speci� c brand or model, we simply 
order it from Kinsey’s,” Ray explained. 
“You really have to know your cus-
tomer base and carefully watch what 
you buy. Early on, we got stuck with 
stu�  that didn’t sell, so now we’re really 
careful about what we stock,” he added.

We asked if Tom and Ray ran an 
archery league and they said the facil-
ity wasn’t big enough to do so. Tom was 
going to set up an outdoor range until 
a neighbor complained to the town 
board, who nixed the idea. Eventually, 
they were able to set up a small outdoor 
shooting area and can now work with 
customers outside the shop.

When it comes to everyday chores, 
the brothers both do sales and give les-
sons but Tom does the ordering and 
Ray keeps the books. “Ray likes cutting 
the grass. It’s a way to de-stress him-
self,” Tom said.

Tom and Ray each have their own 
customer clientele that speci� cally 
requests one or the other to work on 

“� ere are over 125 
crossbow models on 

the market and most are not cheap. 
� is is why we stuck with our best lines 
like TenPoint and Wicked Ridge. We 
recommend these two brands because 
we see the fewest problems with them. 
Most guys are price point conscious and 
when we tell them a good crossbow can 
cost a thousand dollars or more, they 
balk. � e pro� t margin on crossbows 
is very poor, so we don’t stock a whole 
lot of them. If a customer insists on 
a speci� c brand or model, we simply 
order it from Kinsey’s,” Ray explained. 
“You really have to know your cus-
tomer base and carefully watch what 
you buy. Early on, we got stuck with 
stu�  that didn’t sell, so now we’re really 
careful about what we stock,” he added.

We asked if Tom and Ray ran an 
archery league and they said the facil-
ity wasn’t big enough to do so. Tom was 
going to set up an outdoor range until 
a neighbor complained to the town 
board, who nixed the idea. Eventually, 
they were able to set up a small outdoor 
shooting area and can now work with 

When it comes to everyday chores, 
the brothers both do sales and give les-
sons but Tom does the ordering and 
Ray keeps the books. “Ray likes cutting 
the grass. It’s a way to de-stress him-

Tom and Ray each have their own 
customer clientele that speci� cally 
requests one or the other to work on 

their equipment but most people don’t 
care which one works with them. “We 
want people to feel welcome when they 
come into our shop. We want them to 
feel comfortable, like they were coming 
into a friend’s house,” Tom said.

Ray said he was amazed about the 
number of women who come into their 
shop on their own. “� ey come in with-
out their husbands or boyfriends and 
they’re comfortable doing so. We try to 
make them feel like archery isn’t just a 
guy only sport,” he added.

After spending the day with the 
brothers, it was clear to us how dedicat-
ed both were to archery and how much 
they appreciated their customers. “I 
love this business, I really do,” said Ray.

“I’ve been in the retail business 
since I was sixteen years old and we’ve 
both learned a lot of important lessons 
from our father about how to cultivate 
customer relationships and how valu-
able good customers are to a busi-
ness. We don’t take our customers for 
granted and so we try to do our best for 
them,” Tom added.

According to Ray, the bottom line is 
that the customers who come into their 
shop look at archery as a way of life 
and are looking for good equipment, 
not a bargain. “� ey are really archery 
enthusiasts,” Ray noted. “� ese guys 
plan their vacations around archery 
hunting seasons and they love shooting 
their bows. Most shoot every day.”

As a � nal thought, Ray feels the 
archery industry in general needs to 

“� ere are over 125 “� ere are over 125 their equipment but most people don’t their equipment but most people don’t 

Junior Munniksma (right) of nearby Belvidere looks over several bow 
models with Ray. Munniksma is looking to purchase a new bow for 
his daughter.

crossbow models on 

Junior Munniksma (right) of nearby Belvidere looks over several bow 
models with Ray. Munniksma is looking to purchase a new bow for 
his daughter.his daughter.

The brothers spend a great deal of time with customers to 
ensure their equipment � ts them. They pay particular atten-
tion to ensuring the proper � t, bow tune, set up and arrow 
selection. Ray is shown here measuring the draw length of 
David Czarnecki’s bow.
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do a better job in educating its deal-
ers on the technical side of archery. 
“Equipment, especially bows and 
crossbows, is getting more complex 
every year and it needs to be set up 

do a better job in educating its deal-
ers on the technical side of archery. 
“Equipment, especially bows and 
crossbows, is getting more complex 
every year and it needs to be set up 

properly in order for the customer to 
get the most out of it. I can teach a mon-
key to sell but it’s properly functioning 
equipment that keeps the customer 
happy and coming back,” he added.

properly in order for the customer to 
get the most out of it. I can teach a mon-
key to sell but it’s properly functioning 
equipment that keeps the customer 

After our day-long visit, it was clear 
that the name of the DiRisio brothers’ 
business was quite appropriate; Strictly 
Archery is indeed strictly business.

When a customer purchases a new bow, the DiRisio brothers make note 
of all critical measurements including peep height and draw length. 
This ensures that they can get a customer back to shooting well if one 
of the measurements changes or if the brothers have to change a string 
or cable. Ray is pictured here recording these measurements for a cus-
tomer who has bought a new bow.

When a customer purchases a new bow, the DiRisio brothers make note 
of all critical measurements including peep height and draw length. 
This ensures that they can get a customer back to shooting well if one 
of the measurements changes or if the brothers have to change a string 
or cable. Ray is pictured here recording these measurements for a cus-
tomer who has bought a new bow.

Some shops simply bolt on peripheral equipment but no 
bow leaves Strictly Archery unless it is properly tuned and 
ready to go. When Tom works on a bow, he works where he 
can see the shop � oor and talk to the customer. The bow 
press he is using is mounted on wheels so that he can work 
on either side of the bow without removing it from the press.

Show Guide (Jan.)
• Color guide to the winter trade shows with details 

of hundreds of new products for bowhunters
• How retailers can adapt to changing demographics
• First in Jon Teater’s series of 2013 crossbow reports
• Larry Wise on certifying more archery coaches
• Profi ling Michigan’s home-grown superstore 
Edit deadline November 10

Show Wrap-Up (Mar.)
• Coverage from the 2013 ATA Show in Louisville 

by the industry’s most experienced editorial team
• A bow builder’s diamond anniversary  
• Mathews Retailer Business Show fl oor coverage
• First of a new series of broadhead tests 
• Kasun’s Korner puts the spotlight on equipment
Edit deadline January 11

New Products (April)
• Colorful new accessories for compound bows
• NABA Western Buying Show fl oor coverage
• What’s new for longbow and recurve shooters
• Deep penetrating, narrow profi le carbon arrows
• Mike Raykovicz reviews hard and soft bow cases
Edit deadline February 8

Accessories Issue (May)
• Head to Head scientifi c evaluation of mid-priced 

hunting bows by Anthony Barnum

• Drop-away and full-capture arrow rests
• Pat Meitin on the move toward T-handle releases
• Adding knives to your bowhunting product mix
• How to support and profi t from the NASP program
Edit deadline March 14

Hot Summer (July)
• How broadhead style aff ects function 
• Part One of a two part test of premium bows
• Summarizing the 2013 crossbow lines
• Bowhunting Round Table product report
• An in-depth look at hang-on treestands  
Edit deadline May 9

Peak Season (Sept.)
• What women want from a retailer both in 

bowhunting gear and customer service
• Latest big game and turkey calls
• Youth bow head to head evaluation
• Lighter Side humor by Business Editor John Kasun
Edit Deadline July 5.

Dealer Focus (Nov.)
• Honoring America’s full-service pro shops
• Profi ling a retailer strong on faith and family
• Coast to coast dealer forum tackles the issues  
• Carolee Boyles on knowing when to expand
Edit deadline September 19
(Tentative schedule-fi nal edit calendar available 30 days prior to issue sales close)

ArrowTrade’s objective, scientific tests of bows, crossbows and 
broadheads will be an important component of the 2013 issues.
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BowTech Insanity CPX 
 

 

Objective Test Results: 
 
Speed / Performance Measurements: 
Speed measurements are made with four different arrow 
weights to determine the average speed of the bow per inch of 
power stroke.  Draw cycle efficiency is calculated using the 
stored energy and the let-down energy captured in the force 
draw curve.  The stored energy is used further to determine the 
average dynamic efficiency of the bow.   
 
Speed per inch of Power Stroke: 13.7 
Dynamic Efficiency: 85.8% 
Draw Cycle Efficiency: 94.9% 
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Bowtech Insanity CPX Draw Cycle Efficiency

 

 

Draw Cycle Efficiency = 94.9%

Stored Energy = 88.2 lb-ft. Letdown Energy = 83.7 lb-ft.

Draw-Force Curve
Letdown-Force Curve
Peak Draw Force = 60.1 pounds
Peak Letdown Force = 57.3 pounds
Actual Letoff = 70.6%
Effective Letoff = 75.2%

 
 

Vibration Measurements: 
Vibration measurements are made with four different arrow weights to 
determine the average vibration in three dimensions as well as the total 
average vibration. 

 
 Positive X-Vibration: 90.4 g 
 Negative X-Vibration: -116.7 g 

 
 Positive Y-Vibration: 281.1 g 
 Negative Y-Vibration: -223.5 g 
  
 Positive Z-Vibration: 119.7 g 
 Negative Z-Vibration: -93.5g 

 

Total Vibration:  289.0 ga 
 
The addition of a 12 inch B-Stinger Pro Stabilizer with a 14 ounce weight 
yielded a significant reduction of peak total vibration when measured 
with a 360 grain arrow. 

 
 B-Stinger Reduction:   10.9%a 

 
Sound Measurements: 
Sound measurements were made with four different arrow weights to 
determine the average sound output, the average A-Weighted sound 
output (mimicking the human ear) and the average C-Weighted sound 
output. 

 

Unweighted Sound Output: 105.7 dB 
A-Weighted Sound Output: 88.3 dBA 
C-Weighted Sound Output: 96.6 dBC 
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In 2002, Parker began a journey 
to create a new line of cross-
bows. � e company was well 

versed in the compound bow market 
at the time and produced a vari-
ety of products, but nothing yet in 
the crossbow arena. It was a natural 
transition for Parker, and certainly 
a timely move to start this journey. 
� e market was in a tender stage 
and just started to bubble due to 
the inclusion of a crossbow hunting 
season in some states. In 2008, the 
company came out with the Cyclone. 
� is product was unique compared 
to others in the industry, and at the 
time set the bar for competitors. 
Parker has grown from just a hand-
ful of crossbows to a line of low, 
mid and high price point products. 
� e company has developed and 
o� ered more crossbows through the 
years, and has done so in order to 
meet the various demands of con-
sumers. Parker is one of the larg-
est crossbow manufacturers in the 
industry. � e company is working 
hard to manage this growing market 
and serves the entire country with 
key individuals that live and breathe 
archery, a factory sales force that 
was introduced in the March issue 
of ArrowTrade magazine.

As mentioned, the company has expanded the cross-
bow line this year. For 2012, four new crossbows have been 
released. One of those is the Parker Tornado F4. As the name 
implies, this product was created to burst on the scene and 
create a whirlwind of interest. � e original Tornado cross-
bow was produced in 2009. � is new and improved product 
has several key attributes for those interested in upgrading 
or just wanting the latest and greatest. � e split limb design, 
cam changes and added speed is what � rst comes to mind. 
But what really creates interest with the Tornado F4 is the 
“shoot-ability” aspect; refer to the precision shooting test to 
see the results. 

� e Tornado F4 was built with a speci� c mission in 
mind – shooting. As with most products in the archery 
industry that’s the primary goal. Parker wants their prod-
ucts to perform � awlessly, allow archers to shoot accurately 
and receive the “bang for the buck” they deserve. In order 
to achieve these objectives the Virginia manufacturer has 
created a simple mission statement: 1) design innovative 
products that will enhance customer’s success, 2) build the 

highest quality archery equipment available, 3) o� er cus-
tomers a tremendous value for their hard earned dollar and 
4) provide the best possible customer experience. 

Testing Background
� e Tornado F4 went through a standard and regi-

mented performance test. � e focus of these types of tests 
is to determine, for a speci� ed product, the performance 
characteristics. Additionally, the goal is to provide those 
archers that enjoy shooting and/or hunting with appropriate 
objective information, as well as some subjective commen-
tary, for aiding in the purchase process. With that said, this 
evaluation is by no means conclusive. Each archer should 
assess what is important to him or her and interpret the 
results within the context of this article. As always, I recom-
mend that anyone considering a crossbow should shoot as 
many di� erent makes and models as possible to determine 
what best suits their individual needs and desires. 

Please note: Due to the lack of testing methods and 
procedures available publicly for crossbows, testing guide-
lines were developed and published in 2009. � ese testing 
guidelines remain unchanged since 2009, and I continue to 
use these methods to evaluate crossbows. 

d d dd h ll h h

Parker Tornado F4
Contact Info Parker Bows

www.parkerbows.com
MSRP (bare crossbow): $799.00 Finish: Premium CAMO
Str ing/Cable Mater ial : RED HOT Synthetic Limb: Advanced Split Limb
Barrel: Machined Aluminum
Riser : Machined Aluminum
Performance at a Glance:

Arrow Speed K.E. Momentum
425 Grains 329.2 102.3 19.9
475 Grains 313.3 103.5 21.2
525 Grains 299.6 104.7 22.4
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Years ago, my arrow build-
ing mentor John Dodge asked 
me how many big game ani-

mals I had killed with my bow. I don’t 
remember the number I gave him; it 
does not matter. � e point was, when 
I answered, without hesitation he said, 
“Wrong! You’ve never killed any big 
game animals with your bow; your 
arrows and broadheads did the killing.” 
He was a frustrating man at times, but 
he was usually right.

 I have never looked at arrows and 
broadheads the same way since. Years 
later, I read Dr. Ed Ashby’s broadhead 
report from the now famous Natal 
Study and learned the bene� ts of sin-
gle edged (two-blade) broadheads for 
lethality and penetration on big game.  
Over the past 26 years of extensive test-
ing, Dr. Ashby’s reports compiled data 
that, piece by piece, completed the 
puzzle for the ideal construction and 
con� guration of broadheads designed 
for maximum penetration and even 
true bone splitting potential.  

In this article, Dr. Ashby describes 
for us the speci� c attributes of the 
broadheads that performed best on 
actual live and freshly harvested big 
game animals. Unlike testing done on 
ballistic gel, or some other man made 
medium that may look impressive on 

a YouTube video 
but have noth-
ing to do with the 
actual animals we 
hunt, Dr. Ashby’s 
tests on hide, � esh 
and bone tell us 
the true story of 
how our arrows 
and broadheads 
will perform in 
the real world of 
bowhunting. My 
questions to him 
appear in italic 
type.

Dr. Ashby, 
please tell us 
what the broad-
heads you test-
ed revealed to you during the now 
famous Natal Study.

Perhaps the single most important 
thing I learned from the early testing is 
that anything works when everything 
goes right but a bowhunter had better 
be prepared for when everything goes 
wrong because sooner or later it will. 
Other than yielding a few measure-
ments, which can be used for com-
parative purposes, a “successful shot” 
tells us little about what works best. 

However, when 
a shot fails, there 
is an opportunity 
to learn some-
thing: what failed 
and why it failed. 
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  
most bowhunters 
never get to see 
the results of their 
u n s u c c e s s f u l  
shots or to look 
for the reasons 
why they failed. 
All they know is 
that they hit an 
animal and failed 

to recover it. Most bowhunters tend to 
attribute every lost animal to a “poorly 
placed hit.” Testing indicates that this is 
often not the case.

Most non-lethal hits result from 
either (1) a poor choice of equipment 
in the selection of the arrow/broad-
head setup used or (2) a failure of the 
equipment to perform as it should. 
Equipment performance failures occur 
most commonly from structural failure 
of the broadhead, broadhead adaptor/
insert or arrow shaft … or an inad-
equately sharpened broadhead.

A hunting arrow, tipped with a 
truly sharp broadhead, is incredibly 
lethal. Almost any solid body hit has 
the potential to be lethal. With very, 
very few exceptions, such as a shot 
angled such that only one lung is hit - 
and animals, especially large animals, 
frequently do survive one lung hits - 
any solid body hit with such an arrow 
will be lethal if the arrow penetrates 
su�  ciently and the broadhead remains 
undamaged. If that arrow, with its ‘truly 
sharp’ broadhead, penetrates su�  -
ciently, any failure to recover the ani-
mal will result from mismanagement 

Because the tip shape of the best performing broadhead remind-
ed Dr. Ashby of two Tanto knives placed back to back, he decided 
to refer to it as a  “Tanto” tip.

However, when 
a shot fails, there 
is an opportunity 
to learn some-
thing: what failed 
and why it failed. 
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  
most bowhunters 
never get to see 
the results of their 
u n s u c c e s s f u l  
shots or to look 
for the reasons 
why they failed. 
All they know is Because the tip shape of the best performing broadhead remind-

Dr. Ed Ashby has spent decades testing arrows and broadheads 
for their e� ectiveness on big game and bone hits. 

Dr. Ed Ashby has spent decades testing arrows and broadheads 

Ashby on Broadheads 
By Todd SmithBy Todd Smith
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after the shot, lack of tracking skills, 
lack of persistence in the follow-up 
or simple bad luck, such as the trail 
being obliterated by rain or snow or 
the animal going into terrain where it 
is impossible to follow.

� e unfortunate truth is that a great 
deal of equipment on the bowhunt-
ing market today simply does not per-
form well. Much of it does not measure 
up to either the advertiser’s claims or 
many of the media’s “product review” 
claims. You’ll rarely (if ever) read of 
any bowhunting product or equipment 
not performing well in any major bow-
hunting publication. When was the last 
time you read a product review that 
indicated signi� cant problems with the 
item under review? Can it be that every 
bowhunting product produced always 
performs perfectly, or even nearly so  
and exactly as claimed by the manufac-
turer? Sadly, such sterling performance 
is hardly the case from the vast majority 
of equipment that I’ve tested.

In his book, “Safari”, Peter 
Hathaway Capstick relates having 
done a survey of African Professional 
Hunters in which he asked them to 
list what factors they considered the 
most important in determining the 
e� ectiveness and lethality of the vari-
ous ri� e and cartridge combinations. 
� e overwhelming, almost unanimous, 
answer was “penetration, penetration 
and penetration.” � e same is true of 
arrows. � e answer from all the arrow 
lethality studies is precisely the same; 
overwhelmingly, lack of penetration 
is the number one cause of an arrow, 
tipped with a truly sharp broadhead, 
failing to be lethal.

On big game, any arrow that fails 
to penetrate su�  ciently will not be 
lethal. Arrows do not carry su�  cient 
force, or “shock,” to be reliably lethal 
on any other than very small game. 
You’ll often encounter the statement 
that shot placement is the most impor-
tant thing in killing big game with an 
arrow. � is is simply not true. A well 
placed shot can be non-lethal, even 
with a sharp broadhead, if the shot 
fails to penetrate su�  ciently - and that 
happens more often than most people 
might think.

Sounds like you need a strong, 
sharp broadhead that can make it 

through the ani-
mal if driven by 
enough force.  As 
I recall, the over-
all winner in 
the Natal Study 
was the Grizzly 
broadhead.  Did 
you have a clear 
picture of WHY 
that broadhead 
did so well back 
then, or was that 
more outcome 
driven research 
that gave rise to 
more questions 
that needed to 
be answered?  It 
sure seems that 
those findings 
drove you to more 
intense broad-
head design study 
and testing.

You are correct. Harry Elburg’s 190 
grain Grizzly broadhead far outper-
formed every other broadhead tested 
in the Natal Study. At the time, I really 
had no idea why it worked so much 
better than the others and that was 
a driving force to continue the stud-
ies. I just had to know, “What about 
the design of this particular broadhead 
makes it work so much better than all 
the other broadheads I tested?” I just 
had to know. “Why?”

Today, after decades of research, 
you have identi� ed speci� c features 
that the best performing broadheads 
must have to be considered an ideal 
tool for the e�  cient harvesting of big 
game animals – even when things go 
wrong.  Please tell us what those are.

Based on the early testing, I made 
a list of several criteria for a really 
good broadhead.  � ey were: (1) that 
the blade must have reasonable metal 
thickness; (2) that it be of very good 
quality steel; (3) that it neither bend nor 
break when hard bone is hit; (4) that it 
have a Rockwell scale hardness from 
49 to 55; (5) that the steel from which 
it is made will tend to break before 
taking a bend; (6) that it have a long 
and narrow shape (high Mechanical 
Advantage); (7) that the ferrule taper 

is long and fades very smoothly into 
the blade; (8) that there are no abrupt 
junctures anywhere on the head and 
(9) that the blades have a straight taper 
cutting edge.

After many additional years of 
testing I would, today, modify that 
only slightly. I would say that the steel 
should have a Rockwell hardness 
between 52 and 62 and not all steels 
are equal; di� erent steels become too 
brittle at di� ering points, so the upper 
limit of hardness varies by the steel. 
� e other thing I would add is that the 
broadhead should be of a single-bevel 
design. Single-bevel broadheads have 
several features that make them out-
perform any double-bevel broadhead 
in real tissues. 

What have your tests shown when 
comparing the penetration in bone 
and soft tissue of two-blade (single 
edged) vs. multiple-blade broad-
heads?

Single blade broadheads out-
penetrate multi-blade broadheads in 
all tissues. � ree-blade broadheads 
out-penetrate four-blade broadheads 
in soft tissues but when bone is hit, 
the four-blade broadheads out-pene-
trate the three-blade broadheads. � at 
re� ects the “most likely outcome” on 
comparable hits where both arrows 
maintain structural integrity. 

Dr. Ashby has found that single blade broadheads out-penetrate 
multi-blade broadheads in all tissues. Three blade broadheads out 
penetrate four blade broadheads in soft tissues but in bone, four 
blade broadheads out-penetrate three blade broadheads. 
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broadheads, there are two popular 
shapes, those with straight edges and 
those with curved edges. Have you 
found one to be superior to the other?

Arrow penetration represents 
“work,” in terms of physics. A straight 
edge taper does more “work” with a 
given applied force than either a convex 
or concave taper. If that were not true, 
you could bet that handicap ramps 
would not be a straight taper. Being 
a b l e to do more “work” with the 
applied force translates into increased 
penetration. It’s as simple as that. 

� ere are so many di� erent fer-
rules on broadheads; what should a 
bowhunter look for in the broadhead’s 
ferrule?

� e best ferrule design is a straight 
taper that fades smoothly into the blade. 
Any “lumps, bumps or bulges”reduce 
the ferrule’s Mechanical Advantage, 
increasing the resistance as tissue is 
penetrated.

What is the ideal length to width 
ratio for a broadhead?

I really don’t like the term “broad-
head ratio” because it has become bas-
tardized in recent times. Folks have 
started devising their own de� nitions 
of what it means in order to be able to 
advertise their broadhead as having a 
high “ratio.” Mechanical Advantage, on 
the other hand, is a precise de� nition 
from physics. � e longer the blade in 
relation to its total cut-width, the higher 

the blade’s Mechanical Advantage. 
Howard Hill’s famous “3 to 1” ratio rep-
resented a total cut width of 1 inch on 
a blade 3 inches long, which is roughly 
a 3.0 Mechanical Advantage. � at “3 to 
1 ratio” has become the “Holy Grail” 
of broadhead design in most folks’ 
minds. However, after a huge amount 
of testing at the level of the Heavy 
Bone � reshold, the really important 
level of Mechanical Advantage is 2.6. 
At that level of broadhead Mechanical 
Advantage and with arrow weight 
above the heavy bone threshold, the 
breaching-rate on heavy bone impacts 
was 100 percent in all cases where the 
arrow retained structural integrity.

OK, we’ll use Mechanical 
Advantage instead of broadhead 
ratio.  Please describe how Mechanical 
Advantage is measured.

True Mechanical Advantage is 
the ratio of the output force produced 
by a machine to the input force. To 
determine it precisely requires actu-
ally measuring these forces. However, 
we commonly use the Calculated 
Mechanical Advantage of machines to 
get a “relative comparison” of their 
“e�  ciency,” or how well each can use 
the force available to it, ignoring things 
like frictional di� erences (which, for 
our broadheads, change with things 
like test medium, blade surface area, 
e�  ciency of cutting edge, et cetera).

We can think of a broadhead’s 
blade(s) as one type of “simple 

Your excellent report on the Top 
12 Penetration Enhancing Factors 
lists structural integrity as the number 
one most important factor; how do 
one-piece vs. component broadheads 
compare in this category?

� e number one criterion for a 
hunting arrow is total integrity: not 
bending or breaking when any tis-
sues are hit. A quality, rigid one-piece 
broadhead is far stronger than any 
modular broadhead, one with any 

parts that are movable or replaceable. 
� ere’s really no comparison. 

In two-bladed (single edged) 

Dr. Ed Ashby has hunted all over the world and is one of a 
select few to ever take a white rhino with traditional equip-
ment.

Tough 52 Rockwell and up, high mechanical advantage broadheads 
with Tanto tips and 25 degree single bevels have consistently been the 
best performing broadheads Dr. Ashby has ever tested.

Dr. Ed Ashby has hunted all over the world and is one of a 

Patent Abatement. Assists manufacturer’s
patent enforcement against violators.
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� is rotation in tissues is caused not 
by the arrow’s � ight-rotation but by 
unequal tissue pressure being exerted 
on di� erent sides of the edge bevel as 
the arrow penetrates.

In soft tissues, having the broad-
head continue to rotate causes both a 
longer wound channel as the broad-
head spirals its way through the tis-
sue and an improved slicing e� ect as 
the tissues are dragged at an angle 
across the single-bevel’s sharp, rotat-
ing edge.  In bone, the rotational pres-
sure di� erential on opposing sides of 
the single-bevel creates massive bone 
splits, allowing easier arrow penetra-
tion through the bone.

In Outcome Driven Studies, such 
as I have used, it is highly unusual to 
� nd any factor that gives a 100 percent 
outcome but one place it has occurred 
is when identical arrow/broadhead 
setups, excepting only the broad-
head’s bevel, are tested on breaching 
heavy bone. On every shot, in every 
test, the single-bevel broadheads out-
penetrate their matching double-bevel 
counterpart: 100 percent frequency. 
� at’s pretty conclusive evidence that 
single-bevel broad-
heads use up less 
of the arrow’s force 
when breaching 
a heavy bone and 
this is con� rmed 
by the 100 per-
cent frequency of 
increased post-
breaching penetra-
tion demonstrated 
by the single-
bevel broadheads 
over their match-
ing double-bevel 
counterparts. � e 
amount of penetra-
tion gain ranged 
from 14 percent to 
58 percent with a 
higher percent-
age of gain the 
lower the broad-
head’s Mechanical 
Advantage.

It is worth not-
ing that the more 
“bevel surface 
area” a single-bev-
eled broadhead 

machine”: an inclined plane, or a series 
thereof. To calculate the Mechanical 
Advantage of a single-blade broad-
head’s blade, simply divide the total 
cut width by the length of one side of 
the cutting edge. Note that the length 
on only one edge is used. For a three-
blade broadhead, the total cut width of 
all three blades is divided by the length 
of one cutting edge. On four-blade 
broadheads, the calculation depends 
on the con� guration of the blade. If all 
four blades taper to a common point, 
one would use the same method: the 
total cut width divided by the length 
of one cutting edge. If a four-blade 
has shorter “bleeder blades,” then the 
Mechanical Advantage of the main 
blade and bleeder blade are calculated 
individually and then averaged.

A similar method of calculation 
can be applied to � nd the Mechanical 
Advantage of other portions of the 
broadhead such as the ferrule and even 
to � nd the Mechanical Advantage of 
the edge’s bevel angle. 

Have your tests shown any di� er-
ence between vented broadheads and 
non-vented broadheads?

I prefer a non-vented broadhead. 
In the heavy bone impact testing, there 
were many instances of bone splinters 
being caught in the vents, halting pen-
etration. � is could easily cost one an 
animal when things don’t go perfectly. 

Single-bevel vs. double-bevel – 
why are they di� erent and which one 
is best?

All arrows rotate during � ight. With 
double-bevel broadheads, all arrow 
rotation stops upon impact. Single-
bevel broadheads cause the arrow to 
rotate as the tissues are penetrated. 

has, the greater the rotational force 
(torque) it creates during penetration. 
� is becomes an important factor in 
breaching heavy bone. At a given bev-
el-angle, the thicker the broadhead’s 
blade is and the longer its cutting edge, 

� is rotation in tissues is caused not 
by the arrow’s � ight-rotation but by 
unequal tissue pressure being exerted 
on di� erent sides of the edge bevel as 
the arrow penetrates.

head continue to rotate causes both a 
longer wound channel as the broad-
head spirals its way through the tis-
sue and an improved slicing e� ect as Single-bevel broadheads are ground on 

one side only and create a rotational force 
when acted upon by the materials they are 
penetrating. 

Dr. Ashby prefers straight edged non-
vented broadheads like the one on the 
left to broadheads with curved edges and 
vents like the one on the right.
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the more surface area the bevel has, 
thus the more torque created during 
penetration.

I have heard people say that dou-
ble-bevel broadheads and sometimes 
even multiple-blade broadheads out-
penetrate single-bevel broadheads in 
foam targets.  Why would that be?

Foam targets do not act like tis-
sues. � ey are speci� cally designed to 
create maximum drag on the arrow 
shaft to rapidly slow the arrow. � e 
arrow force used in slicing the foam 
is minimal as compared to the force 
lost to pressure of the foam against 
the shaft. � e multi-blade broadhead 
creates more “slices,” somewhat reduc-
ing this friction of foam against shaft. 
Similarly, as the single-bevel broad-
head rotates through the foam target, 
it is traveling a longer path and the 
rotating shaft is also traveling a longer 
path through the foam. � is permits 
the foam to exert more pressure on the 
shaft, creating greater drag. Tissues are 
di� erent. � ey are a blood-su� used 
environment. Blood actually acts as 
a lubricant, reducing shaft drag. � e 

major factor in loss of arrow 
force in tissues results from 
slicing the � brous tissues 
and breaching the bones.  
� ere’s simply no arti� cial 
test medium that dupli-
cates fresh, real tissues, not 
even ballistic gel. � ere’s no 
lab-based method that sub-
stitutes for real-world out-
comes. � at’s why we still 
have test pilots!

Please describe what 
you mean by a truly sharp 
broadhead and explain 
how bowhunters can test 
for sharpness.

Broadhead sharpness 
should be a given and I’m talking “truly 
sharp”; as close to a well honed and 
stropped straight razor as one can get. 
Such an edge will be as thin as the 
bevel design and steel strength will 
permit and it will be as polished as 
possible. It will have no burr. But there 
are other factors that a� ect the quality 
of the cutting action. At equal levels of 
“sharpness” and “smoothness” and the 
thinner and longer a broadhead’s edge 
is, the less pressure required between 
tissues and the broadhead’s edge in 
order to create an equal degree and 
depth of slice. � at’s another advan-
tage of the single-bevel’s design; the 
total edge angle allows a thinner edge 
than does a double bevel edge.

Folks use all sorts of methods to 
test the sharpness of their broadheads. 
I think the best test is a comparison test 
to a new razor blade or a well-sharp-
ened straight-edge razor. Use whatever 
you like to test on: a taut rubber band, a 
piece of paper or the hair on your arm. 
Any of these will work. Your broadhead 
should slice either of these as cleanly, 
as smoothly and with no more e� ort 
than does that true razor’s edge.

Do you have any preference on the 
kind of steel used in a broadhead?

For years I preferred carbon steel 
broadheads, simply because there 
were no broadheads made of qual-
ity stainless steel. Today there are a 
few broadheads made from very high 
quality stainless steel, though I still 
� nd many stainless steel blades that 
are lacking. It’s the quality of the steel 

that’s important, be it carbon steel or 
stainless.

Have you identi� ed an ideal 
Rockwell hardness for stainless and/
or carbon steel?

� e minimum hardness I want is 
Rockwell 52 but the ideal hardness is 
the hardest steel that is not so brittle 
that it readily breaks. � e harder the 
steel, the more di�  cult it is to sharpen 
but the sharper it can be made and 
the longer it retains its sharpness dur-
ing penetration. Ideally, your broad-
head should be as sharp after penetrat-
ing the tissues as it was upon impact. 
Otherwise, you have no idea at what 
point in the penetration the broad-
head’s maximum cutting e�  ciency was 
lost. 

Isn’t there a � ne line between a 
broadhead that can bend or twist and 
one that would break before it bends?

Absolutely. Our “ideal” broadhead 
should never bend or break on any 
tissues. � is, however, is a near impos-
sible “ideal” to attain 100 percent of the 
time. I want a broadhead that never 
bends on tissues. If something must 
give, I want the broadhead to break, 
not bend. Either will cause a loss of 
penetration but testing shows that the 
“likely outcome” for a broken broad-
head will be less loss of penetration 
than when a broadhead bends.

What is the best shape for the tip of 
a broadhead?

� at was tested extensively. � e 

Tests have shown that the best ferrule design is a 
straight taper that fades smoothly into the blade.
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strongest tip design is what I labeled a 
“Tanto tip.” I came up with that name 
because the tip pro� le reminded me of 
what it would look like if you put two 
Tanto knives back to back. If you think 
of that, you will have a good idea of 
what a Tanto tip looks like. 

(Note: Dr. Ashby also reports that 
the Tanto style tip was the least likely 
of all tip shapes to glance o�  an animal 
and that the needle point tip was the 
least desirable.  � e needle point did 
often skip/glance if the shot was at an 
angle and it was the most likely to curl 
when encountering something hard 
like a rib.  Once the tip curled, penetra-
tion was greatly reduced.)

We have gone into some detail 
of speci� c design elements and char-
acteristics that are necessary to con-
sider a broadhead as a top choice for 
harvesting big game under all con-
ditions.  I’d like you to recap for us 
with an overall description of what a 
bowhunter should look for in a broad-
head. Imagine that we’re all sitting 
around the camp� re after a long, grat-
ifying day of hunting.  One of the bow-
hunters looks at you and says, “Dr. 
Ashby, describe the perfect broadhead 
for big game hunting.”  

Well, it’s going to be a relatively 
long, narrow, rigid, single-blade broad-
head, with a straight-taper blade hav-
ing a Mechanical Advantage of at least 
2.6. It’s going to have quality steel, 
hardened to at least Rockwell 52. � ere 
will be good blade thickness. � e fer-
rule must be a straight taper that fades 
smoothly into the blade: no “lumps, 
bumps or bulges.” It will be solid: no 
vents or cut-outs. � e ferrule diameter 
will be at least 5 percent larger than the 
diameter of my shaft. It will have a sin-
gle-bevel edge design, with the bevel 
at 25 degrees. It will have a Tanto tip. It 
will be a heavy broadhead so that I can 
get really high arrow Weight Forward 
of Center. � en that sucker is going to 
be honed smooth and sharp enough 
for surgery. I’ll happily hunt with any 
broadhead that’s like that.

Dr. Ashby, thanks so much for 
sharing what you’ve learned about 
broadheads after all these years of 
testing. � anks, too, for sharing all 
of your reports freely with the entire 

bowhunting community through the 
years. What will you be testing next?

Well, I’m afraid my years of testing 
are at an end. � e spinal injury I suf-
fered in a fall in New Zealand in 2008 
had severe consequences and, despite 
extensive surgeries, it doesn’t look like 
it’s going to be getting any better. No 
complaints, though. I’ve had the chance 
to go places and do things that few, if 
any, will ever get to do again. However, 
I do hope that someone, sometime, 
will carry on the testing. � ere are still 
questions needing answers: things I’d 
love to know and, more importantly, 
things bow-
hunters deserve 
to know.

I am truly 
sorry to hear 
that. We’d bet-
ter spread the 
word then that 
it’s time for oth-
ers to continue 
the research 
you started.  
� anks to you, 
b o w h u n t e r s  
around the 
world have 
been getting 
much better 
p e r f o r m a n c e  
and penetra-
tion from their 
arrows and 
b r o a d h e a d s .   
Many have 
reported har-
vesting animals 
cleanly when 
before, in some 
cases, they 
wouldn’t have 

About The Author
Todd Smith’s Traditional Focus column in ArrowTrade is being spon-
sored in part by Alaska Bowhunting Supply.
Todd Smith has been a traditional bowhunter for over 40 years. 

After learning the art of handcrafting wood arrows in Alaska from 
his mentor John Dodge, he built arrows professionally for several 
years. In 2008, after a 19 year stint with 3Rivers Archery, he made 
the decision to help other businesses grow and currently o� ers 
marketing services through his website, ToddSmithCo.com. 

taken the game animal at all. 
Dr. Ashby, you have been an inspi-

ration; thank you so very much for 
all the sel� ess work, time, e� ort and 
personal funds you have put into your 
research.  

Most of all, thank you for sharing 
your � ndings openly with the world.  It 
has been a pleasure working with you,  
sir.  I appreciate you taking the time 
to answer these questions. I appreci-
ate  your research and your friendship 
very much. Good hunting.
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common cause of right and left misses.”
“I knew there had to be a bet-

ter option and in 1994, after much 
experimentation, I developed the Hind 
Sight,” Priebe continued. “� e Hind 
Sight is a rear sight located on the bow’s 
riser that works in conjunction with the 
archer’s conventional bow sight, pro-
viding both a front and rear sight simi-
lar to that on a ri� e. Lining up the front 
and rear ‘Hind’ sight with the target 
provides a positive alignment, which 
is much more accurate than a string 
peep/bow sight combination. It o� ers 
increased visibility because it does not 
restrict the amount of light reaching 
the eye of the shooter, as is the case 
with a string peep. � is alone makes it 
much better suited for normal low light 
hunting conditions. However, more 
important is the fact that because the 
bow sight and the 
rear (Hind) sight are 
both mounted on 
the bow riser and 

are on opposite sides of the bow grip 
(the pivot point of the bow in the verti-
cal plane), any bow or string torque will 
cause the front and rear sights to auto-
matically misalign. � is misalignment 
is a visible indication to the archer 
that the bow is torqued and a miss is 
imminent, allowing the archer to make 
the required corrections before releas-
ing the arrow, resulting in dramatically 
increased accuracy.”

At � rst glance and without an 
adequate explanation, many archers 
have a di�  cult time understanding the 
advantages of a rear sight system as 
opposed to a string peep. For simpli� -
cation, let’s compare our conventional 
bow sighting system with a ri� e sight-
ing system. On a ri� e, both the front 
and rear sights are mounted on the 
barrel of the weapon, which physically 
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“Hindsight is 20/20”? It means 
being able to see your past deci-

sions clearly and accurately. However, 
it also seems a perfect name for the 
Hind Sight, a peep sight eliminator 
invented and manufactured by Don 
Priebe.

“I was a lifelong bowhunter and 
archer and like most archers, I was 
constantly seeking ways to improve 
my shooting and accuracy,” Priebe 
said. “Following accepted practices, I 
installed a small diameter peep in my 
bowstring. It worked reasonably well 
in good light but in poor light, which 
is common under hunting conditions, 
I often had di�  culty seeing the target. 
Also, because a peep sight is located in 
the string and close to the shooter’s eye 
when at full draw, any error in align-
ment between the peep and the sight 
pin was di�  cult to detect, resulting 
in induced errors and larger groups. 
But the biggest problem I found with 
a string peep/bow sight combination 
was that it does nothing for the detec-
tion of bow torque, which is the most 

This is the shooter’s view when using the Hind Sight. The Hind 
Sight lines up within the � uorescent circle on the front sight and 
the sight pin is centered within the open “X” on the rear Hind 
Sight for positive alignment.

The Eclipse from Hind Sight is a complete sighting system consist-
ing of both a fully adjustable front sight and an adjustable rear 
Hind Sight.

By John KasunBy John Kasun
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locks them in the same plane. By lin-
ing up the front and rear sight with the 
target, the ri� e is in line to deliver the 
bullet to the center of the target on a 
predetermined trajectory. If we assume 
perfect wind and light conditions, the 
only thing that can a� ect the bullets’ 
point of impact is the shooter’s ability 
to hold steady, squeeze the trigger and 
follow through. � is perfect alignment 
with the target is only possible because 
BOTH the front and rear sights are 
locked together on the same plane.

If we were to attempt to shoot with 
only the front sight aligned with the 
target, it might appear that we were “on 
target” but the barrel would actually be 
pointing in the direction as determined 
by the alignment of the front and rear 
sights. By only aligning one sight with 
the target, a miss is guaranteed with 
the distance of the miss determined by 
the amount of misalignment between 
the front and rear sights. One advan-
tage when shooting a ri� e is that you 
can easily see the misalignment of the 
sights BEFORE you pull the trigger.

If you see that the sights are mis-
aligned, you know you are going to 
miss and you will be able to make the 
proper correction.

Let’s compare that example to a 
bow, assuming you are using a bow 
sight and string peep. You might think 
of these as a front sight and a rear sight 
system but the di� erence is that they 
are NOT locked in the same plane. � e 
bow sight is mounted on the bow’s 
riser and the string peep is installed 
in the bowstring but the connection 
between the two is � exible and can be 
easily in� uenced by torquing the riser 

or the bow string, all while still aligning 
the string peep and front sight with the 
target. If the arrow is � red once torque 
is induced, the arrow will miss to the 
right or left depending upon the direc-
tion of the applied torque.

Now let’s see the di� erence when 
using a rear (Hind) sight. Both the bow 
sight and the Hind Sight are mounted 
to the bow’s riser, which � xes them in 
the same plane. When the rear (Hind) 
sight is aligned with the front sight 
and the target, the arrow should follow 
a predetermined trajectory directly to 
the center of the target, in� uenced only 
by the shooter’s ability to hold steady, 
get a clean release and properly follow 
through. Now assume that while the 
sights are aligned on the target, the 
archer torques the bow. Because the 
front and rear (Hind) sights are mount-
ed in the same plane, like a ri� e, the 
sights immediately misalign, indicating 
to the shooter that something is wrong 
and a miss will result if the arrow is 
released. � e addition of a rear or Hind 
sight not only provides accurate align-
ment but it also detects torque, elimi-
nating bad shots before they occur.

� e Hind Sight works equally well 
with single pin or multiple pin sights. 
With a single pin sight, the Hind Sight 
is simply adjusted to center the pin in 
the crosshairs. When used in conjunc-
tion with a sight with multiple pins, the 
Hind Sight is adjusted to center any 
one pin in the crosshairs. � e pin is 
normally selected according to comfort 
and personal preference but often is 
the top or closest pin. � e selected pin 
will ALWAYS be centered in the cross-
hairs for proper alignment regardless 

of which other pin is selected to shoot 
the desired distance. For clari� cation, 
let’s assume that you have three pins 
on your sight, set at 20, 30 and 40 
yards. Normally the top pin or 20 yard-
er would be centered in the crosshairs 
during set-up. Let’s now assume a 40 
yard shot presented itself. Center the 
20 yard pin in the crosshairs and raise 
the bow to place the 40 yard pin on the 
target. � e 20 yard pin centered in the 
crosshairs ensures the alignment and 
anchor while the 40 yard pin provides 
the proper elevation. Because all of the 
pins are physically close together and 
in one easy-to-see � eld of view, this 
procedure is easy and quickly becomes 
automatic.

In the event that a sight that has 
� ve pins or more would be selected, 
it is suggested that a middle pin be 
selected on which to center the cross-
hairs, as this seems to work out more 
naturally. Using the same pin to center 
the crosshairs for each shot ensures 
keeping the same hold, same anchor 
and same form for every shot.

There have been numerous 
attempts made over the years to devel-
op a rear sighting system for archers 
and I remember shooting just such 
an early sight system over 40 years 
ago. While most of them worked well 
and were extremely accurate, the major 
drawbacks they all had in common 
were the di�  culty in setting up the sys-
tem and the fact that few people actu-
ally understood the principles behind 
the system that made it so accurate.

Priebe brought the Hind Sight to 
the market in 1997 thinking it would be 
an instant success but found that the 

These side by side views show a Hind Sight system properly lined up as well as the view when the riser or string is torqued. The front 
and rear sights are immediately misaligned, alerting the shooter to a problem and potential miss. This warning allows the archer to 
make the necessary corrections prior to release and this feature makes the Hind Sight incredibly accurate.
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decades-old misunderstandings still 
existed. Not one to be discouraged, 
Priebe fought to gain a foothold for his 
product.

As the Hind Sight continues to gain 
market share, Priebe has had some 
interesting comments. “One customer 
complained that since he has been 
using the Hind Sight, he is shooting 
groups so tight he is damaging his 
arrows,” Priebe laughed. “� at’s true, 
but if you are going to have a problem, 
that is a good problem to have. � e 
Hind Sight is extremely accurate and 
anyone that is willing to work with it 
will � nd their groups improving dra-
matically. However, to be completely 
honest, we also hear, ‘� e Hind Sight 
is more di�  cult to sight in than a con-
ventional bow sight.’ I am sorry to say 
that this is also true, the reason being 

there is absolutely no forgiveness 
in our sighting systems. � e level of 
accuracy is so high that it takes some 
time and e� ort to adjust your sights to 
reach the ultimate point of excellence. 
However, the reward for your e� orts is 
tighter groups and greater accuracy at 
all ranges and after all, isn’t that what 
we are all trying to achieve? I could 
never understand why someone would 
spend $800 to $1200 on archery equip-
ment and then settle for a less than 
accurate sighting system.”

As a � nal comparison between a 
string peep and a Hind Sight, see the 
following:

STRING PEEP
 Restricts light, often making the  

  target hard to see in low light
 Does not provide positive 
  alignment
 Does not detect torque

HIND SIGHT
 Does not interfere with light  

  transmission, assuring clear  
  view of the target under

 all lighting conditions
 Provides positive alignment
 Provides detection of string and  

  bow torque prior to the shot
 Has potential to improve 
 accuracy at all ranges

Not all archery equipment is suited 
for every archer but the Hind Sight is 

well suited for the customers who are 
striving to reach a new level of accu-
racy and success on the range and in 
the � eld. For the dealer who is will-
ing to take the time to understand the 
Hind Sight system and explain it to the 
customers, additional pro� ts are guar-
anteed. Once established, the Hind 
Sight tends to sell itself as word spreads 
about its increased accuracy.

Because it is possible to purchase 
just the rear (Hind) sight and mount 
it in conjunction with an existing bow 
sight, the cost of the system is very 
economical. Hind Sight o� ers a variety 
of models to suit individual taste and 
needs as well as complete front and 
rear sight models. Priebe’s Hind Sight 
is easy to mount, set up and use and is 
compatible with today’s wide range of 
bow sights and bow risers. Priebe has 
also done an excellent job of explaining 
the principles and logic of the system, 
its advantages and how to set it up 
properly on his informative web site at 
www.hindsightco.com. For more infor-
mation call (734) 878-2842.

About the Author: In addition 
to his duties with ArrowTrade, John 
Kasun is an outdoor seminar speaker 
and a business consultant with experi-
ence in corporations large and small. 
He can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane, 
Duncansville, PA 16635. His number is 
(814) 695-5784 and the email address is 
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

When shooting sights with multiple pins, 
the Hind Sight is always set up with the 
crosshairs centered on one pin and that 
pin is centered each time. For example, in 
the photo shown the middle pin on this � ve 
pin sight is centered in the crosshairs every 
time regardless of distance being shot. 
Center the sight pin and then simply select 
the pin representing the distance to be shot 
and place it on the target.

The reticles on the Hind Sight are � uores-
cent and when used in conjunction with a 
� ber optic or lighted front sight allow the 
sight to be seen in almost total darkness, 
as is shown here.
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books showed very little labor charges,” 
Puruczky explained. “He asked me to 
explain the logic behind  working for 
nothing. I got to thinking about all of 
the services I provided over the years 
for which I charged nothing. In today’s 
business, people are buying prod-
ucts from big box stores and from the 
internet but the one thing they can’t 
buy over the phone with a credit card 
is service, so why should a dealer be 
expected to provide the required ser-
vice for free? I paid over $800 for my 
last bow press so I could provide better 
service for my customers. How long do 
you think it will take me to pay for that 

press if I don’t 
charge when I use 
it? Service is the 
one area that the 
dealer can often 
use to boost the  
bottom line but 
in order to do it 

right, you also have to do it e�  ciently.”
Service is a function of labor and at 

� rst glance, it might seem like labor is 
simply a product of time multiplied by 
the labor cost per hour. However, there 
is another very important element 
involved in labor cost that Puruczky 
identi� ed and that is e�  ciency or pro-
ductivity per dollar spent. � is is true 
not only for your employees but for 
yourself as the owner as well.

However, simply demanding more 
work or even working harder is not the 
complete answer. It is quite possible to 
work very hard and actually get little 
accomplished. To get the maximum 
return on your labor dollar, you must 
learn to work e�  ciently and to set up 
your service area e�  ciently. Nowhere 
in your operation, be it large or small, 
is an e�  cient operation more criti-
cal than in your service area. An e�  -
ciently set-up service area can result 
in reduced service time, improved 
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a customer, I informed him 
there would be a $5 charge 

for the installation,” Bill Puruczky, 
owner of � e Archery Zone located 
in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, said. “I 
thought you would do that for noth-
ing,” the surprised customer respond-
ed. Standing with his head cocked to 
one side as a silly grin spread across 
his face, Puruczky replied, “If I can 
do nothing and get paid nothing, why 
would I want to do something and get 
paid nothing? Wouldn’t it be easier to 
just do nothing? If I am going to not get 
paid to properly install your string loop, 
why should I do it?”

“In a visit with my accountant 
last year, he inquired as to why my 

Dillon Durtschi of Wilde Arrow Archery is shown here utilizing 
an arrow cut-o�  saw. Note the vacuum collector that keeps the 
dirt down and protects the employee from abrasive dust.

Dillon Durtschi works at the � etching table for Wilde Arrow 
Archery, located in Centerville, Utah. Fletching tables normally 
can be easily tucked away in a small corner along with all of the 
required materials. Fletching areas should be kept separate from 
bow maintenance areas, even if they are in the same room, as their 
functions and requirements are completely di� erent. 

By John KasunBy John Kasun
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customer service, decreased frustra-
tion and yes, a greater return on your 
labor cost, resulting in a greater pro� t. 
So if you can do all of that by simply 
improving the e�  ciency of your ser-
vice area, does it not make sense to do 
so? You can’t a� ord it, you say? Many 
improvements can be made at little or 
no cost and many others are ones you 
just can’t a� ord not to do. 

In all of the shops I have visited 
over the past 12 years, I never saw two 
service areas set up exactly the same, 
so there is no one right way. However, 
all of the e�  cient service areas I vis-
ited did have some things in common. 
Following, I have listed observations 
from my visits combined with personal 
experience drawn from running my 
own service department for your con-
sideration as you seek ways to improve 
your operation.   

Work Stations
While all archery shops perform 

much of the same service work, the 
physical areas in which to perform 
it vary greatly from shop to shop. Of 
course, the more room you have the 
better, to a point. Work areas and tools 

should be kept neat, clean, well orga-
nized and located where needed to 
perform the required work in a timely 
fashion without confusion. Basically, 
service work falls into two distinct cat-
egories. One is building arrows, includ-
ing the � etching and arrow cutting. � e 
second is bow (and crossbow) service. 
Regardless of the space available, it 
is best to separate the two. Nothing is 
more frustrating than needing to work 
on a bow but having to move the � etch-
ing jigs � rst.  

Fletching and Arrow Cuto�   
Fletching and arrow cutting require 

a special inventory of materials and 
tools that can normally be located in a 
relatively small area. � e use of clearly 
marked parts bins keeps inserts, nocks 
and vanes separated by size yet with-
in easy reach. Overhead racks or cut 
o�  pieces of plastic pipe can provide 
excellent shaft storage, which keeps 
the shaft inventory out of the way while 
allowing for easy access. � is system 
also allows the inventory to be checked 
at a glance to determine which shaft 
sizes need to be replenished. Cut-o�  
saws with a vacuum collection system 
are a must as they not only help keep 
the area clean but they also create a 

safer working atmosphere for both you 
and your employees. If you’re using 
any of the shrink-tube � etching sys-
tems, you’ll need a way to heat water. 
NAP has a nifty induction style hot 
plate that is safer to work around than 
a traditional hot plate.   

Bow Service Area
Most shops have one bow service 

area that contains multiple work sta-
tions within that service area, which 
greatly increases the e�  ciency of the 
operation. Multiple bow presses are 
now the norm and for a very good 
reason. Shops with multiple employ-
ees obliviously need multiple presses 
but even one man shops bene� t as 
well. Bill Puruczky from the Archery 
Zone runs a one man operation, yet 
he has four bow presses. “I sell and 
service a lot of crossbows, so one press 
is set for compound crossbows and the 
other for recurve crossbows,” explained 
Puruczky. “� at leaves me two presses 
for my normal compound work and 
that is a bare minimum. Any time I 
have to take something out of a press 

This storage area within the � etching 
work area at Wilde Arrow Archery has a 
space for � nished arrows as well as addi-
tional shaft storage to the right. Note the 
� nished arrows all have work sheets indi-
cating the customer and the speci� cations 
for the � etching.

Having a paper tuner in the service area 
makes it easy to check a � nished bow 
without making a trip to the range. Not all 
service areas are large enough to accom-
modate that feature and safety must be 
taken into consideration.

This bow awaiting service has a formal 
work order attached with the customer’s 
contact information as well as the list of 
the work to be performed. This allows any 
employee to step into the service area and 
service a bow with complete knowledge of 
what is to be done. It is also helpful to log 
bows in and out of the service area so noth-
ing “falls through the cracks” and remains 
undone.
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that isn’t � nished to put something else 
in that needs work, I am wasting time 
and time is money.’” 

Many bow presses now come with 
scales or markings for easy reference. 
Take the time to note the settings for 
your most popular bow models and 
post them in the area of the press. � is 
quick reference guide helps reduce 

set-up time, especially in the hectic 
rush season. If your press does not 
have scales, it might be a good idea to 
install some or place reference marks 
on the press itself to be used as a guide.

Each work station should have a 
complete set of required tools; the bow 
square, Allen wrenches, string serv-
er, etc. should remain at their station. 

Searching for a tool in the middle of 
a job is a waste of time, adding cost 
and frustration. � e cost of an extra 
set of tools will be quickly realized in 
time saved, which in turn is a more 
e�  cient use of your labor dollar. Make 
it part of your regular work routine to 
periodically, throughout the day and 
prior to closing the shop, straighten 
up each work station, making sure all 
required tools are in their proper place 
and ready for the next job. 

A bow scale and a paper tuner are 
normally used in every bow service, 
so they should be located nearby. � e 
bow scale is easy enough to locate but 
many dealers place the paper tuner in 
the range area. If space permits, try to 
put it in the corner of the service area 
to save the trip to the range, keeping 
safety in mind of course. It will save 
time and allow for easy access to the 
tools required to make any necessary 
adjustment. 

A bow press is a valuable and nec-
essary tool but you should never use a 
bow press if a vise will do. � ere are a 
number of good bow vises on the mar-
ket that hold the bow securely while 
allowing it to be placed in any position 
or angle for the mounting of acces-
sories or any adjustments that require 
both hands to be free. Having a vise 
or two in the service area is not only 
handy but helps keep the bow presses 
free for other work.    

Work Flow
Bow work falls into several catego-

ries: new bow set up, warranty work 
and general maintenance or repair. It 
doesn’t take long for a number of bows 
to quickly pile up, especially prior to the 
hunting season. Some may be await-
ing parts while others are ready to be 
picked up as soon as they are � nished. 
No bow should be hung in the service 
area without a work order attached. 
� e work order can be a formal docu-
ment, a copy of the sales slip or a form 
you have drawn up to suit your needs. 
Whatever the format, it should contain 
the customer’s name and contact infor-
mation, work to be performed and date 
required or promised. 

One dealer I visited in Ohio had 
a unique system for tracking the work 
in the service area. He posted a lined 
magnetic “white board” next to the 

Cody Jones, left and Jeremiah Plyer of Wilde Arrow Archery in Centerville, Utah are shown 
here at work in this compact but well laid out and equipped service area. Note there are 
two work stations in the service area, both complete with tools and hardware. Vises are 
located on the table between the bow presses and each technician can work indepen-
dent of the other. Note also the bows hanging on the walls behind the technicians. All are 
grouped according to current status: awaiting parts, ready for set-up, awaiting repair or 
completed. The attached work orders also indicate what is to be done and any speci� ca-
tions or special needs of the customer.  

Whatever you’re looking for in a bowstring material, BCY has a product tailored to 
your needs. See our web site for our full range of bowstring and serving materials, 
or contact us for a catalog: www.bcyfibers.com
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door of the service area and had each 
bow hook in the service area num-
bered. When a bow was brought into 
the service area, the customer’s name 
and phone number were written on 
the board along with the number of the 
hook on which the bow was placed. If 
the service required parts that had to be 
ordered, a red marker was placed next 
to the number of the bow hook listed 
on the “white board.” A blue marker 
indicated a high priority job and when 
any bow was completed, the customer 
was called, notifying him accordingly 
and a green marker was placed next 
to his name. In the event a customer 
called to check on his bow or when he 
stopped to pick it up, any employee 
could check the chart to determine the 
status of the bow as well as its location 
at a glance. It also allowed the manager 
to be aware of his service status at a 
glance. Once a bow was delivered, the 
customer’s name was erased and the 
process started all over again. 

Time spent searching through a 
rack of bows to � nd a particular bow or 
to check on its status is a waste of time. 
It is also time during which nothing 

productive gets done. � ere are many 
possible combinations of the system, 
some complicated and some simple. In 
any case, a well thought out system that 
works best for you will save time and 
confusion in your service area, espe-
cially during your busiest time.  

Tools
� ere are numerous manufactur-

ers and distributors that o� er a wide 
variety of archery related tools includ-
ing levels, wrenches, bow squares, 
string peep string separators, laser tun-
ers, paper tuning stands, vises, arrow 
squaring tools, automatic string serv-
ers, nock pliers and string loop pli-
ers plus much, much more. While you 
don’t need everything that is available, 
you do need anything that makes the 
job go quicker and increases your e�  -
ciency.     

When the pro shop (right) in Lapeer, 
Michigan reopened under new manage-
ment in mid-2011, it did so with a policy of 
charging for many of the services custom-
ers had been getting for free. At left, this 
classy sign posted by the entrance to the 
service area was an aid to getting custom-
ers used to reasonable fees at Hunters Den. 
Above, these strings and cables from First 
String are part of the inventory of service 
items in the work area.
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Organization
� ink of your service area like an 

operating room. For a doctor to do 
an operation, he not only needs a lot 
of di� erent equipment but to do the 
job quickly and e�  ciently, the nurse 
needs to know where the equipment 
is located. 

Chances are you don’t have a nurse 
to assist you, so you must keep your 
service area clean, neat and well orga-
nized. Return tools to the proper place 
when � nished. If you are running low 
on parts, snap rings or miscellaneous 
hardware, replenish your supply. Not 
having the correct tool or hardware 
when you need it will delay the job, 
waste time, cause frustration and lead 
to mistakes. � is combination not only 
costs you money; it also denigrates the 
quality of your customer service. 

Pricing
Bill Puruczky’s opening comments 

dealt with the often unrealized pro� t in 
service charges. “I had to reeducate my 
customers,” Puruczky said. “Because 

I had been providing many services 
for free or at a low cost, some people 
questioned the new service charges. 
At � rst I had a humorous comment 
for everyone, such as, ‘I’m trying to 
keep the lights on’ or ‘I want to take 
my girlfriend to dinner.’  I remember 
one customer who had squeaky cams. 
I checked his bow over, made a few 
adjustments and oiled his axles. When 
I charged him $10, he said, ‘Isn’t that a 
lot to charge for a few drops of oil?’  I 
replied, ‘It was only 20 cents for the oil; 
the rest was for knowing where to put 
it.’  I say anything to make them smile. 
I posted my service rates in several 
areas in the shop so people got used 
to seeing them and in a short time, no 
one questioned service charges and 
I noticed a dramatic increase in the 
amount of dollars that accumulated 
under the ‘wage’ key on my cash reg-
ister. If a dealer treats his time like it 
is worth nothing, the customer will 
assume it is worth nothing.”

When Publisher Tim Dehn interviewed 
Steve Hamilton at the pro shop he operates 
in Walla Walla, Washington, he watched 
Hamilton work at neatly organized stations 
for building arrows and servicing bows. 
Hamilton had also made a couple Allen 
wrench handles for adjusting bow limbs, 
and said the Viper D-Loop pliers above them 
often come in handy.

This feature alone will train you
to hold your bow straight for

truer arrow flight and superior
down range accuracy.

Add to that, glow in the dark
cross hairs for maximum

low light visibility.
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or call 734.878.2842
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Summary
Everyone works di� erently, so 

there is no one service area plan that 
you can tailor your service area after. 
What works best for you must be 

designed to � t your available space, 
work habits and work style. What is 
critical, however, is that you look at your 
work procedures and identify what you 
can do easier, better and more quickly. 

A good place to start is with things that 
cause you frustration. For this, I will 
use my own example. In this article, I 
used the words ‘frustrated’ and ‘orga-
nize’ several times. When I operated 
my own shop, I often was so focused on 
getting the job done that I left my work 
area a mess and often failed to put my 
tools back. � at led to frustration the 
next time I used the work station as I 
wasted time getting reorganized and 
� nding where I put my Allen wrenches 
or bow square. � at wasted time made 
my job harder and in the long run cost 
me money because I was not working 
e�  ciently. In essence, when I am not 
working e�  ciently or doing anything 
productive, am I not, as Puruczky said, 
“Doing nothing and getting paid noth-
ing”?  In order to maximize my prof-
its, I needed to focus on maximizing 
my productivity and that meant work-
ing e�  ciently by understanding what 
needed to be done and doing it in the 
most e�  cient manner possible. Do that 
and your frustration will go down and 
your pro� t per hour spent on the job 
will go up.

About the Author: In addition 
to his duties with ArrowTrade, John 
Kasun is an outdoor seminar speaker 
and a business consultant with experi-
ence in corporations large and small. 
He can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane, 
Duncansville, PA 16635. His number is 
(814) 695-5784 and the email address is 
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Tidy, e�  cient 
work areas can 
be set up in any 
archery retail 
environment; it 
just takes disci-
pline. Hamilton 
serves his custom-
ers from a vintage 
log cabin.
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Have you ever thought about hosting a shooting 
school at your shop or at your local club range? 
More and more dealers are doing so these days in 

an e� ort to improve their customers’ knowledge and gener-
ally improve their business. With more coaches available 
today than ten years ago, the shooting school is a very viable 
approach to improving your image and stimulating your 
business volume.

WHAT’S A SHOOTING SCHOOL?
A shooting school is a one-, two- or three-day time 

span set aside in your shop or club range for the purpose of 
improving the shooting form and general knowledge of your 
customers/shooters. � e number of days is � exible to � t the 
needs and schedules of your customers as well as the needs 
of your business.

Over the past 10 years, there have been at least six di� er-
ent coaches other than myself that have traveled to business 
and club locations to conduct shooting schools. I know all of 
them and they do a � ne job in a number of skill and knowl-
edge areas. � ey bring to you many years of experience in 
shooting and coaching so that your customers can learn in 
a short time what the experts learned over many years. Back 
in the eighties, I could have really used something like this 
but nothing was available then. Our sport is indeed growing.

Of course, the more days you schedule, the more con-
cepts and knowledge areas can be presented. In a two-day 
school, the coach/instructor can cover � rst and foremost the 
steps of shooting form. After all, if you can’t make the shot, 
no amount of practice or mental-game knowledge is going 
to help you.

Many coaches provide Instructor Certi� cation for either 
the National Field Archery Association or the National 
Archery Association. � ese types of schools use the curricu-
lum manuals from the NFAA and NAA as their guide. � e 
basic level certi� cation course is about eight hours long and 
involves learning how to teach beginners how to shoot.

EVALUATION: � e two- or three-day schools focus 
on shooting improvement and begin with digital picture 
evaluations of each shooter. Following that, the instructor 
should give shooters a written plan to improve their form, for 
instance, which step of form they should work on � rst, then 
second, etc. and how to make those corrections.

Following that, videotaping can be used to evaluate and 
highlight smooth transitions from step to step. An “after” 
video can give the coach a chance to speak to the shooter 
on tape, reminding him or her of the form steps that need to 
be improved and how to improve them correctly. � at way, 
the shooter can watch and listen to the video over and over. 
Keep in mind that you only remember about 30 percent of 
what you hear during a lecture setting. You remember 70 
percent of what you see demonstrated and/or “do” during a 
lesson. (� at’s why we math teachers insist on our students 
“doing” math during every class.)

PRACTICE: Another valuable part of any school is 
learning how to practice. It’s not enough to know what form 
step to work on. You must know how to practice in order to 
make the improvements. � ere are a number of techniques 

The Sport Shak fronts US Route 169 in the great little town of 
Winnebago, Minnesota. It’s easy to � nd and has plenty of shoot-
ing lanes inside, along with an equipment repair area and show-
room. I’m very familiar with US Rt 169 because I bowhunt within 
sight of it in southeast Kansas.

A shooting school provides lots of shooting time where archers 
practice at close range, consciously focusing on correcting and/or 
improving a single form element. The instructor should be nearby 
so he/she can give appropriate instruction, ensuring that each 
and every shot is executed correctly. 

Sport Shak owners Mark and Melinda Franklin are understand-
ably proud of their archery business. They have a very loyal group 
of local archers who depend on them for sales, repairs and a 
great shooting space. Hosting their � rst shooting school was an 
important step to building the Sport Shak’s reputation as an area 
leader in archery.

By Larry WiseBy Larry Wise
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besides “blank bale” shooting to use in practice in order to 
make the corrections permanent.

TUNING: I � nd that many of my shooting-school stu-
dents need some adjustment to their bows. Mostly it’s an 
adjustment to their draw length but others need peeps, rests 
and release aids adjusted, to mention a few.

RELEASE DYSFUNCTION: Some of your customers 
have that dreadful thing called “target panic” and need to 
know how to get rid of it. I prefer to do this one-on-one but 
some class time can be spent discussing the adaptations 
needed to overcome any problem. After that, it’s up to the 
individual to make the sacri� ce needed and do the practice 
required. � is is how we keep people in archery and enjoy-
ing it more.

SHOOTING PRACTICE: An actual practice session 
needs to be part of any school. Instructors want to see their 
students begin their form corrections and assist them in 
making the transition from old to new. In fact, mixing prac-
tice sessions with classroom presentations is what I � nd 
works best. Most shooters � nd that working on a new part 
of form is very tiring and short shooting sessions give them 
time to rest and, thereby, make the most of their shooting 
time.

MENTAL GAME: If time allows, many coaches will work 
with the concepts of the mental game. Although most of 
the shooters I encounter in school want this � rst, they tell 
me that their mental game is their “big” weakness. In most 
cases, though, I � nd that they have one or more form weak-
nesses and those must be remediated � rst before the mental 
game can help their scores. I might add that they realize that 
once the form steps are presented to them. 

DETAILS: � roughout the school sessions, a host of 
small bits of information can be presented. � ese come up 
in the numerous questions that arise as the instructor covers 
the major topics of the school - concepts like nocking point, 
loop design, string materials, � etching, draw length, limb 
and bow design and many more. Most instructors are careful 
to not get into story-telling sessions, which can take you far 
away from the task at hand.

WHAT YOU’ll PROVIDE
FACILITY: � e minimum space needed is four 10 yard 

shooting lanes. More is better and I’m sure that most of you 
have 20 yard lanes but if you don’t, it’s � ne. After all, your 
students don’t need practice walking; they need practice 
shooting and you can do that in a closet if that’s all you have. 
I like to have two or three students shooting at a time, that’s 
good enough. � e others can rest, watch, work on equip-
ment or make notes on their shooting form steps when they 
are not shooting. 

� is shooting space can be inside or out. If it were 
outside, then some shade would be nice so you could get a 
break from the sun or work on your equipment with ease. 

You also need a space with tables so everyone can sit 
down for discussions and presentations. � is should be an 
out-of-the-way spot so those coming into your shop don’t 
interrupt. Some hosts close their shop but that’s not always 
good for business, is it?

WHO WOULD BE INTERESTED?: Most � rst-time hosts 
look to their “core” shooting group for the � rst school. � ose 
are the guys and gals that are most interested in shooting 
and will see the bene� ts of participating in a school. You 
want to get those who will come back to your shop and pass 
that newfound knowledge to the others who don’t attend.

If you are hosting a second or third school, then of 
course you will hope to expand your core group. You’ll 
look to the newer shooters for this school and subsequent 
schools.

HOW MUCH SHOULD I CHARGE?: What you charge 
depends on how much the coach/instructor expects to be 
paid per attendee. � e fee rate varies with coaches and you’ll 
have to work that out with them. You will most likely want 
about $20 - $25 per attendee to cover shop related expenses, 
so add that onto the coach’s fee when you collect prepay-
ments. � at’s right, you have to get full or partial payments 
up front in case you have a guaranteed minimum for the 
coach.

You will most likely provide drinks and snacks. Lunch 
will take too much of your time, so order out unless there 
is a restaurant nearby. You are also giving your time to help 
organize and run the school and that’s time away from your 
normal business. After the � rst school, that’s not so bad 
because you won’t be attending all of the sessions and will 
have more time for business tasks.

Following the initial digital photography of each student, much 
of the next two hours of my shooting schools are devoted to 
de� ning terms like back tension and full-draw-position. Once a 
common language is established, we can begin building the steps 
of shooting form that produce proper full-draw-position and 
enhance back tension execution. With a form model established, 
we can then view each archer’s pictures and make a sensible plan 
of correction.

My hosts and 
chau� eurs for the 
weekend were Dar 
Arndt and his wife. 
Dar has some great 
hunting property 
near his house and 
loves showing o�  
the big Minnesota 
bucks he’s killed 
on it. I’ve got to do 
another shooting 
school there during 
hunting season and 
spend a few days in 
Dar’s woods.
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WHEN SHOULD YOU HOST A SCHOOL?: Obviously, 
don’t host one during hunting season. Even the coaches 
are hunting and won’t be available.  I’ve done schools in 
all months except hunting season, so those are all � ne. 
December, January and February are very good months as 
most shooters are working on form then. In the northern 
U.S., most are shooting indoors while many in the South 
are practicing form outdoors in preparation for spring 3-D 
tournaments. 

April and May also seem to be good months, as many 
are preparing for the major outdoor tournaments and are 
willing to invest some time and money into their form devel-
opment.

� e bottom line here is “what suits your shooters.” If 
you have the interest, then schedule a school. Don’t let the 
time of the year hold you back if you have the interest;  call a 
coach and set one up!  And don’t ask a committee of shoot-
ers, because they will never agree; you won’t please every-
one’s work schedule. Make a decision and go for it.

WHAT ELSE IS REQUIRED OF THE HOST?: You may 
have to help with the videotaping. You’ll need a monitor for 

viewing the tapes and/or digital still pictures taken during 
the school. You’ll also have to help make adjustments to 
bows and other accessories. Imagine having 15 shooters in 
your shop for a full day and what they might need if they’re 
learning new form. You’ll be very busy!

BENEFITS FOR THE DEALER/HOST
1) KNOWLEDGE: � e most obvious is the improved 

form and knowledge of your shooter/customer. He or she 
will be coming to your shop or club setting more often 
because he or she is shooting well. Nothing generates inter-

est like increased skill level.
2) EXCITEMENT: T h o s e 

that attend the school you host will 
want to get back together with the oth-
ers that were at the school. � ey want to 
continue to get that “positive reinforce-
ment” from the others who attended. 
� ey will also review the concepts they 
learned with each other and relearn 
some of them as well as learn a few new 
ones that they missed or misunderstood 
the day it was presented. Some shop 
owners host a follow up session so their 
shooters can get together for that very 
purpose.

3) HOST KNOWLEDGE: As host, 
you should be able to participate in the 
school. You will have to keep up with 
the shooters that attend. You will also 
have to assist them with remembering 
the important parts. Remember, those 
that attend are interested in archery 

Using the front view of an archer, we can determine if his or her 
shoulders are level, if the bones of the bow arm are in line, if the 
chin is level and if the holding elbow is at least as high as the 
arrow line. The release hand and bow hand are also visible, as is 
the stance. 

 Looking carefully from behind 
the archer’s elbow, we can quickly 
learn if the bow’s draw length is 
set correctly for him or her. To 
properly use your back muscles, 
your elbow and forearm (as seen 
from above the archer) must be 
positioned in line with and behind 
the arrow. This allows you to 
transfer the holding force from 
your arm into your back muscles 
and avoid the inconsistencies of 
holding with your arm. In this 
archer’s case, we made a small 
increase to the draw length so 
her elbow could rotate just a little 
bit more into proper full-draw-
position.
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and will be coming back to you for help. You will be seen 
as a knowledgeable resource for their shooting needs. Terry 
Wunderle always insists that the host take the course for free 
so he or she has at least the same knowledge level as the 
students taking the course.

4) CORE SHOOTER GROUP: � ose that attend will 
develop that unity I mentioned above. � e neat thing for you 
as host is that your other customers, those that didn’t attend, 
will see the group that did as the “core” of knowledge in your 
shop or club. � ey will go to those shooters and learn what is 
right. � ey will also get stimulated to shoot more and partici-
pate in the next school, should you decide to host another. 
You have to be the group leader in this and make sure that 
the core group is sharing information and not keeping it 
secret as a way of holding power over the others.

5) SHOP IMAGE: Besides you being seen as a knowl-
edgeable resource at your shop, your shop will gain the 
reputation of being the leader in your area. It will be the 
place where archery is “happening.” I can’t imagine people 
wanting to stay away from it at that point. If they want to get 
better at shooting, they will seek out those who frequent 
your shop to learn what they have learned. 

6) BUSINESS INCREASE: My friends Les and Gail 
Wynn from Right-On-Target Family Archery, Waynesville, 
NC, have hosted four schools over the past three years. After 
each one, they � nd an increase in their sales. Some of it hap-
pens the day or weekend of the school but most happens 
during the following weeks. � at’s when the attendees will 
want to try di� erent accessories or even a new bow. By three 
weeks later, others will have gotten the word and will show 
up to try a few new accessories or to learn some new tech-
nique. � at’s when you can gauge if there is enough interest 
to host another school some six or eight months later.

7) MORE ARCHERS: Consider that if your client-
archers get educated a little, they may stay in the sport lon-
ger. � ey would know how to cope with the little things that 
frustrate all of us, get through them, stay in archery for a long 
while and bring others in to join them. 

HOST DEALER PERSPECTIVE
I asked Mark Franklin, the Winnebago, Minnesota Sport 

Shak co-owner, to answer some questions that might pro-
vide guidance for other retailers.

 Why did you want to host a shooting school?
� ere were some league shooters that wanted to improve 

scores. I would try to help the best I could but I didn’t have 
all the answers. I read your books and viewed your website 
and noticed you put on shooting schools at pro shops, so 
I asked everyone if they wanted to do it and with an over-
whelming yes, I made the phone call.

A close-up picture of the 
archer’s bow hand shows 
any tension that might be 
present. It’s essential that 
the hand be completely 
relaxed so that when the 
bow string is released and 
moving forward, the bow 
hand does not impart any 
torque into the bow handle. 
I � nd that 99 percent of my 
students need to improve 
their bow hand – everyone 
has at least one common 
correction to make.

Good teaching and coaching involves lots of listening on the 
part of the coach/teacher. Archery is a “feel” sport and to know 
what the archer is feeling, I have to listen to him or her describe 
what’s going on during the shot. 

Target Archery  Field Archery 
Traditional Archery  Target Crossbow
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 How did you learn about who to contact?
I checked websites online and made my decision from there.
 Do you have any certi� ed coaches in your area?
Not that I’m aware of but it sure would be handy to have a 

few nearby or at least in the state.
What level of business did you have from the school attendees 

before the school?
Most of the shooters were pretty loyal and bought most of 

their stu�  from me. Most of the shooters enjoy target archery, 
so they would buy mostly what I was shooting; what I liked and 
used, they would buy also.

 How did that level of business change after the school?
 We sold a lot of hinge releases, especially the TRU Ball Sweet 

Spot 3 and a lot of the shooters wanted their bows balanced on 
the Pro Balancer. I took the balancer with me to a shoot and it 
was a big hit. I also spent a lot more time giving instruction to 
those that attended. � ey were always wanting me to check form 
and wanting me to help them with the form issues you had writ-
ten on their “correction plans.”

Has that connection continued over the six months since the 
school?

Yes. � ey also tell their friends and that has helped with business. Seems to make the store more credible and has gar-
nered more interest in hosting another school.

 What student comments did you hear from the school participants during and after the two days of the school?
Most of them said, “� is is a lot of fun. I think this is going to help.” Later, most were saying, “� is helped me so much” 

with my form. “It’s nice to have form presented in steps so that it is simpler.”
What student comments have you been hearing in the months since the school?
I continue to get these comments: “I’m really starting to get this back tension thing � gured out. If I can attend another 

school, I’d like a little more advanced training. My scores have really improved. I try to shoot my thumb trigger but I always 
go back to my hinge because I’m more consistent. Be sure to let me know when you host another school.”

Mark, as host and dealer, are you seeing continued student progress in the months since the school?
I believe so. Sometimes they will need a little reminder, though. I do have a few that have a little trouble with the back 

tension when they are shooting long distances or up and down hills and I 
have to remind them to set up like they are shooting 20 yards indoors but 
with a slight bend at the waist.  It’s an extra form step that they will forget 
many times.

What other comments do you have about the school?
I thought the school was a huge success. One of your students � nally 

shot his � rst 300 on the NFAA � ve spot last week. � e Sports Shak had � ve 
MSAA grand champions this year, more than any other club or pro shop in 
Minnesota and all attended your school. I look forward to hosting another 
school this winter. We may have to do more than one as I’m getting a lot of 
interest. Like I said earlier in one of your questions, everyone is seeing the 
success of the shooters at my shop and they want to emulate that success 
and they always say, “Let me know when you have another school.”

I know the following three coaches travel and o� er shooting schools.
Bernie and Jan Pellerite, 1600 Reynoldsburg New Albany Road, 

Blacklick, OH 43004 Business Phone: (614) 322-1038
Terry Wunderle, 5928N CR 3000E, Mason City, IL 62664 Business 

Phone: (217) 482-3670
Larry Wise, RR#3, Box 678, Mi�  intown, PA 17059 Business Phone: 717-

436-9168
Hosting a shooting school may seem like a daunting task but it’s worth 

the work. Everyone gains when you educate your shooters. Call the folks 
above or get to know other certi� ed coaches in your area. A good starting 
place might be using the contact list at right provided by USA Archery. 
Apart from hosting a shooting school, you may � nd a coach that can teach 
regular shooting classes on your range or who wants to o� er lessons there. 

Physically correcting an archer’s position is part of archery 
coaching. In this case, I am helping the archer feel the correct 
elbow position so she doesn’t allow her elbow to drop too low 
or over rotate. Be sure to discuss this aspect of archery coach-
ing with your students before you begin – some folks may pre-
fer not to be touched.
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Last Name First Name City  State email    Certi� cation Type
Shiell  Steve  Valdez  AK sshiell@pwscc.edu   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Bennett  Eric  Suprise  AZ ericbennett.az@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Crabtree  Rhonda  Glendale  AZ archeryladyrc@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Granville  Kari Jill  Scottsdale AZ kjarchery@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Gunn  Carmen  Phoenix  AZ ladyarchergunn@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Pian   Robert  Scottsdale AZ rpian@cox.net   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Votruba  Edward  Chandler  AZ mysticvot@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Yamaguchi Gary  Phoenix  AZ gy� y� sh@cox.net   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Yee   Steve  Phoenix  AZ syarchery@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Bennett  Jim (james) Rancho Santa Margari CA archeryjim@cox.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Bingham  Robert  Los Alamitos CA rbingo@gmail.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Bra�    Joseph  Salinas  CA boltsmyth@exite.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Broder  Mike  Camarillo CA mikieb1@verizon.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Burnham  Michael  Walnut  CA mburnham1@earthlink.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Capps  Steven K.  Huntington Beach CA skc347@yahoo.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Carpenter Richard  Simi Valley CA richardcarpent@hotmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Cerimele  Frank  Beaverton CA fcerimele@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Chan  David  San Franciso CA Dchan@goldengatejoad.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Chia   Sharon  Castro Valley CA     Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Chia   Victor  Castro Valley CA chia.archery@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Chia   Keaton  Castro Valley CA kchiarcher@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Conley  Rick  Newbury Park CA xtreme.archery@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Cyin   Barbie  Garden Grove CA coach.bmc20@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Densmore Rho  Escondido CA archeress@cox.net   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Domae  Terrance  Cerritos  CA Terry.Domae@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Donathan Aletha  Lakewood CA aletha.donathan@scc.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Downey  John  Simi Valley CA johndowney@sbcglobal.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Dragan  David  Moorpark CA daddyodragan@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Dyer   Franklin  Larkspur  CA franklinw_d@att.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Gierlich  Bob  Victorville CA mojavearcher@msn.com  Level 3 Coach

Grossman Richard  Orange  CA longbowhh@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Hauser  Jeep  Burbank  CA jhauser@usc.edu   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Hoberg  Kurt  Moorpark CA khoberg@ieee.org   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Holstein  Gary  Mission Viejo CA gholstein@dolphin-sys.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Johnson  Keith  Mission Viejo CA kjohnson007@cox.net  Level 3 Coach

Kaspert  James  Winnetka  CA misasai@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

King   Brian D  Santa Cruz CA brian@wildernessskillsinstitute.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Lieu   Dennis K.  Moraga  CA dlieu@me.berkeley.edu  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Lindsay  Stefanie  San Diego CA stefanie.lindsay@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Mahmoud Tarik  Diamond Bar CA tmahmoud05@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Mans� eld  Chadrick  R. S. M.  CA chadrickmans� eld@yahoo.com Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

McHuron  David  Concord  CA dmchuron42@hotmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

McIntosh  Jim  Simi Valley CA bitbanger@earthlink.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Mills   Tem  Fair� eld  CA temills@pacbell.net   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Moore  Robert  Citrus Heights CA moorerobt@surewest.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Morehouse Carolyn  Redlands  CA morehice@hotmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Ng   Tony T.  Novato  CA tony@cupidsgatearchery.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Nitta   Stephen Kent Fountain Valley CA snitta@socal.rr.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Paguia  Reynaldo  Van Nuys  CA renepaguia@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Parchaso  Francis  San Francisco CA parchaso@usgs.gov   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Powers  Nathaniel  Burbank  CA Powersbros@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Redding  Micque  Fremont  CA micque@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Richter  Brent  Simi Valley CA richter.brent@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Saunders  Oliver  Los Angeles CA bowcoach@ca.rr.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Schneider Israel  San Diego CA cis2@san.rr.com   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Schroeder-Kaspert Tori  Winnetka  CA t4alba@aol.com   Level 3 Coach

Shaw  Jerry  Redondo Beach CA scsjfs@gmail.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Sullivan  John  San Francisco CA John@dwanta.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)
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� ornberry Dave  Quartz Hill CA elkh8me@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Vaineharrison Joseph  Poway  CA arrowsofaith@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Walth  Courtney  Lodi  CA cwalth@seenolimits.org  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Washburn Charley  Nevada City CA cpwarcher@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

White  Katherine Northridge CA kwhite@jasdeaston.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Wolfe  Ron  Chula. Vista CA wolfe.ron@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Adjutant  Tom  Longmont CO tom@heritagearchery.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Avis   Michele  Englewood CO coachmikki@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Cha   � omas  Aurora  CO echa777@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Dew   Richard  Denver  CO richardbdew@centurylink.net Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Dorow  Chris  Highlands Ranch CO cdorow@msn.com   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Ficker  Brian  Ft. Collins CO ftcollinsyoutharchery@msn.com Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Holzer  Michael  Pine  CO denverarchery@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Perrego  Michael  Fort Collins CO mike@archerscrest.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Russell  David C.  Conifer  CO russellarchery@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Zapp  Jerry L  Denver  CO jlzapp41@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Iaconi  Teresa  Woodstock CT teresaiaconi@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Sipila  George Wm Brooklyn  CT     Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Beckner  Gregory  Gainesville FL becknerg@bellsouth.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Brownrigg James  Ocala  FL brownriggs@centurylink.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Dowling  Tom  Orlando  FL tcd@pinnacle� resprinklers.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Emme  Amy  Cape Coal FL amyemme@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Graves  Phillip  Geneva  FL philsarchery@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Hinson  Joshua W.  Gainesville FL o�  cerarcher@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Jossi   Douglas  Gainesville FL Heatblast16@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Koctur  Bobbie  North Port FL cookebm@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Olds   Angie  Melbourne FL angieolds@juno.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Stanton  � omas  Anthony  FL thomaslstanton@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Steed  Joseph  Montverde FL brzyacres@aol.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Turner  Robert  Newberry  FL coachrobertturner@gmail.com Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Watson  Diane A.  Hudson  FL dianewatson1@me.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Brown  Jesse Edward Kennesaw GA JEBKENNESAW@YAHOO.COM Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Compton  Kenny  Conyers  GA kennycompton@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Cully  Kevin  Alpharetta GA kcully@cullytechnologies.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Edgar  Holly  Cobbtown GA ecjoad@gmail.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Edgar  Timothy  Cobbtown GA minniemo@pineland.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Estrada  Rodney  Lavonia  GA restrada@windstream.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Francis  John W.  Powder Springs GA johnweaverfrancis@yahoo.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Greene  Carl  Statesboro GA carl69eg@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Grosshans Jim  Cumming  GA jordystennis@bellsouth.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Hundley  Jerry M.  Tucker  GA archery@bellsouth.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Johnson  Michael S. Alpharetta GA horseauthority@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Kekel  Todd B.  Canton  GA tbkekel@gmail.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Luman  Mark  Milton  GA lumanm@bellsouth.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Mohnkern Rick  Cumming  GA RMohnkern@BellSouth.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Murphy  Dan  Ball Ground GA dmurph26@bellsouth.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Nicholson W. S.  Madison  GA ws90763@bellsouth.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Palacio  Ignacio J.  Jesup  GA ipalacio@bop.gov   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Potter  Je�  yne  Marietta  GA learnarchery@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Pruitte  Mechelle  Harlem  GA mpruitte1@aol.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Pruitte  Jim  Harlem  GA jcpruitte1@aol.com   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Raley  Don  Augusta  GA donraley@gmail.com  Level 4 Coach

Rombalski Rockie  Mabelton  GA rockie-ga@yahoo.com                     Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Tackett  Chris  Marietta  GA ctack545@bellsouth.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Williams  Kevin  Canton  GA tkevinwilliams@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Goldsmith Ben  Earlville  IA     Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Goldsmith Tom  Earlville  IA pcasta� @plumcreekarchery.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Goldsmith Bruce  Earlville  IA pcasta� @plumcreekarchery.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Patrilla  Vance  Toddville  IA kilramc@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)
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Ruis   Steve  Chicago  IL ruis.steve@gmail.com  Level 4 Coach

Stevenson Claudia  Chicago  IL claudia@archeryfocus.com  Level 4 Coach

Walther  Kenneth  Carol Stream IL kenneth.walther@sbcglobal.net Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Wiegel  Scott  Monticello IL slwiegel@prairienet.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Bulkowski Joseph  Merrillville IN bingojoe70@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Girvin  Joseph  Kokomo  IN joeygirvin@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Scha� er  Robert P.  Wheat� eld IN xtremebobconst@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Williams  April  Kokomo  IN adw76@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Taggart  David  Wichita  KS usaarchers@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Akers  John  Simpsonville KY john.akers@ky.gov   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Aldridge  Robert  Bagdad  KY pacalotfarm@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Brummett Jonathan  London  KY jon@true� ightarchery.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Dowell  Mike  Payneville KY dowellfarm@bb.b.tel  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Louis  Randy  New Concord KY louisrandy6@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

McDonald Christopher Nancy  KY chris.mcdonald@pulaski.kyschools.us Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

McKune  Kyle  Louisville  KY kyle.mckune@je� erson.kyschools.us Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Mitchell  Warren  Frankfort  KY mitch5@fewpb.net   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Parcell  Christie  Battletown KY christie@bbtel.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Richardson Jennie  Williamsburg KY rich4641@accesshsd.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Roy   Terrill  Nancy  KY terrillwroy@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Tompkins  Clifton  Frankford KY ctompkins@fewpb.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Walter  Dennis  Prospect  KY dennis.walter48@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Herrington � omas J.  Bridgewater MA therrington@acearchers.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Lebre  E. G.  Northboro MA archer_eg@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Gilbert  David  Bethesda  MD drgilbert.spam@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Lee   “Stephen “”doc”” Severna Park MD doclee3@verizon.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Light  William Ted Cockeysville MD tedlight8@comcast.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Bryant  Richard  Brunswick ME rbryant6@myfairpoint.net  Level 3 Coach

Harris  Charlie  Millbury  ME iteme@aol.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Allen  Randall  Powers  MI allenbwest@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Arnott  Duane  East Jordan MI da-dirtfarmer@hotmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Bennett  Glen  Lansing  MI gbennett325@sbcglobal.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Billin  Todd  Wyoming  MI amatodd@sbcglobal.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Cieslinski  Lori  Howell  MI archery_mitch@hotmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Copeland  Mark  Gaylord  MI mcopeland@jayssportinggoods.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Crawford  Sandra  Owosso  MI archerygal48867@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Debrabander Michelle  Lansing  MI michld@att.net   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Deregnaucourt Je�   Rockford  MI je� d@burrcompany.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Elam  Ron  Livonia  MI relam@emich.edu   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Emmons  Mary  Lansing  MI MEMMONS@usarchery.org  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

George  Michael  Galesburg MI arch3rynut1@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Giersch  Brian  Rockford  MI bgiersch@chartermi.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Hinkle  David  Jenison  MI hinkledavid@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Jellison  Robert  Highland  MI jellisonhyoc@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Johnson  Larry  Rockford  MI johnson3374@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

McIntyre  Arnold  Rockford  MI amcintyre@mcintyrehomes.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Meyers  Glenn L.  Fremont  MI olympics84@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Ouellette  Albert  Westland  MI albertouellette@att.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Scrivener  David  Cedar Springs MI recurvarcher@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Stover  John  Brighton  MI jjstover@chartermi.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Wisser  Michael  Brighton  MI coachwisser@hotmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Cockrell  Richard A  Oakdale  MN racockrell@mac.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Huibregtse Brent  Mankato  MN bhuibregtse@hotmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Iburg  Mike  Sauk Rapids MN fouram@clearwire.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Moe   Arne  Grand Rapids MN amoe@paulbunyan.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Davis  Russell  Brookline MO russelld511@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Francka  Amy  Spring� eld MO afrancka@spring� eldmo.gov  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Fuller  Merwin  Jacksonville NC mfuller3@ec.rr.com   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Scronce  D. Timothy Monroe  NC Bowcoaches@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)
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Scronce  Sandra  Monroe  NC Bowcoaches@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Vennera  James  Rutherfordton NC jimvarchery@live.com  Level 4 Coach

Beretta  Brandon  Bedford  NH Bmberetta@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Blackwell  John  Exeter  NH johnb@regulusastro.com  Level 3 Coach

Bolduc  Michael  Concord  NH mbolduc@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Morris  Lucy A.  Concord  NH lucy@nearchery.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Choma  Alexander W Monmouth Jnctn NJ achoma@peoplepc.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Usherenko Michael  Oakland  NJ usherm@optonline.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Harvey  Jenni� er  Rio Rancho NM otwarchery@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Davis  Derek M.  New York  NY dd2148@columbia.edu  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Green  Natasha  Bronx  NY greennatasha@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Ludwig  Doug  Fairport  NY pointstothecross@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Majewski  George  Westbury  NY georgem@hsweb.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Moss  Stephen M. Bronxville NY 10040@usaarchery.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Anschutz  Erika  Hamilton  OH erika.anschutz@huskers.unl.edu Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Coombe  Jim (james) Mason  OH cincyjrolympians@aol.com  Level 3 Coach

Coombe  Liz (elizabeth) Mason  OH iansmomliz@aol.com  Level 3 Coach

Deberry  � omas  Elyria  OH tomdebe@aol.com   Level 4 Coach

Jones  Je� rey D.  Middleport OH Jdjones4@suddenlink.net  Level 3 Coach

Kochert  Richard  Moreland Hills OH Richkochert@att.net  Level 4 Coach

Bahler  Larry D.  Broken Arrow OK lbahler@cox.net   Level 3 Coach

Bahler  Denise K  Broken Arrow OK dkbahler@cox.net   Level 3 Coach

Johnson  Jane  Edmond  OK jjohnson1951@sbcglobal.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Itkin   Marianne  Portland  OR mimo456@aol.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

� omas  Michael C. Klamath Falls OR thomas541@q.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Scudner  Peter  Lancaster  PA skudrna@aol.com   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Coleman  Steven M.  Sumter  SC toxophilite@live.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Neubauer  Douglas  Spartanburg SC djneubauer@srhs.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Smith  Seaborn Dale Six Mile  SC sdalesmith@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Hewes  William  Yankton  SD bill_hewes@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Munkhuu  Luvsannorov Ulaanbaatar SD soyonstudio@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Tollefson  Eric  Yankton  SD erictgg@gmail.com   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Davis  Ty  Memphis  TN everythingarchery@yahoo.com Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Hudson  Mike  Mt. Juliet  TN hudson.mike@comcast.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Niedermeyer � omas  Franklin  TN twniedermeyer@yahoo.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Stone  Kevin James Kodak  TN kevinjstone@msn.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Upshaw  Steve  Memphis  TN BSAmarksmanship@aol.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Albers  Kevin  College Station TX kda1276@suddenlink.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Barker  Tom  Victoria  TX Tbarker@ccwip.net   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Carmichael Lindsey  Lago Vista TX utarcher@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Carmichael A. Ron  Lago Vista TX utarcherycoach@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Fontana  Anthony  Allen  TX tonyfontana@verizon.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Gomez  Lorinda Beth College Station TX lorindacohen@gmail.com  Level 3 Coach

Hollmann Michael  Alleyton  TX mhollman10@hotmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Kleinsasser Roy  Austin  TX roy.kleinsasser@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Klimitchek Darrell  Victoria  TX darrell@k4energy.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Kuhl   Rodger  Forney  TX     Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Meyer  Alex  Austin  TX alex@aajoad.com   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Overbeck  Steven  � e Woodlands TX usa@stevenoverbeck.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Sera   Max  College Station TX maxthearcher@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Singerman Michael  Austin  TX opalwb@gmail.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Smith  Elissa  Austin  TX easmith86@hotmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Spangler  Andrew  Floresville TX andrew.spangler@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Vargas  Edward  Humble  TX archery93@yahoo.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Eliason  Edwin M.  New Harmony UT edandjoaneliason@gmail.com Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Brandel III Robert  Fredericksburg VA robert.brandel.3@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Brandel Jr. Robert  Fredericksburg VA rlbrandel@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Kelley  Frank  Annandale VA fkelley@cox.net   Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Morris  Leng  Arlington  VA lengsng@hotmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)
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Rowe  Ruth  McLean  VA rerowenaa@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Ryder  Bob  Harrisonburg VA bowpro1@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Wenzel  Mary  Spotsylvania VA PlentyAcres@dishmail.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Wenzel  P. Jerry  Spotsylvania VA PlentyAcres@dishmail.net  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Werner  Keith  Leesburg  VA keith_werner@verizon.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Fleury  John  Westford  VT john@pelkeysarchery.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Pelkey  Ronald  Swanton  VT ron@pelkeysarchery.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Steenblik  Jan  Vienna  VT janwsteennlik@cox.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Burrows  John  Edmonds  WA jcbcoach@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Caufman  Steve  Puyallup  WA s.caufman@gmail.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Cook  Karin  Shoreline  WA karin_rob@msn.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Cook  Robert  Shoreline  WA robc_64@msn.com   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Owen  Brad  Shelton  WA bradowen@msn.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Roop  Doug  Monroe  WA beachcamp88@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Tillotson  Cathy  Kent  WA tillotson.family@msn.com  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Uyemura Y.  Michael  Edmonds  WA mu.aloha08@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

White  Kent  Kent  WA kjwhfsd@comcast.net  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Benade’  Nico  Pretoria   nico@nbsystems.co.za  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Carrington-James Sherra  Signal Hill  secj9495@lycos.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Colclough � omas  Waterford  tcautotrim@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Fairhall  Lynne  Metford   Nsw lynnefairhall@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Fong   Je�  Kai  Auckland   je� .kaifong@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Howells  Ray  Ferndale   raymaz@btinternet.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Irvine  Trevor  Whangaret  arrowheadarchery@xtra.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

James  Alec  Norfolk   alecjames1180@aol.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Knaack  Rainer  Bottmingen, Bl rainer.knaack@bluewin.ch  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Koini  Martin  Soerth   martin.koini@t-online.de  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Lacitis  Roberts  Koknese   roberts@lacisaskola.lv  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Loh   George  Singapore  george@faac.sg   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Lopez  Jose Luis Martinez Ogijares   Granada joseluis@arcoescuelas.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Morin  Jacques-Andre Mascouche  Qc ja_morin@videotron.ca  Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Moro  Mariano  Moron Bs.as.  marianormoro@gmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Nair Subhashchadra Andheri   Mumbai   Maharashtra   indian� eldarchery@gmail.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Oosthuizen Juan  Moreleta Park  bowshop@mweb.co.za  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Rae   Daniel  Stowmarket, Su� olk � eldarcherdan@hotmail.com  Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Rampello  Maurizio  Castel Rozzole  rampello.maurizio@trattamentitermici.it Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Saiz Luis Angel  Carcena  Benicasiw, Castello’  caracena_luis_angel@lilly.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Schneller  Rita  Scarborough, Ontario schnellerarchery@rogers.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Schneller  Rachael C. Scarborough  schnellerarchery@rogers.com Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Schneller  W. Bruce  Scarborough, Ontario schnellerarchery@rogers.com Level 4-NTS Coach (Regional)

Uusmaa  Anu  Tallinn   anu@anu.ee   Level 3-NTS Coach (Community)

Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one- and 
two-day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form. Reach 
him by email at larry@larrywise.com or call him at (717) 
436-9168. Larry has completed his new DVD, titled Core 
Archery Back Tension: De� ned and Demonstrated. � e DVD 
is available at www.larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past 
articles by Larry Wise at the twin web sites of ArrowTrade. 
Use arrowtrademag.com for high speed connections or see 
arrowtrademagazine.com for PDF downloads of articles.

Somehow, some way, when I left Winnebago, this young archer 
still had my release aid in his quiver. I don’t know how he talked me 
out of it but he did! I guess I’ll have to pardon him from his crime 
because he’s been shooting 60-X rounds at 10 yards with it since 
then and winning lots of tournaments. His challenge this next year 
is to take that good form he has and produce high scores at 20 
yards.  Good luck, Conor.
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Back then, I was a young entrepe-
neur operating a business services � rm 
for California employers. I was provid-
ing accounting, business development 
and organization services. When I was 
informed of the change in the law that 
suddenly applied to me, it was my � rst 
exposure to the requirement that every 
employer in the U.S. must develop, 
implement and document a written 
IIPP for their workplace and, among 
other legal requirements, must train 
his or her employees in safe work prac-
tices. When I looked around for help 
in understanding these laws and regu-
lations, I discovered that there really 
wasn’t anybody around to help a small 
business such as my own � gure out the 
intricacies of the rules and just how 
to come into compliance. � ere was 
nobody I could readily identify as being 
of any assistance to me, anyway.

Out of frustration, I set about 
learning on my own everything I could 
about these requirements and how one 
would go about bringing one’s work-
place into compliance. In my research 
of the countless laws and regulations 
that apply to the IIPP, I literally stum-
bled across a resource available to help 
me not only understand the laws and 
bring my two-employee o�  ce into 
compliance but that could also teach 
me how to help others come into com-
pliance. � at assistance came in the 
form of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) and 
their consultation service.

After a lengthy period of direct 
confrontation with OSHA and study-
ing their underlying regulations and 
educational material, I became pro-
� cient at understanding the compli-
ance needs of the IIPP and then I was 
able to begin o� ering my services to 
other employers in order to assist and 
guide them in creating and implement-
ing their own IIPPs – doing everything 

from the initial inspection of the work-
place to writing their IIPP to train-
ing their employees and then keeping 
them in compliance as their appointed 
safety manager - all things that you’ll 
need to learn to do yourself.

Over the years there has been little 
change to the law, except maybe to 
make some of the � nes and penalties 
more severe and to add various new 
requirements as it became apparent 
a regulation was necessary to cover a 
particular situation.

Although I am long-since retired 
from o� ering any sort of direct con-
sultation services to employers, I 
have developed a renewed interest in 
informing employers on this subject 
as I continue to discover far too many 
employers that are still not in compli-
ance with the OSHA regulations and 
that are leaving themselves vulnerable 
to signi� cant � nes for non-compliance.

In my casual conversations with 
employers, the most common reasons 
I’ve heard for not being in compliance 
are a) the employer had no knowledge 
of the OSHA rules; b) the employer 
was led to believe that compliance was 
not necessary because he or she are 
exempt based on the small number 
of employees he or she has and c) the 
employer simply allowed his or her 
IIPP to lapse by failing to keep up with 
the required training or inspections, 
etc. None of these reasons are in any 
way acceptable to an OSHA inspector, 
so I began taking a more active role 
to inform employers by writing on the 
subject of IIPP compliance. 

In my recent e� orts to reach out 
to employers, I have been able to put 
together some material designed to 
help the employer write his or her own 
IIPP, as well as writing some mate-
rial employers can use to train their 
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Greetings, ArrowTrade readers! 

In this column for the next few 
issues I’ll be writing for you 

on the subject of employee safety plan 
requirements as they pertain to you 
in the bowhunting industry. I’ll write 
not only about the Injury and Illness 
Prevention Program (IIPP) require-
ments as they apply generally to all 
employers but I will go in depth on 
requirements in an e� ort to detail to 
you just how to comply with a particu-
lar regulation that is applicable to you.

The experience and knowl-
edge I bring to this column has been 
acquired over the past 20 years – since 
the employee safety plan laws were 
changed into their current form.

By Eric MakariBy Eric Makari
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employees. And then – lucky you – I 
came up with the bright idea of writ-
ing a column such as this so I could 
o� er a steady stream of wisdom to you 
about getting and staying in compli-
ance. � en I got lucky enough to � nd 
an editor/publisher that thought that 
my insights were worthwhile enough to 
present to you.

So, you’ll be able to read this col-
umn on a regular basis where you can 
learn about workplace safety, the IIPP 
requirements, how to comply with 
those requirements, tips to make it eas-
ier on you and information you never 
knew you needed. To be clear, this is 
not a column that will dictate to you 
the safety practices you need to imple-
ment in your workplace. Far be it from 

me to pretend to know the safety issues 
present in your individual workplace 
without doing a physical inspection.

Rather, I will present – for the most 
part – e� ective methods for complying 
with the IIPP requirements applicable 
to your workplace, whether you be a 
retailer, a bowyer or a distributor. Each 
of you faces your own unique chal-
lenges, which nobody can discern from 
a distance. Yet we all face the some-
times daunting task of trying to comply 
with OSHA regulations common to all 
of us and that we all must adhere to 
regardless of the category of workplace 
we run.

OSHA regulations do not discrimi-
nate. If I need an MSDS in my o�  ce 
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setting, then you need one in your 
sporting goods store and in your man-
ufacturing operation. � e rules apply 
equally to us all and I will be able to 
assist you with that. If you have indi-
vidual issues you need answers to, then 
I will eventually run the occasional 
Q&A column if enough of you show an 
interest in my doing so.

� e whole point of this column is 
to help you to comply with OSHA regu-
lations and to help you provide to your 
employees the safe work environment 
that you naturally strive to provide. 
Helping you to accomplish this will 
also help you to avoid the harsh penal-
ties that accompany non-compliance 
with those regulations. 
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� e U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
has announced the opening of the 
Detroit River International Wildlife 
Refuge in Michigan to migratory bird 
hunting, upland game hunting and 
big game hunting for the � rst time, 
while expanding hunting activities 
at 16 national wildlife refuges in 14 
states. Notice of the 2012-2013 Refuge-
Speci� c Hunting and Sport Fishing 
Regulations was published in the 
Federal Register on September 11, 
2012. � e rule will provide additional 
public hunting opportunities in ful� ll-
ment of the National Wildlife Refuge 
System Improvement Act of 1997. 

Notice of the proposed rule change 
was published in the Federal Register 
on July 11, 2012; public comments were 
accepted through August 10, 2012. 

“By expanding hunting in our 
National Wildlife Refuge System, we 
are supporting a heritage that has been 
handed down from generations and 
helping to achieve the goal of President 
Obama’s America’s Great Outdoors ini-
tiative to connect Americans to the 
natural world through outdoor recre-
ation,” Secretary of the Interior Ken 
Salazar said. “Hunters have been a 
mainstay of conservation in America 
for more than 100 years and expand-
ing hunting opportunities helps ensure 
that we will have the resources to care 
for our wildlife and its habitat in the 
future.”

“The National Wildlife Refuge 
System, one of America’s greatest con-
servation success stories, is committed 
to o� ering quality hunting and � shing 

programs -- for all Americans -- wher-
ever they are compatible with refuge 
purposes,” Service Director Dan Ashe 
said.

� e rule will close Hakalau Forest 
National Wildlife Refuge, HI, to big 
game hunting. With this change, the 
refuge will be closed to all hunting 
activity. � e refuge is also closed to 
sport � shing. � e new rule will also 
close Santee National Wildlife Refuge, 
SC, to migratory bird hunting. � e ref-
uge is open to sport � shing.

All but two of the refuges a� ected 
by the rule change will remain open to 
sport � shing.  

Other changes include:    
Big Muddy National Fish & 

Wildlife Refuge, MO, expands area for 

Hunting Expands on Some RefugesHunting Expands on Some RefugesHunting Expands on Some Refuges
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hunting and sport � shing.
Hagerman National Wildlife 

Refuge, TX, adds turkey to species for 
big game hunting. � e refuge is also 
open to migratory bird hunting, upland 
game hunting and sport � shing.

Saddle Mountain (Hanford 
Reach) National Wildlife Refuge, WA, 
expands area for migratory bird hunt-
ing, upland game hunting and big 
game hunting. Adds chukar (a member 
of the pheasant family) to upland game 
hunting program. � e refuge is also 
open to sport � shing.

Julia Butler Hanson Refuge for 
the Columbian White-Tailed Deer, 
OR, expands area for migratory bird 
hunting. � e refuge is also open to 
sport � shing.

Lower Hatchie National Wildlife 
Refuge, TN, expands area for migra-
tory bird hunting, upland game hunt-
ing and big game hunting. � e refuge is 
also open to sport � shing.

Minnesota Valley National 
Wildlife Refuge, MN, expands area for 
migratory bird hunting, upland game 

hunting and big game hunting. � e ref-
uge is also open to sport � shing.

Ninigret National Wildlife Refuge, 
RI, adds deer to species for big game 
hunting program. � e refuge is also 

migratory bird   hunting, upland game 
hunting and big game hunting. � e ref-
uge is also open to sport � shing.

Big Oaks National Wildlife Refuge, 
IN, expands big game hunting area. 
� e refuge is also open to upland game 
hunting and sport � shing.

Block Island National Wildlife 
Refuge, RI, adds deer to the refuge’s 
big game hunting program. � e refuge 
is also open to sport � shing.

Bond Swamp National Wildlife 
Refuge, GA, adds migratory bird hunt-
ing and upland game hunting; expands 
area for big game hunting and addition 
of wild turkey to big game hunting pro-
gram. � e refuge is also open to sport 
� shing.

Chickasaw National Wildlife 
Refuge, TN, expands area for migra-
tory bird hunting, upland game hunt-
ing and big game hunting. � e refuge is 
also open to sport � shing.

Deer Flat National Wildlife 
Refuge, ID, expands area for big game 
hunting. � e refuge is also open to 
migratory bird hunting, upland game 

Nose Jammer® Pro-Pack
Close the distance on big game 
animals like never before with the 
Nose Jammer Pro-Pack. Stack the 
odds with the power of 4 nose 
jamming products. The Nose Jammer 
Pro-Pack gives you everything you’ll 
need for a full season of hunting.

www.NoseJammer.com
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animals as wild turkey, deer and those 
proli� c feral hogs.  

Under the National Wildlife Refuge 
System Improvement Act of 1997, the 
Service can permit hunting and � sh-
ing along with four other types of 
wildlife-dependent recreational uses 
where they are compatible with refuge 
purpose and mission. Hunting, within 
speci� ed limits, is permitted on more 
than 300 national wildlife refuges. 
Fishing is permitted on more than 270 

national wildlife refuges. Other wild-
life-dependent recreation on national 
wildlife refuges includes wildlife obser-
vation, photography, interpretation 
and education. 

To � nd hunting programs o� ered 
in the National Wildlife Refuge System, 
please visit  http://www.fws.gov/ref-
uges/hunting/. To � nd the � nal regu-
lations in the Federal Register please 
visit http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/
FR-2012-09-11/pdf/2012-22099.pdf  

open to sport � shing.
Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife 

Refuge, MT, expands area for migrato-
ry bird hunting and big game hunting. 
� e refuge is also open to sport � shing.

Upper Ouachita National Wildlife 
Refuge, LA, expands area for migra-
tory bird hunting, upland game hunt-
ing and big game hunting. � e refuge is 
open to sport � shing.

Waccamaw National Wildlife 
Refuge, SC, expands area for big game 
hunting. Adds woodcock to species for 
migratory bird hunting. � e refuge is 
also open to upland game hunting and 
sport � shing.

William L. Finley National Wildlife 
Refuge, OR, expands area for big game 
hunting. � e refuge is also open to 
sport � shing.

While de� nitions of hunting cat-
egories vary by refuge and state, migra-
tory bird hunting generally includes 
ducks and geese. Upland game hunting 
may cover such animals as game birds, 
rabbit, squirrel, opossum and coyote. 
Big game hunting may include such 

Saturday, August 18, a new archery range opened up at Blackwell Forest 
Preserve in Warrenville, Illinois.  � e range is basically three ranges in one.  � e 
Beginner Range o� ers archers the opportunity to shoot at targets up to 25 yards 
in length.   � e Interactive Range o� ers the � eld archer an opportunity to hone 
his or her skills at targets placed at varying distances up to 60 yards.   Lastly, the 
Advanced Range o� ers the competitive archer a chance to shoot at FITA mats out 
to 90 meters.  Since the grand opening on August 18th the Forest Preserve District 
of DuPage County reports it has had nothing but compliment after compliment 
on this new three-in-one range.  

Blackwell Forest Preserve Adds Blackwell Forest Preserve Adds Blackwell Forest Preserve Adds 
Three Public Archery RangesThree Public Archery RangesThree Public Archery Ranges
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Archery is hot, and the TV execu-
tives at NBC Sports Network are paying 
attention. � e skill celebrated in � lms 
and TV shows is becoming a com-
petitive reality TV series called  “Nock 
Out,”  slated to air on NBC Sports 
Network in 2013.

  NBC’s summer 2012 coverage 
of Olympic Archery also helped the 
resurgence of archery’s popularity, 
and Nock Out is poised to heighten the 
awareness of this family-friendly com-
petitive sport.

 � e name “Nock Out” is a play on 
words, referring to both the elimination 
aspect of the show and to the “nock” in 
archery terminology; a nock is the part 
of an arrow that secures it to the bow-
string.   � e competitive reality show 
pits top archers against each other in 
team and individual challenges, ulti-
mately determining the best all-around 
archer. Diverse contestants from var-
ied target archery backgrounds and 

experience levels--as well as accom-
plished bow hunters--will compete.

Twelve contestants will be split 
into three teams of four archers. 
� e archers will compete in Team 
Challenges, where teammates will 
have to strategize and work together 
by utilizing each archer’s particular 
strengths.   Some challenges will focus 
on speed and accuracy, while others 
will demand endurance and consis-
tency.   � e two losing teams will each 
nominate one archer from the team to 
compete in the head-to-head “Nock 
Out Round.”  � e winner will return to 
compete in the next episode, while the 
loser will be sent home.

 “NBC Sports Network was chosen 
as the home for the  Nock Out  series 
because they reach the largest audi-
ence of outdoor enthusiasts across the 
nation,” Executive Producer, Je� rey 
Willerth said. 

Nock Out Creator and Producer 

Robert Hanson agreed. “� e NBC 
Sports Network viewers appreciate the 
intense human drama only available 
from the competitive side of archery.”   
� e Nock Out broadcast deal with NBC 
Sports Network was forged through 
Careco Multimedia and slated to begin 
in the fall of 2012.

Archery Reality Show ScheduledArchery Reality Show ScheduledArchery Reality Show Scheduled

365 FPS
126 FT LBS OF KE  
REVERSE-DRAW TECHNOLOGY

BARNETTCROSSBOWS.COM
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Jeff Scavazzo and his part-
ner Loraine Clune, owners of 
Endless Mountains Archery in 

Birchardville, Pennsylvania, are not 
unlike many other archery retailers 
in that they are highly involved with 
their local community. In the past the 

couple has held numerous fundrais-
ers for cancer research in addition to 
bene� ts for assisting local residents 
who have incurred major medical bills 
resulting from accident or illness. Each 
fall they help feed others through the 
Hunters Sharing the Harvest program 

and frequently open their indoor 
shooting range for community fund 
raising e� orts. 

Two years ago, Clune’s nephew 
Christopher Barton of Harrisburg, 
North Carolina was serving with the 
United States Army in Afghanistan 

This large banner was made and donated by a local printing company and decorated 
the pavilion at Endless Mountains Archery. Numerous local companies and individuals 
donated time, talent and products for the event.

This sign is displayed over the front of the archery shop and 
informs customers of the services available.

The building housing Endless Mountains Archery and butcher 
shop was once a machine shop. It is large enough to house a 
retail archery shop, indoor 3-D shooting range and retail butcher 
shop.

American � ags lined the roadway leading 
to the parking lot, emphasizing the patri-
otic overtone of the event.

Pennsylvania Retailer Holds       Fundraiser For ServicemenPennsylvania Retailer Holds       Fundraiser For ServicemenPennsylvania Retailer Holds       Fundraiser For Servicemen
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when he was killed by a sniper’s bul-
let. “It was a horrible and tragic time 
for our entire family,” Clune told us. 
“My sister wanted to do something so 
Christopher would never be forgotten 
and so she decided to raise money to 

fund a scholarship at the Harrisburg, 
North Carolina Community College 
in his memory. The community 

response was so great, there was 
enough money raised to fund the 
scholarship in perpetuity and there was 

Greg Reichlon, who � nished � rst in the � ve mile 
road race, shows the front of the T-shirt given 
to each racer or walker. The front depicts the 
Soldiers’ Angels logo.

Dan Clune, son of co-owner Lorraine Clune, 
donated the T-shirts given to event participants. 
He’s pictured here holding the back of the shirt 
listing the event’s sponsors.

This bridge spanning a creek and leading to the outdoor 3-D range was made by 
Scavazzo nearly 20 years ago. To prepare for the event, he installed new 2 x 12 
pressure treated decking and made the walkway a foot wider than the original 
span.

Pennsylvania Retailer Holds       Fundraiser For ServicemenPennsylvania Retailer Holds       Fundraiser For ServicemenPennsylvania Retailer Holds       Fundraiser For Servicemen
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even money left over,” Clune explained. 
“My sister Elaine (Christopher’s moth-
er) decided she not only wanted to 
keep the memory of her son alive, she 
wanted to use the extra money raised 
in a way that would help all service-
men and their families. As a result, she 
researched and found the organization 
Soldiers’  Angels to be the way to do it,” 
Clune added.

Soldiers’ Angels is a volunteer-led 
nonpro� t organization providing aid 
and comfort to the men and women of 
the United States Army, Marines, Navy, 
Air Force and Coast Guard and their 
families.  Soldiers’ Angels was started 
by Patti Patton-Bader, the mother of 

two American soldiers. Her eldest son, 
Sta�  Sergeant Brandon Varn, served in 
Iraq from 2003-2004 and her youngest 
son was deployed in 2008.

In the summer of 2003, Brandon 
expressed concern that some soldiers 
in his deployed unit did not receive 
any mail or support from home. As 
a result Patti decided not to allow a 
situation like that to continue. She 
quickly contacted a handful of friends 
and extended family and asked if they 
would support a soldier or two. Within 
a few months, Soldiers’ Angels went 
from a mother sending a few extra 
care packages and letters to an Internet 
community with thousands of Angels 

worldwide. 
� e response of merchants and 

people donating services, money and 
items for packages at Soldiers’ Angels 
was so great, Patton-Bader reorganized 
Soldiers’ Angels as a nonpro� t orga-
nization in 2004. Today, the organi-
zation supports tens of thousands of 
American military personnel around 
the world and here at home. Hundreds 
of thousands of volunteers are led by 
an all-volunteer Board of Trustees as 
the organization works around the 
world to address military-related needs 
ranging from support and care for the 
wounded to remembrance of the fallen 
and a wide variety of assistance for 

Each 3-D target was set in as realistic of a setting as possible. 
Here archers had to shoot a beaver target while standing on the 
bridge spanning the creek.

PHOTOS ABOVE AND BELOW: Each of the ten 3-D targets had a 
sponsor. Colorful banners of those companies donating products 
to the event were prominently displayed around the course.

Local businesses contributed to the success of the event by donat-
ing the targets used in the shoot.  After the shooting competition 
was completed, the targets were auctioned o�  and all were sold.
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Karl Lambert from SOB Archery in Oneonta, New York takes aim 
at the � rst target while Bob and Amanda Luke look on. Amanda is 
Karl’s daughter and Bob’s wife.  Karl was quick to explain that SOB 
stood for “Sweet Old Bill.”

Marty Homan, owner of Marty’s Taxidermy in Laceyville, 
Pennsylvania, draws down on the antelope target. He and his 
wife Maryanne came to lend support and to shoot the course.

Maryanne Homan and her husband Marty are pictured here 
removing their arrows from the antelope target. 

The beautiful rolling hills of northeastern Pennsylvania provided a 
perfect backdrop for the morning’s events. The roped o�  area shown 
here directed participants to the various shooting venues.  The 3-D 
course began in the middle of the bridge where shooters took aim at 
a 3-D beaver target located on the creek bank.   The crossbow range 
is to the left in the photo.

Shooters were challenged with realistic 
hunting situations.  Maryanne Homan of 
Marty’s Taxidermy is pictured here half hid-
den in the foliage.
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military families. 
This past August, Clune and 

Scavazzo once again turned their 
e� orts to raising money for the schol-
arship fund but Clune’ sister Elaine 
told them that since the scholarship 
was already well funded, perhaps the 
money raised should go to the organi-
zation that has helped so many service-
men and their families.  As a result the 
couple held their � rst annual Soldiers’ 

Angels bene� t archery shoot, � ve mile 
run and one mile walk competition. All 
pro� ts from these events were donated 
to the Soldiers’ Angels organization.

The archery shoot categories 
included an adult shoot, a youth shoot 
for those 11 to 16 
years of age and 
another youth cat-
egory for those up 
to ten years of age. 

In addition, there were food, drink, 
door prizes, ra�  es, a silent auction and 
a bag ra�  e containing dozens of items 
donated by industry sponsors. 

For the more athletically inclined, 
the day’s events included a men’s, 

Lorraine Clune, whose nephew was killed in Afghanistan, was 
kept busy selling ra�  e tickets for the many items generously 
donated by manufacturers and area businesses. Cody Hoyt of 
Apalachin, New York is shown here making a purchase.

Barbara Nelson, a friend of Lorraine 
Clune, drove with her husband from their 
home in Warminster, Pennsylvania, near 
Philadelphia, to help with the day’s events. 
She’s shown here manning the food table.

Sta�  Sergeant Mike Fissler completed the � ve mile road race 
and is shown here with his wife Nichole and daughter Alayna.  
Fissler is in the U.S. Army reserves and was serving in Iraq when 
his armored vehicle struck an anti-tank mine and blew up.  
Fortunately none of the soldiers were killed but Fissler and his fel-
low soldiers spent several weeks in a hospital in Tikrit and were 
awarded the Purple Heart as a result of their injuries. Fissler is still 
in the army and says he will remain there for six more years until 
he can retire.
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Kendalynn 
McMicken tries 
her hand at 
the basketball 
game set up 
for those who 
wanted to test 
their shoot-
ing skill with 
a basketball.  
She’s getting 
a little assis-
tance from 
her father 
Joel.  The 
McMickens are 
from nearby 
Meshoppen.

In addi-
tion to ra�  e 
items, there 
was a silent 
auction for 
several bows 
and a muzzle-
loading ri� e. 
Here people 
are purchas-
ing ra�  e 
tickets and 
making bids 
on the items 
in the silent 
auction.

After completing the outdoor 3-D course, shooters were welcome to shoot the indoor 
3-D targets as well. All participants could shoot as long as they wanted at the day long 
event.
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women’s and masters’ � ve mile run 
along a challenging dirt road course 
with awards presented for � rst place 
� nishers. Scavazzo told ArrowTrade
that more than a hundred people 
either participated in the day’s events 
or came to the shop to o� er support 

by buying ra�  e tickets and bidding on 
auction items. At the end of the day 
approximately $3,500 was raised for the 
Soldiers’ Angels organization. 

Scavazzo said representatives of 
Cabot Oil and Gas, one of several com-
panies drilling for gas in northeastern 

Pennsylvania, were so impressed with 
the day’s events and the way the fun-
draiser was run, the company is con-
sidering becoming a major sponsor for 
next year’s event. Scavazzo also noted 
that Mike Fissler, an active duty soldier 
who participated in the running event, 

In addition to running the ra�  es, setting up bows and organizing the day’s 
events, Scavazzo takes time to help his friend Bob Nelson cook some ham-
burgers and sausages.

David Gardner, 15, is pictured here shooting a Horton 
Scout crossbow.  David is a tenth grade student at 
Montrose High School.  

Fourteen year old Michole Proske crosses the � nish 
line after completing the � ve mile road race.  Nichole 
had the winning bid for a new Bear Apprentice 2 com-
pound bow and says she wants to take up archery as a 
new sport.

Dr. Charlie Mancuso, an anesthesiologist by trade, became the o�  cial 
parking attendant for the day’s event.  In addition to lending a hand at 
the a� air, Mancuso bought three of the donated 3-D targets used for the 
day’s shooting. 
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posted some photos on his Facebook 
page and got over a hundred responses 
from fellow soldiers saying they want-
ed to participate in next year’s event. 
Scavazzo and Clune said they were 
pleased their e� orts were able to gen-
erate so much money for a � rst time 
event and with the help they received 
from friends and neighbors to make the 
event such a success. � e couple said 
they were encouraged by the response 
they received and hope to grow the 
Soldiers’ Angels bene� t program in the 
coming years.  

More info about the  Soldiers’ 

Angels organization can be obtained at: 
www.soldierangels.org.  Je�  Scavazzo, 
at Endless Mountains Archery, can be 

contacted to provide information as 
well. Reach him at (570) 553-2703.

By Mike Raykovicz

Norm McPhearson of Brackney, Pennsylvania was scheduled 
to leave on an elk hunt to Colorado in a few days. He’s shown 
here mulling over a last minute purchase.

Cabot Oil and Gas has been a signi� cant player in tapping the 
natural gas found deep below the rolling countryside of north-
eastern Pennsylvania. Company o�  cials stopped at the shop as 
the day’s events were winding down and were so impressed with 
how things were set up and run that they are considering becom-
ing a corporate sponsor of next year’s Soldiers’ Angels fund raiser.     

The Drop Tine Buck target was a popular target for shooters 
and from the arrow placement it’s clear a real deer would never 
have a chance.
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Kinsey’s Archery Products has 
built a new 48,000 square foot ware-
house across the street from their exist-
ing warehouse and o�  ce building in 
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania. � e distribu-
tor has also welcomed a fourth gen-
eration family member and has made 
a number of hirings and promotions.

“� e new location directly across 
the street allows for greater control and 
e�  ciencies with sta�  ng,” Rick Kinsey, 
vice president of sales, said. 

With 35 foot high ceilings, this 
building is designed with plans of inte-
grating a state of the art receiving and 
distribution warehouse management 
system. “Our goals with the new ware-
house are to be able to carry a wider 
selection of items and deeper inven-
tory levels. It will allow us to reclaim 
some warehouse space in our origi-
nal building as o�  ce space to expand 
our sales, customer service, business 
development and marketing teams,” 
says Kinsey.

� e warehouse is equipped with 

advanced computer and network tech-
nology including � ber optic gigabit 
networking. It also features a geother-
mal heating and cooling system; a self-
contained, environmentally friendly 
� re-suppression system and a motion 
activated, energy saving lighting sys-
tem. 

� e warehouse was needed to 
help contain Kinsey’s flourishing 
atmosphere. “At the rate we’ve been 
growing, we will probably need to start 
looking for a third warehouse space, 
but those are the good type of prob-
lems to have,” says Kinsey. 

Fourth Generation
Kinsey’s, a family owned and 

operated business, welcomes its fourth 
generation.

Kelsey Gorman; daughter of Sherri 
Gorman, vice president of operation 
and administration; recently gradu-
ated from Messiah College with a 
Bachelor of Science degree in account-
ing and has since joined the Kinsey 
team. She is currently working in the 
accounting department and will soon 
take over payroll and human resource 
responsibilities. “I’m excited to be 
here. I’ve seen how much my family 
enjoys working here and the pride they 
all have for the company. My great-
grandma still works here and that’s 
exciting. Hopefully I’ll work here as 

long as she has,” Kelsey Gorman said. 
Her great-grandma; Helen Kinsey, 

owner; helped start the family tradition 
with her late husband Vernon Kinsey in 
1952. “I was unsure of where the busi-
ness would go when we started, and 
then it just kept going. I’m grateful to 
have Kelsey here and glad she decided 
to be a part of it. It feels good,” Helen 
said.

� ough there is no pressure to fol-
low in the footsteps of family, the tradi-
tion holds strong. “It’s great to see the 
next generation excited to be a part 
of the family business. Kelsey’s up to 
the challenges and will do quite well,” 
Sherri Gorman said. 

Kelsey Gorman’s outlook for her 
future at Kinsey’s is promising. “For the 
most part, I’ve always wanted to work 
within the family business. I appreciate 
the respect my family’s name has, even 
though I didn’t realize that much until I 
was older. Now, I want to bring archery 
back into my generation and continue 
the growth of this company while pro-
viding a place where people want to 
come to work and stay for a long time,” 
Kelsey Gorman said. 

“Kinsey’s is ever-growing and will 
no doubt continue to prosper,”  a com-
pany spokesperson said. “On the dawn 
of the fourth generation, the future of 
Kinsey’s continues to look bright.”

growing, we will probably need to start 
looking for a third warehouse space, 
but those are the good type of prob-
lems to have,” says Kinsey. 

operated business, welcomes its fourth 
generation.

Gorman, vice president of operation 
and administration; recently gradu-
ated from Messiah College with a 
Bachelor of Science degree in account-
ing and has since joined the Kinsey 
team. She is currently working in the 
accounting department and will soon 
take over payroll and human resource 
responsibilities. “I’m excited to be 
here. I’ve seen how much my family 
enjoys working here and the pride they 
all have for the company. My great-
grandma still works here and that’s 
exciting. Hopefully I’ll work here as 

This is the new 48,000 square foot warehouse Kinsey’s has added.

Kelsey Gorman

Kinsey’s Looking to the FutureKinsey’s Looking to the FutureKinsey’s Looking to the Future
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New Roles 
Kinsey’s Archery Products has made the 

following changes to the sta� . It welcomes Kurt 
Smith, now a customer service archery tech, to 
the full-time team. Smith has been a part-time 
employee of Kinsey’s since 2009 and has been 
involved with all types of archery for 13 years. “I 
am looking forward to developing relationships 
with dealers and manufacturers while continu-
ing to build on my knowledge of products,” 
Smith said. 

Another new full-time employee is Lindsay 
Antolick. She also started part-time at Kinsey’s 
in 2009 and has grown into a graphic designer 
position for the Kinsey’s crew. “We’re constantly 
looking for and developing new marketing strat-
egies to improve our relationships with our 
customers and vendors. I am eager to help take 
our advertising materials to the next level while 
continuing to grow personally and as a whole. 
Kinsey’s is a great company, and I’m proud to be 
a part of it all,” Antolick said.

Keith Arnold (right), who has been a part 
of Kinsey’s purchasing squad for nine years 
and part of the archery industry for 20, is now 
the purchasing manager for Kinsey’s. “I look 
forward to working with our current and new 
vendors to expand our product o� erings while 
continuing to focus on maintaining excellent � ll 
rates for our dealer base,” Arnold said.  

Dave Parker (in red) has assumed a new 
position as director of sales and strategy. In 
his 13 years at Kinsey’s, Parker has previously 
worked as a buyer, purchasing manager, sales 
manager, business development manager, 
Kinsey’s dealer show coordinator and general 
manager of Kinsey’s Outdoors, the retail store 
for Kinsey’s Archery Products. “In my new role, 
I look forward to being able to focus on strategic 
plans for all divisions of Kinsey’s as well as con-
tinuing to develop the October Mountain brand 
of products,” Parker said.

In addition, Alex Cameron (at bottom) has 
recently been promoted to general manager 
of Kinsey’s Outdoors. Cameron has been the 
store manager of Kinsey’s Outdoors since 2006. 
“It’s a pleasure working for a family owned and 
operated, independent business that’s commit-
ted to long-term growth of both the company 
and its people. I look forward to taking Kinsey’s 
Outdoors to the next level in pursuit of the 
ultimate customer shopping experience and 
service center,” Cameron said.
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I had just returned home from covering the Kinsey’s 
Dealer Show last spring when it � nally happened. After 
50 years of marital bliss, my wife announced she was 

leaving.
Well, not really leaving. She and four of her artist girl-

friends were planning a trip to a resort in upstate New York 
to attend a week of watercolor lessons. She thought the 
timing was perfect because I would be working in my o�  ce 
cranking out articles after attending the Kinsey’s show. 
While she was gone, I would be home alone.

� e girls had been preparing for this trip for weeks. 
Our family room was stacked with clothes, art supplies, 
clothes, snacks, clothes, rain gear, cameras, folding chairs, 
fans, more snacks and of course more clothes. It was to be a 
two vehicle caravan complete with cell phones and walkie-
talkies to ensure constant contact. I have been on a four man 
pack-in elk hunt where we didn’t have half the gear and that 
included the horses.

Sunday was their o�  cial packing day or, as I like to 
refer to it, the invasion of Normandy. Trust me; General 
Eisenhower couldn’t hold a candle to this group when it 
came to packing a lot of “stu� .” I stood among the piles of 
luggage, food and art supplies as the women gave a constant 
stream of instructions as to what went where, interrupted 
only occasionally by a statement that drove fear deep into 
my checkbook: “If we forgot anything, we’ll just buy it when 
we get there.” Finally, I couldn’t resist any longer as I said, 
“I’ll bet you girls couldn’t go to a nudist colony without at 
least four suitcases each.” � e look I got from my wife told 
me I had again committed a serious social blunder.

As my wife climbed into the small space that remained 
on the passenger side of the car, she went over some � nal 
instructions designed to get me through the week. She had  
cleaned the entire house, top to bottom, “just in case.” I am 
not sure what “just in case” means but I know for a fact that 
women say it a lot. She had prepared a week’s worth of meals 
and placed them in the refrigerator with written directions 
on what went with what.

She had stocked the fridge with fresh pork chops, ham, 
hot dogs and associated fresh fruits and vegetables. She also 
packed the cupboard shelves with a variety of snack foods 
and topped it all o�  with ample ice cream in the freezer. A 
large tablet on the kitchen table contained instructions con-
cerning taking care of her “puppy,” including the vet’s o�  ce 
number, his cell phone number and his private unlisted 
home number, “just in case.” Her “puppy” was a fussy eater 
and there were bacon bits and liver slices in the refrigerator 
with which to top o�  her food, along with special baked pea-
nut butter dog treats.

A few minutes later, as the small caravan of would-be 
artists drove o�  into the sunset, I found myself standing 

alone in the driveway with 
a whimpering puppy who 
believed her mother had just 
abandoned her with a man 
who wasn’t planning on rub-
bing her belly at night until 
she fell asleep. She was right.

� e � rst thing I did when I entered the house was to 
close o�  all the rooms except the kitchen, bathroom and 
bedroom. If they didn’t get messed up, I wouldn’t have to 
straighten them up. It was a shock to the “puppy” that nor-
mally has the run of the house to � nd herself sleeping on the 
kitchen � oor instead of with her head propped up on the 
pillows of the living room couch watching a big screen TV 
but in times of need, everyone has to sacri� ce. Next, with 
the exception of the hot dogs I put all of the fresh meat in 
the freezer. I knew that anything that needed to be braised, 
marinated, broiled or baked was beyond my food prepara-
tion ability. � at left me with hot dogs, baked beans and 
snack foods on which to survive. I saw no problem.

� at evening, I stopped at the video store and loaded 
up on a week’s supply of action movies. If it blew up, turned 
over, crashed or exploded, I considered it educational. No 
tear jerking chick � icks for me. � is week, it was all about 
Arnold, Bruce and Stallone. If it didn’t have muscle and 
sweat and go BANG, I wasn’t interested.

I saw no need to make the bed because after all, I was 
simply going to mess it up again that night, so there was 
time saved. I only used one dish and one spoon all week. 
It’s amazing what you can eat with a spoon and besides, you 
don’t need anything for cookies and chips.

I must admit that I did have one small slip up, however. 
I forgot to feed the dog the � rst day and if I hadn’t put her 
bacon bits on my ice cream by mistake, I may not have 
remembered at all. � e good news is that after one day on a 
diet, she got over being a picky eater. After that, she ate any-
thing I put in her dish.

A few hours before my wife was due to return, I made a 
trip to the grocery store, where I bought new boxes of all the 
snacks that I ate during the week and restocked the freezer 
with ice cream. My plan was to replace all of the snacks and 
tell my wife that I just hadn’t felt like eating and decided to 
stick to my diet. I unblocked all the doors and put my bowl 
and spoon in the dishwasher. I took the sheets and pillow 
cases o�  the bed and put them in the hamper. I have no idea 
where the clean ones are kept but my wife would handle that 
when she got back. All that was left to do was take out the 
vacuum cleaner and stand it in the hallway. When my wife 
arrived home, I would simply say that I was cleaning up but 
didn’t quite get � nished and then suggest we go out for din-
ner. After all, I had been home alone.
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MADE
IN THE USA

RotoRoto
Limb Cup

Visit our website: martinarchery.com
3134 Heritage Rd. - Walla Walla, WA 

Introducing the all new
X4 Mag Twin Limbs!

LIGHTER. FASTER. QUIETER.   
THE ALIEN WAS BUILT WITH THE HUNTER IN MIND. 

ALIENA
NEW FOR 2013
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